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Abstract

Injecting low salinity water in sandstone reservoirs is the most practical
example of smart water technology. However, the feasibility of low salinity
flooding for enhanced oil recovery is controversial for carbonates due to
the poor understanding of the displacement mechanisms, which should be
potentially responsible for low salinity effect.
This project presents a novel concept to study the complicated
interactions in solid/brine/crude oil systems at multiple scales with more
insight on the physicochemical mechanisms affecting the wettability trend
and hence, the potential of low salinity flooding. Different microscopic and
macroscopic apparatuses were used including atomic force microscopy
(AFM),

quartz

crystal

microbalance

(QCM),

microfluidic

system,

goniometer, and core flooding setup.
Studying the rock/brine/oil interactions at a macroscopic-scale shows that
the salinity effect is more salient at the rock/liquid interface than the
liquid/liquid interface, and the response to the brine composition is
dominated by the chemical composition of crude oil with respect to its
content of polar organic components, as well as the rock mineralogy.
These results have been corroborated by a series of macroscopic core
flooding experiments conducted at in-situ reservoir conditions. Molecular
level QCM study also shows that increasing the content of negative polar
components in crude oil leads to less desorption from calcite surface
compared to the silica surface upon exposure to low saline solutions,
verifying the macroscopic core flooding findings. Two times diluted
seawater yielded the highest desorption efficiency as a result of a
reduction in the adhesion forces, as detected by AFM study.
Investigating the potential of enhancing oil recovery by low salinity
flooding at the pore-scale, however, did not show any positive effect on
the microscopic sweeping efficiency for the oil-wet system compared to
the water-wet system. No change in the in-situ wettability was observed
iv

during a sequential low salinity injection in a hydrophobic microstructure,
and the pore surfaces stay within a strongly oil-wet condition.
The work described in this thesis revealed that there is a critical brine
concentration for EOR in carbonates that should be considered, after
which no measurable effect is detected. Low salinity flooding is an
inappropriate technique for enhanced oil recovery for the strongly oil-wet
formations saturated with heavy-polar crude oils. In addition, while the
expansion of the electric double layer at lower salt is likely to be
responsible for reduced oil adhesion on carbonates, it is modulated by
surface ions binding. Therefore, a combination of these two mechanisms,
as well as the salting-out phenomenon has a dominating effect on low
salinity flooding performance. The pore-flow of brine in the water-wet
system is different from that of a completely oil-wet system, and thereby
the potential and associated mechanisms of low salinity flooding are
expected to be different.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Motivation

A considerable amount (45-90%) of light and heavy oils is retained in
hydrocarbon reservoirs after using primary and secondary recovery
processes, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. The growing demand for energy
resources has led to the development and application of various tertiary or
enhanced oil recovery (EOR) techniques to improve oil recovery from
carbonate and sandstone reservoirs. EOR refers specifically to methods
for extracting residual oils trapped in reservoirs once conventional primary
and secondary extraction have been exhausted. The main EOR
techniques that have been developed at different times are thermal
recovery, miscible or immiscible gas injection, and chemical techniques.
Increasing recovery factor from high-temperature carbonate reservoirs is
the primary target of using most of these methods. This significantly
affects global reserves, since a large quantity of about 60% of the world's
oil reserves exists in carbonate reservoirs [1]. Figure 1.2 shows the most
widely applied enhanced oil recovery techniques for extracting trapped oil
from carbonate reservoirs.

Figure 1.1: Percentage of oil recovered at the end of conventional
operations and EOR target for different hydrocarbons [2].
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Figure 1.2: EOR technologies in carbonate formations depending on
the universal database [3,4].

It is clear from Figure 1.2 that gas injection represents the most applicable
EOR method in carbonates; however, gas availability and high operational
costs preclude its application [2,3]. The second method used for EOR in
carbonate reservoirs is chemical techniques. While most of the chemical
processes are applicable at only small laboratory scale such as
surfactant-polymer (SP) and alkali-surfactant-polymer (ASP), polymer
flooding is technically successful for EOR at the field scale [3]. However,
polymer flooding is not suitable for implementation in formations with low
permeability (<5 md), which thereby makes its application much more
suitable to sandstone reservoirs than carbonate formations. Furthermore,
the practical feasibility of thermal techniques for EOR in carbonate
reservoirs is not high; making their implementation in carbonates
unpopular.
Despite the fact that the above EOR methods have been used to extract
oil from some of the carbonate reservoirs around the world, the ultimate
oil recovery from these reservoirs is generally less than that of sandstone
reservoirs [5]. Comparing the screening criteria for each type of the EOR
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processes indicates that the application of these processes is still strongly
affected by the restrictions of reservoir characteristics, as many of the
carbonate reservoirs are naturally fractured and preferentially oil-wet with
low matrix permeability [6]. Also applying conventional EOR techniques
are relatively expensive compared with secondary recovery methods.
Consequently, the fluctuation in the oil prices would aggravate the risks,
making most of these techniques economically unfavourable [7].
Therefore, using a new enhanced oil recovery technique will be essential
to reaching the maximum and economic production rate from carbonate
reservoirs.
Improving enhanced oil recovery (EOR) techniques would bring a large
positive economic impact. Recently, many considerable efforts have been
devoted to finding an innovative method that can alter the initial wetting
properties of the surfaces from oil-wet to intermediate or water-wet. Smart
water has been suggested as an emerging EOR technique for this
purpose.
Smart water technology commonly refers to a method of injecting water
with an optimized ionic and salinity composition that can change the initial
equilibrium of the crude oil/brine/rock (CBR) system in a good way to
improve oil recovery. The most general practical example of applying
smart water technology is low salinity water flooding in sandstones and
high salinity water flooding in carbonates. Different names have been
given in the literature to identify smart water injection, such as Designer
Water Flood (DWF) by Shell [8], LoSalTM by BP [9], Smart Water Flooding
(SWF) by Saudi Aramco [10], and Advanced Ion Management (AIMSM) by
Exxon Mobil [11]. Availability of water at a low price, an easy injection
process during the early life cycle of the reservoirs, and attaining higher
ultimate oil recovery with minimal investment, have all been cited as
variables contributing to making smart water technology as an
encouraging process compared to other conventional EOR methods [1].
A broad range of studies has been recently conducted to study the effect
of low salinity water flooding in sandstone reservoirs and identify the
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potential recovery mechanisms. Laboratory observations showed that
injecting brines with salinities below a certain level (4000-5000 ppm) can
improve oil recovery from sandstone reservoirs. These laboratory core
flooding tests have been confirmed to a limited extent at the field scale as
well [12-15]. However, the feasibility of low salinity flooding in carbonates
is still questionable. It has been reported that low salinity water flooding
cannot be used in carbonate reservoirs and its effect has only been
detected for sandstones with high clay minerals [16,17].
In a major advance in 2011, a new understanding of low salinity water
flooding has been demonstrated after several laboratory experiments
conducted by a Saudi Aramco research group, who verified that there is
an increment in oil recovery of approximately 17-20% of the OOIP by
reducing the salinity and ionic composition of the injected seawater [10].
Later, a single well chemical tracer test (SWCTT) was performed by the
same group to confirm the potential of low salinity water flooding at a large
pilot scale. The results showed a reduction of about 7 units in the residual
oil saturation compared to the injection of normal seawater.
Though few studies have been achieved as an attempt to evaluate the
potential recovery into carbonate reservoirs by using chemically modified
water, up to date, there has been no conclusive evidence on the potential
of low salinity water flooding for EOR in carbonates. Therefore, its
application in the field scale is still doubtful. The main reason behind that
is the composite chemical interactions between rock/brine and crude oil,
which lead to a poor understanding of the chemical mechanisms
responsible for oil recovery improvement [17-19].
After extensive experimental work by some researchers, it is supposed
that wettability alteration from oil-wet to intermediate-wet is the most
probable mechanism that affects significantly the EOR during low salinity
water flooding in carbonates [20-22]. However, consistent mechanistic
clarification behind this alteration is not fully understood due to the lack of
in-situ wettability assessment at the pore-scale, calling for more efficient
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methods for evaluating wettability changes and low salinity potential at the
level of pore surface heterogeneities.

1.2

Challenges and Objectives

It is found that most of the previously published studies to date have
tended to focus on macroscopic measurements to assess the low salinity
effects. However, one major drawback of these measurements is that they
cannot provide precise elucidations and micro-level details of the
physicochemical interactions taken place between rock/brine/oil interfaces
during low salinity injection. This raises many questions about the
interactions between polar oil components and mineral surfaces at the
pore scale, which lead to a difficulty in predicting or interpreting the effect
of low salinity flooding on reservoir performance. To meet these
challenges, a multi-scale understanding of low salinity effects based on
Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM),
microfluidic measurements, macroscopic core flooding, and contact angle
measurements have been explored and examined in this project. The
main objectives of this study are briefly summarised as:

1. To understand the solid/brine/oil interactions at multiple scales to
elucidate the probable mechanisms of wettability modification during
low salinity flooding in carbonates.
2. To demonstrate any symbiotic impact of rock mineralogy and oil
composition on the potential of low salinity flooding.
3. To evaluate the influence of low salinity injection on the macroscopic oil
displacement efficiency under reservoir-like conditions (HPHT).
4. To investigate whether low salinity flooding can affect the trapped oil at
the pore-scale level, i.e., pore sweeping efficiency.
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1.3 Thesis Outline
This dissertation is organised as follows:

Chapter 1 includes a brief overview and motivation for the project, the
overall challenges and objectives, as well as the structure of the thesis. A
graphical overview of the work presented in this thesis is given in Figure
1.3.
Chapter 2 presents an extensive overview of the related literature on the
feasibility of saline solutions in carbonate and sandstone reservoirs and
suggested mechanisms of wettability modification. The literature on using
different

quantitative

and

qualitative

approaches such as QCM,

microfluidics, and AFM is also demonstrated.
Chapter 3 provides a detail description of the instruments, materials,
procedures and experimental methods used in this dissertation.
Chapter 4 discusses the results of quantifying wettability characteristics
and its associated mechanisms at the macroscopic scale based on the
brines, oils, and carbonate rocks used. Throughout this Chapter, the
impact of ionic strength and brine salinity on the electrostatic surface
charges and the interfacial properties are thoroughly assessed. The
probable adsorption of potential determining ions into the surfaces is also
investigated. The key parameters that govern the complex interactions of
rock/brine/crude oil at the macroscopic scale are discussed.
Chapter 5 presents the results from the Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
study. In this Chapter, the molecular interaction of polar components in
crude oil with the carbonate minerals at different salinities is extensively
investigated by measuring the adhesion forces at the micro-scale level.
Chapter 6 describes and discusses the effect of polar components on the
oil adsorption based on the Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) findings.
The impact of saline solutions on the desorption of crude oils from calcite
and silica surfaces is also discussed.
6

Chapter 7 provides a description of the macroscopic core flooding results.
Throughout this Chapter, the symbiotic effect of crude oil composition and
rock mineralogy on the potential of low salinity flooding for EOR under insitu (HPHT) reservoir conditions is extensively investigated.
Chapter 8 discusses the obtained findings from the drainage and
imbibition displacements by using a microfluidic system. In this Chapter,
the pore-scale sweeping efficiency and flow behaviour of different saline
solutions

in

hydrophilic

and

hydrophobic

microstructures

are

systematically studied.
Chapter 9 exhibits the overall conclusions of this research, subsequent
discussions, and future work recommendations.

Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of thesis layout.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Overview
More than 60% of the world’s oil reserves exist in carbonate reservoirs.
However, enhanced oil recovery from these reservoirs has been
demonstrated as a great challenge because many of the carbonate
formations are naturally fractured and preferentially oil-wet with very low
permeability. Previously, many technologies have been performed for
enhanced

oil

recovery

from

carbonates

by

improving

reservoir

characterization through adding polymers, surfactants, and alkaline to the
injected water. While some of these methods are applicable and
successful, simple economics precludes their application, leading to
thinking of finding another economic method. Over the last decade, the
pioneering study by the research group at the University of Stavanger [23]
has pointed out that adjusting the ionic composition of the injected
seawater can positively influence the ultimate oil recovery for carbonate
reservoirs as will be extensively clarified in this chapter.
This chapter provides an extensive overview of the theoretical background
and related literature on the feasibility of saline solutions in sandstone and
carbonate reservoirs which is organized as follows: section 2.2 and 2.3
give a brief clarification of the overall oil recovery efficiency and the
wetting state of carbonate reservoirs. This will be followed by a review of
the previous studies focusing on using high salinity (seawater) flooding in
carbonate reservoirs, section 2.4. The potential of low salinity water
flooding in carbonate reservoirs will be discussed in section 2.5. Then, the
effect of low salinity and ionic composition on the interfacial properties
represented by the contact angle and interfacial tension will be illustrated
in section 2.6. This will be followed by clarifying the proposed
mechanisms of wettability modification during low salinity flooding, section
2.7. In sections 2.8 and 2.9, a review of the previous literature about using
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atomic force microscopy (AFM) and quartz crystal microbalance (QCM)
apparatus respectively will be demonstrated. Section 2.10 will include a
discussion of the research conducted on fluid displacement at the porescale level using a visualized microfluidic technique. Finally, we finish with
a summary in section 2.11.

2.2 Theoretical Background
As mentioned in Chapter 1, enhanced oil recovery refers to the
techniques used to extract residual oils trapped in reservoirs once
conventional primary and secondary extraction have been exhausted.
Increasing the overall oil recovery efficiency (𝐸𝑂𝑅 ) is the main target of
implementing most of the EOR methods. The 𝐸𝑂𝑅 generally refers to the
ratio of the ultimate oil (𝑁) recovered by one of the recovery methods to
the original amount of oil present in the pore space (OOIP), as given
below [24]:

𝐸𝑂𝑅 =

𝑁
𝑂𝑂𝐼𝑃

(2.1)

It is important here to clarify that the overall oil recovery efficiency (𝐸𝑂𝑅 )
includes both macroscopic (volumetric) displacement efficiency (𝐸𝑣𝑜 ) and
microscopic sweeping efficiency (𝐸𝑑𝑜 ), as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The
macroscopic displacement efficiency is defined as the efficiency of the
invading fluid to displace the bearing zone of oil either areally or vertically
into the production wells, while the microscopic displacement efficiency
refers to the measurable efficiency of the displacing fluid to release the oil
trapped by capillary forces at the micro-scale level [24,25].
𝐸𝑂𝑅 = 𝐸𝑑𝑜 𝐸𝑣𝑜 = 𝐸𝑑𝑜 𝐸𝑎 𝐸𝑣
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(2.2)

where 𝐸𝑎 is the areal displacement efficiency, and 𝐸𝑣 is the vertical
displacement efficiency.

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of macroscopic and microscopic
displacement efficiencies [24,26].
Many factors affect the macroscopic displacement efficiency. These
include heterogeneity and thickness of the reservoir, mobility ratio, flow
rate, density and viscosity contrast between the invading and displaced
fluid, and fracture in the invaded zones [24]. On the other hand, it is found
that the microscopic sweeping efficiency is mainly governed by the
interfacial tension and fluid viscosity, as well as the reservoir
characterization such as wettability, pore geometry, and relative
permeability [24]. For utmost recovery efficiency, either an improvement in
the mobility ratio (i.e., increasing the viscosity of the invading fluid) or an
increase in the capillary number (𝑁𝐶 ) (i.e., decreasing the IFT and/or
10

contact angle) should be achieved, which represent the main goal of
known recovery techniques.
The capillary number can be defined as the ratio of viscous to capillary
forces, as given in equation 2.3 [27].

𝑣𝜇

𝑁𝐶 = 𝜎𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

(2.3)

where 𝑣 and 𝜇 represent the velocity (m/s) and viscosity (Pa.s) of the
displacing fluid, respectively, 𝜃 is the contact angle between the fluid/fluid
interface and the solid surface. 𝜎 is the interfacial tension between
aqueous phases (N/m). An equilibrium between the capillary forces and
viscous forces occurs as the capillary number falls within the range of 10-4
to10-5 [28].
It is known that the stability of the displacement front strongly depends on
the capillary forces and viscous forces. Accordingly, the flow pattern takes
one of these regimes: capillary fingering, viscous fingering , and stable
displacement, as shown in Figure 2.2 [29,30]. An unstable displacement
front will be observed when the contrast between the viscosity of the
injecting and displaced fluid is very high, i.e., when the mobility ratio M ˃1.
Consequently, viscous fingering will be developed, which leads to a
decrease in the ultimate oil recovery [31].
It is also found that when the flow falls within the capillary regime, the fluid
can move randomly and transport reversely towards the new pores,
leading to trapping of the wetting fluid inside these pores [31]. For this, a
reduction in the interfacial tension of the oil/water system to ultra-low
values (˂ 0.001 N/m) and/or contact angle are needed to reduce the
capillary effect and extract the trapped oil in the pore space, and hence
achieve higher microscopic sweeping efficiency.
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Figure

2.2:

Flow

regimes

based

on

the

displacements

of

polyethylene glycol 200 (PEG200) and water [30].

2.3 Wettability of Carbonate Reservoirs
As mentioned in the previous section, wettability can play a crucial role in
the efficiency of the oil displacement process. This is related to the fact
that it has a great effect on the distribution and movement of water and oil
through the porous media, and therefore it is used to assess the
performance of recovery processes such as water flooding. Anderson and
William [6] have specified the best definition for wettability as “the
tendency of one fluid to spread on a solid surface in the presence of other
immiscible fluids.” As a result, depending on the intermolecular
interactions between fluid, rock and crude oil at reservoir conditions, the
rock surfaces can be classified as (1) water-wet, θ =0º-75º, (2)
intermediate-wet, θ= 75º-115º, or (3) oil-wet, θ =115º-180º [6]. The
contact angle with interfacial tension at the oil/fluid interfaces can be used
to describe the adhesion properties, represented by dispersive adhesion
tension (σA). The relation is given by the Young-Dupre equation (2.4) [6].
12

σA= σos- σws = σow cos 𝜃

(2.4)

where:
σos: The interfacial tension between oil and solid surface, dynes/cm.
σws: The interfacial tension between water and solid surface, dynes/cm.
σow: The interfacial tension between oil and water, dynes/cm.

𝜃 : Contact angle between the fluid/fluid interface and the solid surface.

Generally, higher adhesion tension per unit area corresponds to a high
degree of wetting. In contrast, the system is poor wetting at weak
adhesion tension [32].
A majority (80%) of the carbonate reservoirs are oil-wet or mixed-wet with
a positively charged surface, while most of the sandstone rocks are
preferential water-wet [22,33]. It is noteworthy that most of the carbonate
surfaces are initially strongly water-wet, due to the assumption that the
reservoir was originally occupied by water before the migration of the
hydrocarbon, then rock surfaces turn into more oil-wet after aging with
crude oil present in the reservoir [34]. Naturally, after the migration of oil to
carbonate reservoirs, an unstable water film between rock and oil will be
formed due to the positively charged rock/water interface and negatively
charged oil/water interface. Consequently, the presence of polar organic
compounds in crude oil will help to diffuse the thin water film; then oil is
attracted to the rock surfaces rendering it to oil-wet [35,36]. As a result,
the displacement process of the oleic phase from the pore throats will be
more difficult due to the strong capillary forces. Therefore, improving the
wetting state of carbonate reservoirs to more water-wet conditions for
maximum oil recovery has been the major focus of many researchers [10,
20, 37-39].
The recent work by Al-Attar et al. [40], however, revealed that the most
efficient oil displacement by water flooding was observed by changing the
wettability of carbonates to intermediate-wetness. It has also been
reported that adsorption or desorption of polar organic compounds in
13

crude oil, brine salinity, rock mineralogy, and temperature are strongly
contributed to affecting the initial wetting conditions of carbonate rocks
over geological time [36]. Thus, determining the wetting state of the
carbonate surfaces will be helpful to evaluate the effectiveness of oil
recovery processes and understanding the associated production
mechanisms as will be seen later in this thesis.

2.4 Smart Water in Carbonate Reservoirs
Injection smart water or specifically modified seawater is comparatively
new. Austad and co-workers [23] have first reported that injection
seawater in the Ekofish chalk reservoir showed an improvement in oil
recovery. Later extensive laboratory studies at various conditions have
been conducted to evaluate the feasibility and understand the
mechanisms of smart water flooding in carbonate reservoirs [41-44]. In
this section, we consider a comprehensive review of the most relevant
publications about the effect of active and non-active ions on spontaneous
and forced displacements. The impact of temperature on EOR in
carbonate reservoirs and suggested recovery mechanisms of high salinity
seawater will also be demonstrated.

2.4.1 The Influence of Active and Non-Active Ions in
Seawater
Seawater is enriched with divalent ions such as SO42-, Ca2+, and Mg2+.
Previous studies indicated that among these ions, SO42- has an extreme
affinity toward the carbonate surfaces and plays a vital role in shifting the
surface charges of the carbonates to negative [37,45,46]. For instance,
research by Strand et al. [45] gives insights into the impact of brine salinity
and ionic components on oil recovery revealed that adding sulphate to the
imbibed fluid could improve spontaneous displacement from chalk
reservoirs, and an increase in the sulphate concentration caused more
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increase in the oil recovery (Figure 2.3). They also stated that the effect of
sulphate concentration on the dolomite rock was less pronounced in
comparison with chalk. Another investigation by Webb et al. [46]
pinpointed that a significant increase in oil recovery was obtained by
imbibing seawater containing SO42- into carbonate cores as compared to
the formation water (SO42- free brine).

Figure 2.3: Spontaneous imbibition of a sequence of SW without
sulfate (SW0S), SW, and SW with three times sulfate (SW3S) into
preferential oil-wet chalk cores at 110 ◦C [45].
Another important aspect to be considered to improve oil recovery is that
SO42- has to interact simultaneously with either Ca2+ and/ or Mg2+ ions, so
using Ca2+ or Mg2+ alone did show a strong impact on improving oil
recovery [42]. The first work on the synergetic ionic effect was by Strand
et al. [37]. They studied the symbiotic effect between SO42- and Ca2+ ions
at different ranges of temperature. Their results demonstrated that as the
concentration of Ca2+ and temperature increased the adsorption of the
SO42- onto chalk surface increased. The impact of sulphate ions alone
and with the presence of cationic surfactant on the wetting properties of
the oil-wet calcite surface was also discussed by Karimi et al. [47]. They
claimed that the improvement in wettability of calcite surface could be
15

attributed to the interactions between sulphate ions and calcium ions
attached to the carboxylate groups on the surface.
The combined effect of Mg2+ and SO42- ions on oil recovery in carbonate
reservoirs has also been experimentally investigated. The concentration
of Mg2+ in seawater is higher than the concentrations of SO42- and Ca2+ by
factors of two and four, respectively. Zhang et al. [41] argued that under
spontaneous

imbibition,

Mg2+

without

SO42-

showed

insignificant

improvement in oil recovery, however, a combination of Mg2+ and SO42caused a considerable increase in oil production, as shown in Figure 2.4.
Similarly, Karoussi et al. [48] found that saturated and imbibed chalk
samples by fluids containing just Mg2+ yielded the lowest recovery factor
at high temperature.

Figure 2.4: Spontaneous imbibition tests at 70, 100 and 130 °C of
modified seawater [41].

On the other hand, it has been emphasized that the amount of non-active
ions in seawater represented by NaCl can also contribute to EOR, i.e.,
not only the concentrations of the potential determining ions (SO42-, Ca2+,
and Mg2+). Fathi et al. [39] performed spontaneous and forced
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displacement experiments on the Stvens Klint chalk cores at different
temperatures to investigate the link between the ionic composition and
the concentration of non-active salt. An increase in the oil recovery of
about 10% of OOIP was observed with the modified seawater (depleted
in NaCl) in comparison with ordinary seawater at high temperatures. They
also claimed that four times increment in the concentration of NaCl in
seawater caused a reduction in the ultimate oil recovery of about 5% of
OOIP. The spontaneous imbibition results are illustrated in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Spontaneous imbibition into oil-saturated chalk cores
using SW, SW0NaCl, and SW4NaCl at 100 °C [39].
In another article, Fathi et al. [18] examined the effect of SO42- and Ca2+
in modified seawater (depleted in NaCl). They concluded that both nonactive salt (NaCl) and active ions (SO42-) in seawater have an enormous
impact on oil recovery. Increasing the concentration of SO42- ions four
times in the seawater that depleted in NaCl at high temperature (70-120
ºC) led to an increase in oil recovery by about 5-18%. No significant
improvement in oil recovery was observed by increasing the amount of
Ca2+ ions in the modified seawater at 100 ºC, as shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: An example of spontaneous imbibition into chalk
samples at 100 ºC using different imbibing fluids with different
salinities and ionic compositions [18].

2.4.2 The Influence of Temperature
Temperature is another critical parameter that affects EOR during smart
water injection. It has been verified by the previous publications that an
increase in the temperature to more than 90 °C was required to obtain a
significant improvement in oil recovery by spontaneous imbibition of
seawater [43,49]. Hence, the symbiotic interactions and the affinity of
active ions (SO42-, Ca2+, and Mg2+) toward the carbonate surface
increased as the temperature increased, leading to shifting in wettability to
a more water wetness. The first systematic study on the influence of
temperature on the reaction of the active ions was reported by Hognesen
et al. [33]. They conducted spontaneous imbibition tests using outcrop
chalk and reservoir limestone cores over a range of temperatures (70-130
°C). They observed an increase in oil recovery from 22-45% as the
temperature increased from 90-130 °C by imbibing modified seawater
(seawater with 3 times the initial SO42- concentration). Hognesen et al.
suggested that the increment in oil recovery was due to the high affinity of
sulphate to the rock surfaces as the temperature increased.
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Strands’ et al. [43] comparative study also showed that a significant
impact of high salinity seawater on oil recovery was noticed at 110 and
120°C. In another study, Puntervold et al. [44] reported that seawater
seems to be much more effective at high temperature (˃ 100°C) and no
remarkable increase in oil recovery was observed at 50 and 70 °C for
seawater and produced water.
Based on the previously discussed results, there seems to be some
evidence to indicate that the potential determining ions (SO42-, Ca2+, and
Mg2+) and high temperature are the key parameters for EOR into oil-wet
carbonate rock by using seawater. The main observation is that seawater
could work as a wettability modifier toward a more water-wet surface
during spontaneous imbibitions and forced displacement as will be
discussed later in this chapter [33,37,38,41,50].

2.4.3

Proposed

Chemical

Recovery

Mechanism

of

Seawater
As we alluded to before, seawater has been supposed to act as a
wettability modifier by many researchers, and therefore several studies
have been carried out to characterize the mechanism behind wettability
alteration. In this section, the suggested chemical recovery mechanism by
seawater is summarized.
The chemical mechanism for wettability alteration during seawater
injection involves mutual interactions between SO42- and Ca2+ at the rock
surface, Figure 2.7 [17,41]. It has been hypothesized that injecting
seawater into a positively charged carbonate rock would promote the
adsorption of sulphate ions to the rock surface, resulting in an
improvement in the electrostatic repulsion forces between negatively
charged polar oil components and carbonate surface.
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Figure 2.7: Chemical mechanism for wettability alteration caused by
seawater. A: Wettability alteration when SO42- and Ca2+ are active
ions in seawater. B: Wettability alteration when SO42- and Mg2+ are
active ions in seawater [41].

This leads to extracting some of the adsorbed oil components from the
surface, rendering it to more water-wetness. Simultaneously, calcium ions
could also attach to the rock, bonding with the calcium carboxylate group
and removing them from the rock surface [37,41]. The chemical reactions
are illustrated by the following equation:

RCOO---Ca--CaCO3 (s) + Ca2+ + SO42- = RCOO--Ca+ +Ca--CaCO3 (s)
+SO42-

(2.5)

It is also suggested that the reactivity of Mg2+ ions increased in water at
high temperature (90-100) °C, and they can even subrogate Ca2+ ions on
the surface, which are linked to carboxylic polar components, causing
displacement of the calcium‐carboxylate bonds and thus more oil
desorption [41].
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Ca--CaCO3(s) + Mg2+= Mg--CaCO3(s) + Ca2+

(2.6)

2.5 The Performance of Low Salinity Flooding for EOR in
Carbonate Reservoirs
Over the last two decades, low salinity water flooding has been confirmed
as an innovative method for improved oil recovery in sandstone
reservoirs. The efficiency of low salinity in sandstone has been approved
by various lab core flooding tests, as well as by limited fields scale tests. A
large number of published studies showed that lowering the salinity of
water below 5000 ppm revealed positive results for sandstone reservoirs
[13-16, 51-54]. An improvement in the ultimate oil recovery of about 15-20
% was stated. However, some of these studies have shown that low
salinity water flooding is not sufficient for carbonate reservoirs and its
effect has only been detected for sandstones with high clay minerals. For
instance, Lager et al. [16] claimed it is difficult to detach oil polar organic
components that bond strongly to the positively charged carbonate
surfaces by low salinity water flooding. In their conclusions, the only way
to remove the organic components is by increasing the salinity of the
injected water, which could promote the reactivity of the carbonate
surfaces and modify the wettability to water-wetness.
Fathi et al. [39] added their experimental observations which are
consistent with what was previously suggested by Lager et al. [16]. Fathi
et al. found that injecting diluted seawater in tertiary mode after flooding
with traditional seawater did not improve oil recovery. They stated that the
reduction in the concentration of the multivalent ions as the seawater was
diluted seems to be the main reason behind the failure of low salinity
injection for EOR. Three years later, Fathi et al. [18] achieved another
work to evaluate the efficiency of using low salinity in carbonate
reservoirs. Corresponding with their previous work, they found that diluting
seawater to the range of 1000-2000 ppm revealed a reduction in oil
recovery due to the decline of active ions.
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Recently, a new understanding of low salinity water flooding has been
demonstrated. A strategic research program by Saudi Aramco, Advanced
Research Centre, has been initiated to explore the impact of low salinity
flooding on IOR in carbonates. In 2011, Yousef et al. [10] carried out the
first representative core flooding experiments using composite rock
samples from the carbonate reservoir at reservoir conditions. Contrary to
the previous studies, this survey indicated that extra ultimate oil recovery
of approximately 17-20% was reported by reducing the salinity and ionic
composition of the injected fluid. No extra oil recovery was noticed with
100 times dilution of seawater. Subsequent research performed by Austad
et al. [55] who also pointed out that additional oil recovery of 2-5% of
OOIP was obtained by tertiary flooding into limestone cores by using 10
times diluted Gulf seawater and 100 times diluted formation water at
110°C. Austad et al. [55] suggested the cause of a small increment in oil
recovery could be traced back to the presence of anhydrite CaSO 4 in the
rock formation, as conducting similar tests using outcrop chalk samples
free from anhydrite did not show any positive effect on oil recovery when
exposed to diluted seawater and formation water.
Based on the encouraging recovery results by Yousef et al. [10], low
salinity flooding has become an object of research interest recently, and
several attempts have been made to address the effect of low salinity
water flooding for EOR. Al-Harrasi et al. [56] performed spontaneous
imbibition and core flooding tests at the ambient temperature of 25 ºC.
They used carbonate rock samples and various proportions of diluted
synthetic brine. Their results revealed that in both core flooding and
spontaneous imbibition tests, an increase in oil recovery of 3-5% and 621% of OOIP was observed when the salinity of water was reduced.
Aladasani et al. [57] used a simulation model to examine the potential of
low salinity flooding in carbonate reservoirs by using the published data of
Yousef et al. [10]. Based on the matched modelling data, they found that
wettability alteration from oil-wet to intermediate-wet led to increasing the
oil relative permeability, resulting in higher ultimate oil recovery. Also, the
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presence of potential determining ions in brine could enhance the
modification of wettability.
Al-Attar et al. [40] conducted numerous core flooding experiments on
carbonate samples from the Bu Hasa field in Abu Dhabi. All the tests were
performed at the ambient temperature of 25 ºC. In their study, Al-Attar et
al. found that diluting Um-Eradhuma formation water to 5000 ppm caused
extra oil recovery of 21% of the OOIP, while low oil recovery of 2% of the
OOIP was observed by diluting seawater to the same level of salinity. In
addition, it was found that there is a critical sulphate concentration of 46.8
ppm in the dilution formation water (5000 ppm), and a negative impact on
oil recovery was obtained beyond this concentration.
Similarly, Hamouda and Maevskiy [58] examined the efficiency of the
brines with different ionic strengths on oil recovery. They conducted
secondary and tertiary water flooding experiments using outcrop chalk
from Denmark with synthetic oil and various diluted versions of regular
seawater. All core flooding experiments were performed at 70 ºC. The
results showed that highest oil recovery was reported when using 10
times diluted seawater in secondary mode at flooding rate 4 PV/day, and
this increment coincides with the highest calcium concentration and pH at
the effluent. However, no additional oil recovery was noticed in tertiary
mode by using seawater and 10 times diluted at the same flow condition,
which is in line with the Fathi et al. [39] observations. Hamouda and
Maevskiy also argued that the higher calcium concentration at the effluent
might be contributed to the dissolution and calcium/magnesium ions
exchange process, which might lead to altering the wettability of the chalk
surface.
Finally, Austad and his colleagues [59] carried out core flooding tests on
the limestone cores from the formation similar to that used by Yousef et
al. [10]. The major focus of this research was to get a better
understanding of the mechanism for low salinity effect to improve oil
recovery. They conducted force displacement tests at 100 ºC using 100
times diluted sulphate-free formation water (d100FW0S), 10 times diluted
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Gulf seawater (d10GSW) and 30 times diluted Gulf seawater (d30 GSW).
In their work, an increase in oil recovery of 22% of the OOIP was noticed
by injected diluted formation water in tertiary mode after first pumping
ordinary formation water. Similarly, injection of 30 times diluted seawater
in a tertiary flood after secondary flooding with formation water showed an
improvement in oil recovery by about 18% of the OOIP. Also, a stepwise
increase in oil recovery (25, 30, 33 %) of the OOIP was observed after
flooding the sample sequentially with FW, GSW, and d 10GSW, as
illustrated in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Oil recovery test at 100 °C [59].

In summary, it can be seen from the literature the observations of core
flooding experiments concerning low salinity effect on EOR in carbonates
are rather controversial, and the existing studies failed to identify whether
the variation in the chemical composition of crude oil could affect the
potential of low salinity. Therefore, systematic core flooding experiments
under various kinds of crude oil and carbonate rocks need to be
conducted to realize the multiple perceptions of low salinity effect.
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2.6 Effect of Low Salinity and Ionic Composition on the
Interfacial Properties in Carbonate Reservoirs
As it was stated in section 2.3, a majority of the carbonate reservoirs are
preferentially oil-wet, and this could provide an explanation why the
ultimate oil recovery for these reservoirs is less than that of sandstone
formations. A number of researchers have stated that for a successful
EOR process, an increase in the capillary work ( 𝑁𝐶 ) is required by
decreasing the IFT and/or contact angle as will be reviewed in the next
sections.

2.6.1 Effect of Low Salinity Flooding (LSF) on Wetting State
Many researchers have sought to find a well-established EOR method
that can alter the initial wetting state of carbonate rock from oil-wet to
intermediate or water-wet conditions. Wettability alteration to favourable
wet conditions due to modifying the ionic composition and salinity of the
injected water has been confirmed by numerous recent studies
[10,33,37,38,41,43]. Most of these studies have used a macro-scale
contact angle measurement as the conventional means to characterize
wettability alteration of carbonate reservoirs. However, measurement of
this kind has some restrictions to provide in-situ molecular-level details of
the physicochemical interactions that take place between interfaces as will
be discussed in section 2.8 of this chapter.
In 2008, Gupta and Mohanty [60] studied the impact of active ions (SO42-,
Ca2+, and Mg2+) and temperature on wettability change through
measuring the contact angle for the calcite/brine system using a model oil.
They found that using divalent ions at high temperature (≥ 90 ºC) could
alter the wettability of oil-wet carbonates to water-wetness. Their results
also revealed that sulphate and calcium ions had a significant effect on
the wettability alteration compared to magnesium ions. Sulphate ions
along with the two other active ions (Ca2+ and Mg2+) showed, however, a
more significant effect on the wettability alteration. Calcium ions alone
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were able to modify the wettability when its concentration increased five
times from the base value, while magnesium ions alone did not yield any
wettability modification.
Further extensive research was performed by Alotaibi et al. [61] to
evaluate the wettability of carbonate rocks with more focus on the salinity
of brines. In their study, the wettability of the dolomite and limestone rocks
was qualitatively and quantitively assessed by using contact angle and
Amott imbibition methods at high pressure and temperature. They used
three different synthetic brines: formation brine (230,000ppm), seawater
brine (54,000ppm), and aquifer brine (4000 ppm). Alotaibi et al.
experimentally detected that the pressure had an insignificant effect on
the wettability alteration while increasing the temperature to 90 ºC shifted
the contact angle toward water-wet conditions. In their analysis of the
contact angle measurements, Alotaibi et al. also found that seawater and
formation water altered the wettability of dolomite surface to intermediatewet at 90 ºC, whereas the rock's wettability changed to water-wet when
aquifer water was used at the same test conditions. For limestone rocks,
similar results were observed by using aquifer water, as the wetting state
improved to water-wetness.
The first proof of oil recovery improvement due to wettability alteration
during low salinity water flooding in carbonate reservoirs was stated by
Yousef et al. [10]. They used contact angle measurement to evaluate the
effect of low salinity water on the wettability alteration of carbonates. As
indicated in Figure 2.9, seawater did not show any positive impact on the
wetting state, while a definite change in the contact angle values was
observed with twice and ten times diluted seawater. As with these two
different slugs of seawater, the wettability of the rock altered toward a
water-wet condition.
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Figure 2.9: Images of contact angles measurements of carbonate
rock samples with reservoir live oil and connate water, seawater, and
dilution of seawater [10].
In 2013, Al-Attar et al. [40] published a paper in which they performed
contact angle measurements using a sessile drop method to identify the
reason behind oil recovery improvement when diluted formation water and
diluted seawater used. The contact angle measurements indicate that
reducing the salinity of the formation water with an optimum sulphate
concentration altered the wettability of the system to an intermediate-wet,
resulted in increased oil recovery. Conversely, no distinction in the contact
angle values between the original seawater and diluted seawater (5000
ppm) were observed, which might be the major cause of reporting low
recovery (2% of OOIP).
Lashkarbolooki and his colleagues [62] also considered the impact of the
type and concentration of salts on the wetting state of carbonate rocks.
They used carbonate rock samples with acidic and asphaltenic crude oils
from Iranian reservoir, and different single component brines involving
NaCl, KCl, Na2SO4, MgSO4, CaSO4, CaCl2, and MgCl2 with a wide range
of concentrations. Their results showed that changing in brine salinity from
deionized water (0 ppm) to high salinity water (30000-45000 ppm)
resulted in a higher contact angle. In their detailed study, Lashkarbolooki
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et al. [62] also found that the highest effect on the wetting state was
detected by divalent ions, especially MgCl2 which changed the wettability
to a less water-wet condition, while monovalent ions such as NaCl and
KCl did not show a substantial effect on the wettability alteration, as the
contact angle remains within a strong water wetness.
From the aforementioned literature, it can be seen that many authors
have sought to study the effect of salinity and type of ions on the wetting
state of carbonates; however, far less attention has been paid to the
impact of active polar components of crude oil on the wettability of
carbonates. Thus, there is a practical need to determine the specific effect
of low salinity water on the wetting state of carbonates under various
kinds of crude oil with particular emphasis on its acidity value.

2.6.2 Effect of Low Salinity Flooding (LSF) on Interfacial
Tension
From equation 2.3, the interfacial tension (IFT) of the oil/brine system is
another critical parameter that affects the capillary forces, and hence the
trapped oil mobilization and sweeping efficiency. Many studies have been
conducted to evalaute the IFT between the oil/brine interfaces but with
conflicting results, as will be reviewed below.
To begin with, Vijapurapu and Rao [63] studied the effect of brine dilution
and surfactant addition on the IFT of Yates dead crude oil. Various
proportions of diluted Yates formation brine were used to measure the IFT
of the oil/water system. Their study confirmed that there was a critical
brine concentration reporting a minimum IFT value, after which the
oil/brine IFT increased with further dilution brine. Xu [64] also performed
detailed IFT experiments using Yates live crude oil from west of Texas
and different aqueous solutions including Yates formation water, 50 times
diluted formation water, NaCl, and CaCl2 solutions. Their results showed
that a higher IFT was obtained with the dilution formation brine compared
to the original Yates brine. Xu’s comparative study also revealed that
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using a pure CaCl2 solution yielded the highest IFT among other
examined solutions.
In 2011, Yousef et al. [10] presented a convenient procedure to measure
the IFT between the oil/brine interface. Their study indicated that an
insignificant impact on the IFT values was observed by using reservoir live
oil and different diluted versions of seawater. A later survey of Al-Attar et
al. [40] also suggested that no clear correlation was found between the
interfacial tension and the performance of low salinity water flooding for
EOR at the ambient conditions.
Further research carried up by Lashkarbolooki et al. [62] who found that
using divalent cations along with chloride ions especially MgCl2 reported
lowest IFT values compared to monovalent ions (NaCl and KCl), showing
unpredicted behaviour for IFT values as the salt concentration was raised
to 1000 ppm. Moeini et al. [65] also investigated the impact of monovalent
and divalent ions on IFT. In their study, heavy crude oil and two simple
component brines including CaCl2 and NaCl with a wide range of
concentrations were used. They observed that there was a critical brine
concentration (20000-40000 ppm), after which an adverse effect on IFT
was reported, as shown in Figure 2.10. In addition, the general trend of
IFT was higher for CaCl2 solution compared to NaCl; however, this
variation was insignificant at low salt concentrations.
On the other hand, the amount and type of polar organic components and
hetero-atoms such as oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur found in the heavy
fractions of crude oil could contribute to the IFT reduction [66-69]. The
polar groups are mainly carboxylic acid, but also phenolic acids, alcohols,
thiols, ketones and esters [70]. The quantity of petroleum acids is
characterized by the total acid number (TAN), equivalent to the milligrams
of potassium hydroxide (KOH) required to neutralize the acidity of 1g of
oil, a value that can range from negligible up to around 3 mg KOH/g.
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Figure 2.10: IFT of crude oil and NaCl/CaCl2 brine at various salt
concentrations [65].
However, even quantities in the lower range could have an influence as a
strong surface-active polar molecule so that they will have a
disproportionate effect on interfacial tension [67,68,71].
Preliminary study on the impact of polar components and salinity on the
IFT was undertaken by Abdel-Wali [72]. In their work, different amounts of
oleic acid and octadecylamine were used to change the concentration of
acidic and basic polar compounds of crude oil. Their results demonstrated
that increasing the concentration of oleic acid to 0.028 mol/l with 40000
ppm NaCl led to a more considerable decrease in IFT values as a result
of increasing the solubility of oleic acid in the aqueous phase, acting as an
anionic surfactant. When the basic polar compound (octadecylamine) was
used an optimum salt concentration ranging from 4000-10000 ppm was
required to get a minimum IFT value.
In 2005, Brandal et al. [73] examined the impact of naphthenic acid and
divalent cations on the dynamic interfacial tension. They reported that a
substantial decrease in the interfacial tension values was observed when
saturated naphthenic acid combined with divalent cations, creating
positively charged monoacid complexes occupying the oil/water interface,
causing higher interfacial activity. A recent study by Lashkarbolooki et al.
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[74] which set out to investigate the symbiotic effects of salt, resin, and
asphaltene on the IFT activity, revealed that high IFT values were
reported for the resin/brine system at low concentrations of MgCl2, CaCl2,
and NaCl due to the low interfacial activity. However, their results showed
that at high MgCl2 concentration, a complex ion of MgCl-resin occupying
the interface would be formed, leading to lower IFT values. For the case
of asphaltene, Lashkarbolooki et al. [74] stated that asphaltene molecules
could easily transfer from bulk to interface in comparison with resin
molecules, resulting in positive interfacial activity. This effect was more
pronounced when Ca2+ ions were used due to the higher attraction forces
between Ca2+ and asphaltene molecules.
In 2018, more evidence of the opposite effect of asphaltene and resin
fractions on the IFT behaviour was presented by Lashkarbolooki and
Ayatollahi [75]. They found that resin fraction exhibited less contribution to
decrease the IFT compared to asphaltene fraction in the presence of ionic
solution, and this effect is dominated by the concentration and aromaticity
of asphaltene and resin.
It can be seen from the literature that a number of studies have been
conducted to study the effect of brine salinity on IFT. Despite this interest,
however, the experimental data are rather controversial. In addition, quite
little attention has been paid to the diversity of the crude oil composition
and its corresponding effect on the IFT of the oil/brine system.

2.7 Suggested Mechanisms of Wettability Alteration during
Low Salinity Flooding
As pointed out in the previous section, wettability alteration from oil-wet to
intermediate-wet or water-wet has been demonstrated as a plausible
mechanism, which affects the IOR significantly during low salinity water
flooding [10,20-22]. Many theories concerning the alteration of wettability
have been suggested, but none are commonly accepted. The main
individual mechanisms proposed by the researchers will be illustrated
below.
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2.7.1 Electrical Double Layer Expansion
The theory of electrical double layer expansion has been suggested as
one of the mechanisms involved in the process of wettability alteration
during low salinity injection [76]. According to the Derjaguin-LandauVerwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory, the competitive interactions between
the repulsion forces and attractive van der Waals forces when the
charged rock surfaces exposed to the saline solution will lead to creating
an electrical double layer along the interface, which is different from the
bulk solution [77]. This layer is divided into two regions. These are the
Stern layer and diffusive layer. In the Stern layer, the ions are strongly
bonded to the rock surface, and they cannot move. However, the ions
within the diffusive layer are loosely associated with the surface and
thereby can pass through easily. The two parts of the electrical double
layer are illustrated in Figure 2.11. The concentration and type of ions
existing in the electrolyte solution play a crucial role in the magnitude of
the conductivity and thickness of the electrical double layer [78].
Increasing the concentration of the electrolyte causes a shrinkage in the
thickness of the electrical double layer and vice versa.
As a result of the intermolecular interaction, a potential at the shear
(slipping) plane, located between the Stern layer (stagnated ions) and the
diffusive layer (moving ions) will be developed. The difference in the
potential between the slipping plane and bulk solution has been
commonly referred to as the zeta potential, which is affected by the nature
of the surrounding medium and the surface charges [77]. The surface
charges are strongly related to pH. The pH value at which the rock
surface charges change from positive to negative is identified as the point
of zero charges (PZC). It was supposed that the carbonate surfaces are
positively charged at pH ≤ 7 [6].
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Figure 2.11: Electrical Double Layer [76].

At a low electrolyte concentration and a relatively high surface charge
density, the repulsive energy due to the electrical double layer expansion
(EDL) will dominate the interaction at the rock/brine interface, leading to
negative charges at the carbonate surfaces. As the oil/brine phase
become negatively charged at high pH (pH ˃3.5) [79], thereby creating
more negative charges on the rock sites will promote the detachment of
oil components from the surface and change the wettability of carbonates
to a desirable state [80]. It should, however, be noted that van der Waals
attractive forces can facilitate the adsorption of cations and anions on the
surfaces, but it has not been disturbed by the alterations of the ionic
strength of electrolytes and pH.
For the effect of electrical double layer expansion on the wettability
alteration of carbonates, a number of studies have been published
recently. In 2010, the experimental work was conducted by Alotaibi et al.
[80] to study the surface charges of the outcrop limestone and dolomite
rocks by measuring the zeta potential. Alotaibi et al. used seawater,
aquifer

water,

and

modified

aquifer

water

involving

a

different

concentration of divalent and monovalent ions. Their study suggested that
the expansion of the electrical double layer (EDL) caused by pH and
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salinity change led to the more negatively charged surface, helping to
improve the wettability of carbonate rock surface to water wet, as shown
in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: Effect of seawater and aquifer water on zeta potential at
25 °C and pH 7 [80].
In the same vein, Mahani et al. [81] examined the zeta potential to
quantify the surface charges at the rock/brine interface. To perform their
experiments, high salinity formation water, seawater, and 25 times diluted
seawater with and without crushed carbonate rocks (limestone and
dolomite) were used. In their comparative study, Mahani et al. found that
more negative surface charges at the limestone/brine interface were
obtained at lower salinities, consisting with the observed change in the
contact angle value to a less oil-wet condition. In contrast, dolomite
reported less decrease in the positive surface charges upon exposure to
the low saline solution, supported by a smaller reduction in the contact
angle value. According to Mahani et al., the change in the surface charges
seems to be the primary mechanism that responsible for the positive low
salinity effect in carbonates while rocks dissolution did not show any
relevant effect.
Another study by Kasha et al. [82] investigated the impact of potential
determining ions (Ca2+, Mg2+, and SO42-) on the surface charge of aged
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calcite and dolomite particles. They used stearic acid as a model oil to
age the carbonate particles and synthetic brines with various ions
concentration. In their detailed analysis of electrokinetics of the two types
of carbonate rocks, Kasha et al. found that increasing the concentration of
Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions made the dolomite rock more positively charged, but it
changed the original negative charges of aged calcite rock to positive
values. They also stated that increasing the concentration of SO42- ions
could alter the positive zeta potential of dolomite particles to negative.

2.7.2 Rock Dissolution
Injected low salinity brines with low calcium concentration into carbonate
reservoirs could properly cause calcite dissolution to return the equilibrium
in low salinity brines. Consequently, the adsorbed polar components of oil
would detach from the rock surfaces when the calcite dissolution
occurred, and this can improve water wetness. The connectivity between
the pores might also be enhanced due to the change in the porous
structure during the calcite dissolution, which could lead to an increase in
the permeability and sweep efficiency.
The calcite dissolution hypothesis was first suggested by Hiorth et al.
[83,84] who developed a geochemical model for the system consisting of
seawater-CO2-CaCO3. They considered the previous experimental data of
Austad et al. [23] in their model to assess whether the calcite dissolution
or the change in the surface charges dominate the wettability alteration of
carbonates. From their analysis of matched data, Hiorth et al. suggested
that the surface charges change could not explain the observed difference
in the wettability, while the calcite dissolution seems to be the major cause
behind wettability alteration and higher potential oil recovery at a certain
temperature. Hiorth et al. also pointed out that the effect of calcite
dissolution could be enhanced with a high acid number crude oil (high
organic components). Later, Austad et al. [85] published a paper in which
they refuted the calcite dissolution theory proposed by Hiorth et al.
[83,84]. They gave strong arguments that Hiorth et al. used seawater with
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high ionic strength to mimic the chemistry of water in their chemical
model. One question that has been raised, however, is whether their
observations will be valid when the low salinity brine used. Another
criticism of Hiorths’ et al. work is that their analyses are mainly based on
the numerical study but without further empirical evidence. Therefore, it
seems that the results are questionable.
Another technique, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), was used by
Yousef et al. [10] to evaluate the wettability alteration during low salinity
flooding in carbonate reservoirs. NMR data gave an indirect indication of
calcite dissolution upon exposure to low saline solutions since a damped
signal was reported, referring to an improvement in the pores connectivity.
However, Yousef et al. argued that NMR data could not prove the calcite
dissolution during low salinity injection, it is just an indicator. Further
investigation was experimentally achieved by Mahani et al. [86] to assess
whether the calcite dissolution is responsible for the wettability alteration
and low salinity effect. They examined the mineral dissolution by using 25
times diluted seawater saturated with calcite minerals, to ensure that the
mineral dissolution would not occur during the experiment. From their
analysis of the contact angle measurements, Mahani et al. found that
wettability alteration to more water-wetness was observed even without
mineral dissolution.

2.8 Evaluating the Wettability Change by Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM)
The literature mentioned above so far demonstrates that contact angle
between crude oil and rock surfaces, mediated by the aqueous phase has
been mainly used to evaluate the wettability of rock surfaces. However,
the macroscopic contact angle measurement has a limitation to provide
molecular-level detail of the physicochemical interactions that take place
between interfaces, which can help to understand the complexities of the
various interfacial phenomena governing surface wetting of crude oil on
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carbonates in a brine environment. This leads to a lack of reliable
predictions of reservoirs' performance under low salinity flooding, calling
for a more efficient method for assessing wettability at the microscopicscale. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been recently used to
investigate the effect of some solutions on surface wettability by
measuring the adhesion forces between a probe and the mineral surface
at pico-Newtons (pN) or nano-Newtons (nN) [87,88]. As decreasing
adhesion force would contribute to the release of polar organic
components from the surface, rendering it with a favourable wetting state
[89,90].
For instance, Kumar et al. [91] studied the mechanism behind the
changes in surface wettability caused by surfactants. Kumar et al.
measured the force of adhesion for aged silicon and mica substrates
before and after exposure to anionic and cationic surfactants. Their results
confirmed that a significant change in the adhesion force values was
observed when the ionic surfactants used as a result of removing
adsorbed oil molecules from the surfaces, helping to change the
wettability to preferential water condition. In the same vein, to assess the
pore-scale wettability modification, Seiedi et al. [92] examined the
properties of the aged mica surfaces before and after exposing to the two
kinds of surfactants (Triton X-100 and C16TAB) by using AFM
topographies and phase images. From their analysis of the topographical
images, Seiedi et al. suggested that using cationic surfactant C16TAB was
less efficient than non-ionic surfactant Triton X-100 to modify the
wettability of aged mica plate, confirming by contact angle measurements,
showing oil-wetness when C16TAB used.
The first serious work and analysis of low salinity effect on micro-scale
wettability alteration were undertaken by Hassankam et al. [89]. They
examined wettability alteration of the natural sandstone samples using
-COOH functionalized AFM tip to mimic the polar oil components-rock
interactions under a range of salt concentration. From the force maps,
Hassankam and co-workers found that an average decrease in adhesion
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forces of about 30% was reported as the salinity of solution decreased
from 36000 ppm to 1400 ppm, and the same behaviour was observed for
the outcrop and reservoir sandstones. They claimed that a reduction in
the adhesion could be explained by the electrical double layer expansion
combined with the presence of clay particles, responding obviously to the
low salinity effect.
Hssankams’ et al. work [89] is supported by Hilner et al. [93] who also
studied wettability alteration of natural sandstone samples containing
quartz and clay minerals. They measured the adhesion forces between a
non-polar oil droplet using -CH3 functionalized AFM tips and the
sandstone minerals as a function of salinity. Like Hssankam et al., Hilners’
et al. analyses revealed that no change in adhesion was observed at high
salinity solution (28000 ppm), while a clear reduction in adhesion was
reported when the salinity decreased below a threshold of 5000 ppm,
rendering the surface with a favourable wetting state. Hilner et al. also
proposed that the strong repulsive force of the electrical layer at low
salinity conditions was contributed in the observed change of adhesion
values and this effect was higher on clay minerals than on quartz.
In 2014, Mathiesene and his colleagues [94] conducted a comparative
study in which they examined the adhesion forces of kerosene-treatedsandstone and solvent-cleaned-sandstone samples to explore the effect
of adsorbed organic material on the performance of low saline solutions.
Like previous studies, Mathiesene et al. concluded that a reduction in the
adhesion force values was reported for both types of samples used when
the solution changed from high salinity (35600 ppm) to low salinity (1500
ppm). However, the change in adhesion was more pronounced on
kerosene-preserved grains than on clean-solvent grains, confirming the
association between the adsorbed polar organic material and low salinity
effect to EOR in sandstones.
From the researches mentioned above, there is a general agreement of
the positive low salinity effect at the micro-scale level in sandstones.
However, a discussion about the molecular interactions of carbonates is
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rare. Preliminary work by Pedersen et al. [95] studied the effect of the
presence of organic material on surface wettability upon exposure to
different saline solutions by using two kinds of natural limestone grains
and non-polar –CH3 functionalized AFM probes, with inconclusive results.
The surface response was heterogeneous, with no overall correlation
found between probe adhesion and salinity, although some small patches
of the surface did respond. Unexpectedly, some areas of low adhesion
became more adhesive upon exposure to lower salinity solution. More
recently, Generosi et al. [96] performed a study in which they examined
the adhesion between the non-polar -CH3 tip and calcite surface in the
presence of different saline solutions (NaCl, MgCl2, MgSO4, and Na2SO4)
at high temperature. Their results exhibited that a considerable decrease
in the adhesion force was observed upon exposure to MgSO 4 solution and
this response was reversible when a solution of pure NaCl used. Generosi
et al. findings confirm the association between SO42- and Mg2+ to enhance
the wettability change of carbonates.
In summary, the majority of previous studies have focused on measuring
the change in adhesion forces between the molecules on the
functionalized tips and the natural grains as an attempt to evaluate the
wettability at the micro-scale and to assess the response to the changes
in salinity, with very limited work on carbonate minerals. In addition, while
the study of the minerals in their natural form is preferable in many ways,
the granular structure has a very high roughness which can interfere with
the AFM adhesion measurements due to changes in the surface contact
area. With that said, the data presented seemed to be influenced by the
topography. Therefore, further studies need to be done.
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2.9 Assessment of Adsorption/Desorption of Crude Oil
onto/from Surfaces by Quartz Crystal Microbalance
(QCM)
Throughout years, Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) technique has
been generally used in various research areas. A number of studies have
been conducted to evaluate the adsorption of polymers on the surfaces
using a QCM approach. An example of this is the work performed by Guo
et al. [97] and Li et al. [98] in which they investigated the adsorption
behaviour of different kinds of polymers on gold and silica surfaces. The
adsorption/desorption of asphaltene onto/from surfaces has also been
extensively considered by many researchers [99,100]. For instance,
Ekholm et al. [101] compared the adsorption of asphaltene and resin on
the gold surfaces with crude oil diluted in heptane/toluene mixtures. Their
findings suggested that the adsorption of crude oil on the gold surface
was comparable to the adsorption of the asphaltene solution but
significantly different from that of asphaltene/resin mixtures. A recent
study by Tapio et al. [102] evaluated the desorption efficiency of
asphaltene from stainless steel surfaces by using different organic
solvents such as Pyridine, Carbon disulphide, Aniline, Quinoline, and
Ethanol. Tapio et al. [102] found that the polarity of solvent affects
significantly on the desorption of asphaltene from the surfaces, as the
least desorption efficiency of 18% was reported with a non-polar carbon
disulphide solution compared to 70% for Pyridine.
Based on the fact that the polar organic components of crude oil may also
have a role to play in the wettability alteration of reservoir rock during
brine injection, there have been some efforts recently to investigate the
adsorption/desorption of crude oil components onto/from various surfaces
[103,104]. A preliminary study was conducted by Farooq et al. [105] who
assessed the desorption of asphaltene from coated silica surfaces at low
electrolytes concentration. According to Farooq et al. [105], the type and
ionic strength of saline solutions play a vital role in the amount of
desorption. In another work, Farooq and co-worker [106] studied the
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desorption of acidic and basic crude oils from coated silica surfaces after
exposing to seawater, NaCl, and CaCl2 solutions with the concentration
varied between 35000 to 1500 ppm. Their results revealed that the acidic
crude oil had less affinity to the silica surface compared to the basic crude
oil and the presence of acidic components seems to have an adverse
impact on the oil desorption efficiency upon exposure to low salinity
solution. In contrast, using basic crude oil showed substantial desorption
after exposing to a low salinity solution. Farooq et al. concluded that the
pH and the composition of the aqueous solutions affect the desorption of
oil from silica surfaces.
In the same vein, Nourani et al. [107] compared the desorption efficiency
of different kinds of crude oils from silica and alumin silica upon exposure
to low salinity and a hybrid of low salinity and surfactant solutions. They
found that as the amounts of polar components (asphaltenes and resins)
in the crude oil and aluminium content at the surface increased, the
desorption of crude oil components decreased. In terms of low salinity
effect, Nourani et al. concluded that injecting low salinity solution revealed
some desorption from the surfaces, however, the desorption efficiency
was significantly enhanced by injecting a hybrid of low salinity and sodium
dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDBS) surfactant.
From above, it is found that all the previously mentioned works have
focused on evaluating the adsorption and/or desorption efficiency of
asphaltene or crude oil onto/from silica surfaces. So far, however, there
are very few studies that surveyed the crude oil adsorption/ desorption
efficiency onto/from carbonate minerals. The first experimental realisation
of assessing the desorption of crude oil from the carbonate surface has
been undertaken by Liu et al. [108]. They used single component brines
including NaCl and CaCl2 with a series of decreasing salt concentrations
(33000 ppm, 1600 ppm, and 300 ppm). Liu et al. confirmed that the oil
detached from the carbonate surface upon exposure to both high and low
salinity solutions of NaCl, but no desorption was seen by injection high
salinity solution of CaCl2.
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2.10 Fluid Displacements at the Pore-Scale Using a
Visualized Microfluidic Technique
As we alluded to in the introduction, forced and imbibed core flooding are
the most common methods used to examine the feasibility of different
solutions to displace oil from carbonate and sandstone reservoirs.
However, it is important to emphasize here that performing conventional
imbibition or core flooding experiments exhibit some restrictions to provide
in-situ visualization of multi-phase flow and oil recovery at the pore-scale
level. For this, many considerable attempts have been made to finding an
innovative method that can visualize the movement of fluids at a
mesoscale, helping to characterize the flow inside sedimentary rock
structures and evaluate the effectiveness of different flood processes for
enhanced oil recovery. Microfluidics is the ideal technique for this
purpose.
Previously, the microfluidic system has been extensively used as a
diagnostic platform in biological and chemical processes [109,110]. In
recent years, microfluidic technology has gained a wider acceptance for
use in the oil and gas sector, specifically for the studies targeting the
mechanisms of immiscible displacements with particular attention to pore
geometry and fluid properties. This is exemplified in work conducted by
Xu et al. [111] who considered the effect of variation in the pore geometry
on pore-scale displacement efficiency by water flooding. They used
hydrophobic polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic porous media with
random geometry and various periodic pore networks, including triangles,
squares, diamonds, and hexagons. Xu and his co-workers noticed that
there was an improvement in oil displacement efficiency when the flow
was within the pores of the same size, while vugs and pore width
distribution

affected

negatively

on

the

microscopic

displacement

efficiency.
Another example is given by Joseph et al. [112] who studied the
petrophysical properties on-chip porous media with different pore
structures in an attempt to characterize the association between porosity
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and permeability at the pore-scale level. Their results revealed that the
range of porosity in the on-chip pore networks was between 0.39 and
0.67, determined by the image analysis technique. Whereas, the
permeability values were within the range of 2.66-15.93 Darcy, estimated
by measuring the pressure difference across the chip. Joseph et al.
concluded that increasing the number of pores-throats in a micromodel
resulted in an increase in the porosity and permeability.
Later, researchers have examined the effect of liquid properties on the oil
displacement efficiency at the pore level. In 2013, Nilsson et al. [113]
developed a microfluidic microstructure to test the activity of nonNewtonian fluids, having various rheological properties on the oil recovery
factor. Their results revealed that using a surfactant as a displacing fluid
showed an improvement in oil recovery by about 15% compared to that of
water flooding under the same flow conditions. They also stated that
shear-thinning and viscoelastic fluids yielded a much better effect on oil
displacement efficiency in comparison with the water and surfactant
solutions.
Conn et al. [114] studied foam flooding and its impact on oil displacement
efficiency by using an oil-wet micromodel with the heterogeneous pore
networks. They found that foam flooding improved the recovery efficiency
by increasing the resistance of flow in the regions with the high
permeability (fracture), causing an increase in the local pressure gradients
and diverting the flow toward low permeability regions, mobilizing trapped
oil. Another comparative research carried out by He et al. [115] to
evaluate the performance of non-emulsifying surfactant (NES) and weakly
emulsifying surfactant (WES) on oil productivity in unconventional
reservoirs. They used a micromodel with pore geometry analogous to that
in the shale formation. He et al. stated that a better oil displacement
efficiency was observed when weakly emulsifying surfactant was used
due to its tendency to form emulsion, without blocking the formation.
In 2016, Xu and Zhu [116] published a paper in which they examined the
symbiotic effect of nanoparticles and surfactants in macro-emulsion on
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sweeping efficiency by using a dual-permeability micromodel. Xu and Zhu
found that stable emulsion improved the flux by blocking the highpermeability pathway and diverting the invading fluid toward lowpermeability layers, helping to enhance sweep efficiency.
It is clear that the performance of different displacing fluids to improve the
sweeping efficiency at the pore-level has been studied by many
researchers; however, little attention has been paid to the low salinity
effect except in recent few studies. These studies simulated the low
salinity

flooding

in

the

clean

and

clay-functionalized

water-wet

micromodels to advance the understanding of the micro-mechanisms
responsible for oil recovery enhancement in natural sandstone reservoirs.
This is exemplified by the work of Barnaji et al. [117] who concluded that
low salinity water flooding did not show any positive effect on the oil
recovery in the non-coated pore network, i.e., with no clay minerals.
Unlike Barnaji et al. [117], Amirian et al. [118], however, argued that no
correlation was found between the presence of clay minerals and the
potential of low salinity water flooding for EOR. According to Amirian et
al., the most acceptable mechanism behind the low salinity effect was
related to the formation of a viscoelastic oil-water interface. Another
experimental work by Emadi and Soharbi [119] showed that when high
salinity water was replaced by low salinity solution, micro-dispersions
(water-in-oil emulsion) at oil/water interfaces were formed and considered
as an underlying mechanism affecting the fluid redistribution and sweep
efficiency in a homogenous water-wet system. A very recent study by
Fredriksen et al. [120] in which they examined the mobilization of oil using
silicon-wafer micromodels, demonstrated that osmosis and diffusion of
water molecules driven by salinity contrasts represented the main porescale mechanisms responsible for oil mobilization during low salinity
flooding.
It can be seen from the literature that there is no consensus on the
underlying pore-scale mechanisms affecting oil recovery during low
salinity flooding in sandstones and much uncertainty still exists. On the
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other hand, most of the previous pore-scale studies up to now have been
conducted on the water-wet microstructures, therefore not considering the
sweeping efficiency of low salinity flooding in a completely oil-wet system
to resemble carbonates, which prevail in most of the world’s oil reserves
(> 60%). Thus, further pore-scale studies need to be conducted.

2.11 Summary
In this Chapter, the related literature of the quantitative and qualitative
techniques used to evaluate the salinity effect on EOR in carbonates and
sandstones has been thoroughly reviewed. The aim was to understand
the general concepts and commence critical analysis as a logical
preliminary step for advanced research and new contributions. The
following conclusions can be drawn:

•

It is clear that complex interactions occur between rock/brine/oil,
leading to wettability alteration. However, there is no universal
agreement on the physicochemical mechanisms behind this alteration.
Characterization of the carbonate surface and how it interacts with the
polar oil components under various electrolyte solutions will be
necessary for a careful evaluation of low salinity performance, and it
can help to find a unified interpretation of wettability alteration
mechanisms. On the other hand, as reviewed in section 2.6.2, it
seems to be that there is no conclusive statement regarding the
impact of salinity on the fluid/fluid interaction. Thus, the oil/brine
interaction needs to be studied well with particular emphasis on oil
polar content to unveil whether it can affect oil recovery during low
salinity flooding. To address the above limitations, the key parameters
that govern the complex interactions of rock/brine and oil/brine
interfaces are systematically investigated in this thesis as will be
discussed in Chapter 4.
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•

As reviewed in section 2.9, although evaluating the adsorption and
desorption efficiencies of crude oil under different aqueous phases has
generated research interest lately, limited work on carbonate surfaces
can be found. To address this limitation, more studies need to be
performed on carbonates to explore whether the desorption of crude
oil is influenced by its chemical composition and/or the ionic strength
and salinity of the injected fluids. Such a study would be of great help
to estimate the potential of enhancing oil recovery from carbonate
reservoirs before committing to the conventional core flooding test.
The empirical findings that exhibit some crucial insights into this
concept will be given in Chapter 6 of this thesis.

•

Most of the previously published studies to date have tended to focus
on macroscopic contact angle measurements to assess the change in
wettability. However, even though such type of measurement can give
an indication of wettability alteration, it cannot provide molecular-level
details of the interactions that take place between interfaces. This
leads to a difficulty in predicting the microscopic efficiency of low
salinity flood. To address this problem, a more systematic approach
should be considered to simulate solid/brine/oil interactions at the
meso to micro scale level. In this research, the high spatial resolution
techniques such as Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and visualized
microfluidic have been used. Using these techniques can make a big
contribution to the existing studies by extending our knowledge of the
pore-scale mechanisms affecting oil sweep efficiency and providing
insights into the feasibility of low salinity flooding for enhanced oil
recovery at the pore-level. The experimental findings of micro-scale
and mesoscale investigations will be given in Chapters 5 and 8 in this
thesis.

•

Based on this review of the state-of-the-art studies, it is worthwhile to
mention that due to the late interest about the impact of low salinity
flooding on improving oil recovery in carbonate reservoirs and the
limited number of successful core flooding experiments, no solid proof
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has yet been gained and hence, its application at a large field scale is
still doubtful. In addition, a comprehensive review of many technical
publications covering low salinity effects, section 2.5, demonstrated
that researchers have tended to focus primarily on investigating the
impact of salinity and ionic strength reduction on oil recovery, but
without taking into consideration the combined effect of oil composition
and rock mineralogy on the real low salinity potential. Therefore,
systematic macroscopic core flooding experiments with various kinds
of crude oil and carbonate rocks need to be conducted at in-situ
reservoir conditions to realize the various perceptions of low salinity
effect, which will represent the basis of Chapter 7 in this research.
•

Finally, the experimental studies on the feasibility of low salinity for
EOR have mostly been designed to focus on an individual specific
aspect by either measuring macroscopic contact angle or macroscopic
displacement efficiency. However, to date, no integrated study has
been carried out to carefully examine the low salinity potential and its
possible mechanisms at multiple scales, which represents one of the
main objectives of this research.
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Chapter 3
Instrumentation and Methodology

This Chapter describes detailed information about a set of qualitative and
quantitative approaches used in this thesis to identify the potential of low
salinity flooding for EOR in hydrocarbon reservoirs and to understand the
underlying mechanisms related to its effect. The Chapter includes seven
main sections, each of which explains materials, equipment, and
methodology related to one of the certain measurements.

3.1 Zeta Potential Measurement
3.1.1 Materials
3.1.1.1 Rock Samples
Homogenous Estaillades limestone outcrop rock and subsurface dolomite
rock were used in the zeta potential measurements. The core samples
were supplied by Shell. The average grain density is 2.74 g/cc, measured
by

Micromeritics

Acupyc-1330.X-ray.

The

average

porosity

and

permeability of the Estaillades core are 25 % and 100 md, respectively.
Reservoir rock has a range of permeability between 30-380 md and 2530% of porosity.
X-ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis was carried out by an XRD Bruker D8
Diffractometer to quantify the mineral composition of the outcrop and
subsurface rock. The intensity of the reflected X-rays was recorded over a
range of diffraction angles (2θ) from 20° to 70°, and the diffraction peaks
were then detected. Figure 3.1 shows the XRD response of Estaillades
outcrop and subsurface rocks. The data were analysed and matched with
a reference pattern by using XRD data collector software. According to
the matched data, the minerals reference codes in Figure 3.1A reveal that
the powder of outcrop rock was composed of mainly (94%) calcite with a
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small amount (6%) of Dolomite, while the intensity peaks of reservoir rock,
Figure 3.1B, matched dolomite and anhydrite structure. No clay minerals
were detected for both rock samples.
The specific surface area of carbonate samples was measured using
Tristar 3000. The carbonate powder was first put in the vacuum oven for
18 hours at 400 °C to evacuate the pore surface. Nitrogen was then used
as an adsorptive material on a degassed sample. The adsorption of
nitrogen per mass was determined at 77K, and the physisorption isotherm
was obtained. Figure 3.2 provides information about the pores structure
and the physisorption isotherm. It is found that subsurface dolomite rock
has a relatively large surface area (1.25 m2/g) compared to limestone rock,
which revealed only 0.56 m2/g.
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Figure 3.1: XRD response of (A) Estaillades outcrop and (B)
subsurface reservoir rocks.
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50

B

Figure 3.2: N2 Physisorption isotherms and BJH pore area
distribution at 77 K for (A) Limestone particles. (B) Dolomite
particles.

3.1.1.2 Brine Preparation and Physical Properties
In this study, synthetic seawater and artificial formation water were used
as the base brines. All brines were prepared in the lab by mixing
deionized water (Milli-Q, resistivity ˃18.2 MΩ.cm) with reagent grade
salts, which supplied by Merck and Sigma with a purity grade ˃ 99%. The
salinity of seawater and formation water solutions were 43650 ppm and
200000 ppm, respectively; representing the high salinity (HS) solutions.
The artificial low salinity (LS) solutions were then made by diluting the
prepared seawater with different proportions of Milli-Q water. This
includes twice-diluted seawater (2dSW), 5 times-diluted seawater (5dSW),
10 times-diluted seawater (10dSW), 20 times-diluted seawater (20dSW),
and 50 times-diluted seawater (50dSW). The composition of all brine
solutions is given in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: The composition of high salinity and low salinity brines
Salts

FW
(mg/L)

SW
(mg/L)

2dSW
(mg/L)

5dSW
(mg/L)

10dSW
(mg/L)

20dSW
(mg/L)

50dSW
(mg/L)

Na+

59498

13847

6924

2769

1384

692

277

Cl-

117626

24141

12071

4828

2414

1207

483

Ca2+

19040

513

256

103

51

25

10

Mg2+

3248

1618

809

324

162

81

32

SO42-

234

3355

1677

671

335

167.7

67

HCO3-

354

176

88

35

17.6

8.8

3.5

Salt
Concentration
(ppm)

200000

43650

21825

8730

4365

2182

873

The physical properties of all prepared brines were characterized as
below:
-

Density Measurement

Helium pycnometry Micromeritics Acupyc-1330 was used to measure the
densities of all prepared brines. First, the mass of the sample was
determined using an accurate balance. Then, the sample was loaded into
the pycnometry, and its volume was precisely measured by the gas
displacement technique. The volume data together with the sample mass
was collected to calculate the density.

-

Viscosity Measurement

A Malvern Bohlin Gemini Rheometer was used to measure the dynamic
viscosity of all brines. Prior to the measurement, a standard liquid was
used to calibrate the rheometer. The sample was then put in 2 mL small
cell, and viscosity values were determined at a shear rate region of 101000 1/s.
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-

Conductivity Measurement

Brine conductivity was determined by using the S70 Seven Multi
conductivity meter. A standard solution of 0.01 M KCl was used for
calibration before the conductivity of different brines measured.

-

pH Measurement

The pH of different brines solutions was detected by a pH meter (MP225). Firstly, the meter was calibrated using high, neutral, and low pH
buffer solutions, subsequently. Then the pH of different samples was
measured.
All the measurements were carried out at ambient temperature. Table 3.2
summarizes the details of physical properties for different brines used in
this study.

Table 3.2: Physical properties of high salinity and low salinity brines

Brines
Types

Salt
(ppm)

Density
(kg/m3)

Viscosity
(cP)

Conductivity
(S/m)

pH

FW

200000

1188.65

1.995

14.92

6.7

SW

43650

1043.94

1.142

4.27

7.96

2dSW

21825

1041.38

1.125

1.617

7.58

5dSW

8730

1038.75

1.012

0.88

7.34

10dSW

4365

1035.79

1.002

0.497

7.24

20dSW

2182

1028.48

0.989

0.277

7.15

50dSW

873

1009

0.936

0.111

7.01

3.1.1.3 Crude Oil
Three kinds of dead crude oil were supplied by Lundin and Shell from oil
fields in Alta and the North Sea, respectively. A Malvern Bohlin
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Rheometer and Micromeritics Acupyc-1330 were used to measure
viscosity and density. SARA fractionation was used to analyze the bulk
composition of oils to saturates, aromatics, resin, and asphaltenes. The
mass ratios of N, S, and O were determined by an Elemental Analyzer
(Thermo EA2000). The physicochemical properties of the crude oils are
given in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Physicochemical properties of crude oils
Crude Oil

Crude Oil

Crude Oil

A

B

C

Specific gravity at 25 °C, kg/m3

827

835

933

°API

39.5

38

20

Dynamic viscosity at 20 °C, cP

5.5

7.4

50

Dynamic viscosity at 50 °C, cP

2.94

4.5

28

Total acid number (TAN), mg KOH/g

0.25

0.46

2.54

Saturates

73.7

64.53

32.25

Aromatics

22.75

28.81

44.91

Resin

3.34

6.19

11.71

Asphaltenes

0.21

0.47

11.13

Nitrogen

1.14

0.88

1.06

Sulphur

0

0.19

0.32

Oxygen

2.2

5.12

10.33

Specification

Composition (wt. %)

Elemental analysis (wt. %)

3.1.2 Experimental Procedure
A Colloidal Dynamics Zeta-Probe was used to determine the zeta
potential of different calcite-brine suspensions, which is an accurate
instrument based on electro-acoustic measurements without the need for
sample dilution, Figure 3.3. Hence, optical techniques such as the lightscattering technique need the sample to be entirely transparent by diluting
it down to a minimum concentration. This dilution can lead to significant
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errors in the values of zeta potential. The Colloidal Dynamics Zeta-Probe
measures the dynamic mobility of charged colloidal suspensions at
different frequencies in the MHz range.

Figure 3.3: Colloidal dynamics zeta-probe.

First, the outcrop and reservoir rock samples were crushed using a mill
disc to get a very fine powder of carbonate particles. To prepare
suspensions, 2% weight of limestone and dolomite powder were added to
various brine solutions under magnetic stirring to maintain homogeneity
and left one day to reach equilibrium. Then, we analysed the particles size
distribution using Malvern Mastersizer-2000E. Figure 3.4 shows a typical
example of the grains size distribution in seawater. It is evident that the
limestone particles have a median size of 2.5 μm, while the average size
of dolomite particles is about 3.2 μm. It should, however, be noted that the
largest particles size for the two types of particles examined did not
exceed 20 μm, which can provide a way of proper dispersing in the
aqueous phase and satisfy the range of zeta potential measurement.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 3.4: Particles size distribution in low saline solution of (A)
limestone outcrop rock and (B) subsurface dolomite rock.

The zeta potential measurements of the various carbonate-brine
suspensions were conducted at a constant pH value of 8, typical of
carbonate reservoir conditions. 0.1 mole/L for HCl and NaOH solutions
was used to adjust the pH of suspensions. All zeta potential
measurements were conducted at 25 °C. Three runs were carried out for
each sample with five cycles’ measurement for each run, and an average
value of zeta potential was evaluated within this range. The standard
deviation of repeated zeta potential measurements is about 0.5 mV.
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3.2

Scanning

Electron

Microscopy

and

Infrared

Spectroscopy Measurements
Different apparatuses, including infra-red spectroscopy (Thermo Scientific
Nicolet iS10 FTIR Spectrometer) and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM, Carl Zeiss EVO MA15) coupled with integrated energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX, Oxford X-mass 80 SDD) were used to examine
the morphology of the carbonate grains and to check whether there were
potential bonding effects and mutual ions interactions formed between
carbonate minerals and surrounding brines.
The same carbonate-brine suspensions that were prepared for zeta
potential measurements have been used for the SEM-EDX test. The
Megafuge 16R was then used to separate the solid particles from
suspensions. The samples were rotated at 5600 rpm for 20 minutes.
Afterwards, the powder was dried in the oven for 24 hours at 70 °C.
The fresh carbonate particles (i.e., prior to being contacted with saline
solutions) and treated particles (separated from saline solutions) were put
on the aluminium stub that was covered with a carbon adhesive disk. To
avoid samples charging during the test, the samples were placed in highresolution iridium (Ir) coater for 10 minutes. The samples were then
loaded into the SEM chamber, and the morphology of surfaces was
examined. After imaging the surface by SEM, EDX elemental test was
performed on different locations for the same sample to detect the mineral
composition and check whether there were compositional changes
occurred after exposure to saline solutions, which may reveal indicative
information for a better understanding of the rock-brine interaction.
For the infrared measurement, the powder of carbonate rocks was put on
the Dimond crystal of infrared spectroscopy, and the light beam of infrared
was passed through the sample. As the vibrational frequency of bonds
within the atoms coincides with the infrared radiation, the atoms absorb
frequencies. The infrared spectrum of absorbed energy (transmitted light)
at a specific wavelength was determined, and the mid-infrared region
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(4000-500 cm-1) was then compared with the reference patterns to
determine the chemical bonds.

3.3 Interfacial Tension and Contact Angle Measurements
3.3.1 Interfacial Tension (IFT)
The interfacial tension measurements of the oil-brine system were
performed to evaluate the impact of ionic strength and brine salinity on the
fluid-fluid interaction. CAM 2008-KSV equipment was used to determine
the interfacial tension of dead crude oils with different saline solutions. It is
accurate equipment that depends on the drop-shape analysis technique
by using the LED light source. Figure 3.5 illustrates the main parts of the
KSV instrument.

Figure 3.5: KSV pendant drop equipment.

To perform IFT measurements, a calibration test was run firstly by using a
stainless-steel ball, which placed inside a glass vessel, filled with water.
Then the position and the magnification of the camera were adjusted. This
is considered an important step before starting the measurements, as
insufficient pixels with poor accuracy could be obtained if the camera has
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not been fixed well. To validate the equipment calibration, the interfacial
tension of deionized water with air was measured with the value of 71.66
dynes/cm. For IFT measurements of oil/brine system, a hooked (U-shape)
needle with an outer diameter of 0.7 mm was fitted with a micro syringe
that filled with low density fluid (i.e., crude oil) and immersed in an
optically clear thermal cell filled with the aqueous phase. The crude oil
droplet was then manually injected upwards, and a stable pendant oil
droplet was recorded by a camera, Figure 3.6. The same drop size of 12
µl was used for all experiments, which is the most crucial factor when the
analysis depends on the Young-Laplace equation. Previous studies
showed that an identical IFT value was obtained if the drop volume falls
within the range of 7 µl to 30 µl [69]. A pendant drop shape was then
processed by the software to fit the Young-Laplace equation, and the IFT
values were determined using the following equation [121]:

𝜎𝑜𝑤 =

∆𝜌𝑔𝑑𝑒 2
𝐻

(3.1)

where 𝜎𝑜𝑤 is the liquid/oil interfacial tension (mN/m), ∆𝜌 is the difference
between crude oil droplet and the surrounding aqueous phase densities
(kg/m3), g is the gravitational acceleration (m/s2), H is the drop-shape
dependent parameter, and de is the equatorial diameter from the bottom
line of the droplet (m).

Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram of crude oil droplet at the tip of
inverted needle.
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A high IFT value was observed at the beginning of the test, and then it
decreased gradually with passing times to reach a constant value which is
commonly known as the equilibrium interfacial tension. The equilibrium
IFT value was observed after about 30 minutes. The measurements were
repeated several times for each oil/brine system, and a similar trend was
yielded with the standard deviation of about ±2 unit. All the interfacial
measurements were conducted at a high temperature (80°C) and
atmospheric pressure.

3.3.2 Contact Angle
A goniometer (CAM 2008, KSV instrument Ltd. Finland) was used to
determine the static contact angle of oil on carbonate rocks upon
exposure to different saline solutions. Carbonate rocks and three types of
dead oil with the properties given in sections 3.1.1.1 and 3.1.1.3 were
used in the contact angle measurements.
For a reasonable estimation of contact angle, 10 core slices with the
thickness of 0.5 cm were extracted from selected low permeability core
plugs (outcrop and subsurface) to avoid the imbibition of the liquid when
the drop attached to the rock surface. The rock slices were then ground
using silicon carbide grinding discs-600 grit and a finer 1200 grit to reduce
the roughness of the surface that can lead to the contact angle hysteresis.
Next, the rock plates were saturated with synthetic formation water
(200000 ppm) and left for 4 days. The rock slices were then dried in the
oven for 48 hours at 70 °C. Finally, the rock plates were aged in the oil for
8 weeks to restore the wettability of the substrates (3 rock plates for crude
oil A, 3 rock plates for crude oil B, and 3 rock plates for crude oil C). After
aging, the slices were washed with Isopropyl alcohol (Sigma-Aldrich,
purity grade ˃ 99%) to detach the oil from the surface and left to dry in the
air.
To measure contact angle, the sessile drop method has been used
instead of the pendant drop method, since introducing the oil pendant
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droplet to the surface submerged in the aqueous phase did not show a
permanent attachment. The slices were first placed inside the cell, a
sessile oil droplet of 10 µl was attached carefully to the surface using a
pipette and left for 24 hours to attain the adsorption equilibrium with the
surface. A drop size of 10 µl has been chosen to minimize the gravity
effects on the drop shape [122]. Then, formation water was injected into
the cell by using a hand pump until the rock slice is completely covered.
Afterwards, the temperature of the water bath was set up at 80 °C, and
the liquid cell was left for 1 hour to bring the sample to the desired test
conditions. To ensure accuracy, the temperature inside the liquid cell was
measured by a digital thermometer.
The sessile drop was monitored until the variation of the contact angle
was insignificant, and a sequence of images was captured for the oil
contact angle. The average value of the right and left contact angles was
then calculated for each picture. The above procedure was repeated for
the brines with different salinities, injecting in a sequential manner. The
contact angle measurements were repeated for each rock slice/oil/brine
system, and the values reported in this study represent the average of 5
separate droplets of crude oil at different locations on the same substrate
with the standard deviation of about ±4°. Figure 3.7 illustrates a schematic
diagram of the contact angle measurement [123].
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Figure 3.7: Schematic diagram of experimental setup for contact
angle measurement.

3.4 Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) Measurement
3.4.1 Principles and Calculations
In this study, a Q-Sense D300 was used to detect the adsorption/
desorption of crude oil onto/from the calcite and silica coated crystals.
Figure 3.8 shows a schematic diagram of the Q-Sense. Q-Sense is a
nanogram sensitive technique that used to detect the amount of
substance adsorbed or desorbed onto/from a coated crystal [124]. The
coated crystal consists of a single quartz crystal with two metal electrodes
on each side. The crystal vibrates with a characteristic frequency when
the electric voltage is applied, and Q-Sense measures the change in
resonant frequency and dissipation energy of the coated crystals used.
The change in frequency when the oscillating crystal exposed to an
aqueous phase can be attributed to the mass loading, liquid loading, and
liquid trapping.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic diagram of Q-Sense D-300.

The adsorbed mass of a thin and rigid adhering layer is determined by the
Sauerbrey equation (Eq.3.2) [125]. When Newtonian fluids come into
contact with the oscillating crystal, an additional shift in frequency is
observed due to the change in density and/or viscosity of the medium
(Eq.3.3) [126]. The liquid trapping effect can be neglected because of the
atomic smoothness of the crystal surfaces. The principle calculations of
mass and liquid loading are described by the following equations:

Δfads. = −

Δfliq.load= −√

𝑛𝑓3
𝜋𝜌𝑞 𝜐𝑞

𝑛ᴦ𝑄𝐶𝑀
𝐶

(√𝜌1 𝜂1 − √𝜌2 𝜂2 )

(3.2)

(3.3)

where ᴦQCM is the adsorbed mass (mg/m2), 𝑛 is the harmonic number, C is
the constant of quartz crystal (0.177 mg/m 2 Hz), 𝑓 is the fundamental
frequency of the crystal (5 MHz), 𝜌𝑞 is the specific density of quartz (2650
kg/m3), 𝜐𝑞 is the shear wave velocity in quartz (3340 m/s), 𝜌 is the density
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of solution, kg/m3, and 𝜂 is the viscosity of solution, kg/m.s. Subscription 1
and 2 refer to the solutions of different densities and viscosities.

3.4.2 Materials
To perform the experiments, the same crude oils and saline solutions that
have been described in the previous section were used to assess the
adsorption /desorption of oil by QCM-D. Calcite and silica crystals were
used to mimic carbonates and sandstones. CaCO3 (QSX 999) and SiO2
(QSX 303) standard coated sensors were purchased from Q-Sense Biolin
Scientific. The sensors consist of a quartz crystal disk with metal
electrodes on each side. One of the electrodes was covered with thin
surface layers to simulate either carbonate or sandstone minerals. The
fundamental resonant frequency for the crystals is 5 MHz.

3.4.3 Experimental Procedure
Prior to each experiment, the sensor was immersed in 2 wt. % Hellmanex
cleaning solutions for 30 minutes, and then washed several times with
Milli-Q water to get the cleanest possible surface. Afterwards, the sensor
was blow-dried with air duster removal and put in a UV-ozone chamber for
10 minutes. The chemical resistant tubes and QCM chamber were also
cleaned with Milli-Q water and Iso-Propanol many times to remove any
organic contamination. All adsorption /desorption QCM experiments were
conducted at 22 °C.
In order to get a stable baseline, toluene was first injected. This was
achieved by flushing toluene into the chamber for 20 minutes until the
oscillation in frequency was about ± 2 Hz. After that, 2mL of dead crude
oil was injected by gravitative flow into the chamber. After oil saturated the
crystal surface and equilibrium was reached (30-50 minutes), toluene was
injected again to detach loosely held oil components. Next, a high salinity
solution represented by seawater was injected. Finally, different diluted
versions of seawater were flooded sequentially through the QCM
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chamber. When the frequency was stabilized for each particular solution
(20-25 min), the changes in frequency were detected. The amount of
desorbed oil after exposure to different aqueous salt solutions was
calculated by the difference between the measured frequency shift and
liquid loading shift due to the small difference in densities and viscosities,
i.e., Δfdes= Δfmeasured- Δfliquid load. The desorption efficiency was calculated
by (desorbed mass/adsorbed mass) ᵡ100. The measurements were
repeated three times for each type of crude oil to ensure the accuracy and
reliability of the results. The relative standard deviation of repeated
measurements was less than 5%.

3.5 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) Force Imaging
3.5.1 Materials
The intermolecular interactions of polar components in crude oil with
carbonate minerals at different levels of salinity were examined by using a
Multi-Mode 8 SPM (Nanoscope V controller, Bruker). For AFM
measurements, calcite crystals (Island Spar, Ward's Science, USA) were
used as a model surface that could represent the most common mineral in
carbonate. The calcite crystals were mechanically cut to small (10 mm)
square plates with a thickness of 3 mm. The substrates were polished
using AutoMet polisher and then re-polished by hand lapping process with
50 nm Aluminum oxide slurry to obtain smooth surfaces appropriate for
AFM imaging. Figure 3.9A illustrates an example of the calcite substrate
before and after the polishing process. Following the polish, the calcite
surfaces were washed thoroughly in Milli-Q water and dried with a strong
jet of nitrogen gas. EDX elemental analysis was carried out using
integrated energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX, Oxford X-mass 80
SDD) to confirm the mineral composition of the substrate, Figure 3.9B.
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(A)

(B)
Figure 3.9: (A) Calcite substrate before and after the polishing
process. (B) EDX spectrum with the elemental weight percentages.

The calcite surface was imaged in tapping mode using silicon probes
(TESPA-V2) from Bruker, with a resonant frequency of 320 kHz and a
spring constant (k) of 40 N/m. For force mapping, the probes were
chemically modified with a –COOH termination (ST-PNP-COOH, Windsor
Scientific), which represent the surface-active properties of crude oil. The
tips were supplied with two different cantilevers with force constants of
0.08 N/m and 0.32 N/m. Each probe was rinsed in a small quantity of
ethanol before use. The same synthetic brines with the properties given in
Table 3.2 were used in the AFM work.
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3.5.2 Principles and Calculations
Before starting the experiments, the deflection sensitivity was calibrated
against the calcite surface, and the spring constant was evaluated using
the thermal tune method [127]. An area of 10 µm ᵡ 10 µm was then
mapped as an array of 32 ᵡ 32 force curves at a z-resolution of 1024 pixel
with the scan rate of 1.5 Hz. Figure 3.10 illustrates an example of a force
spectroscopy plot. The horizontal axis represents the vertical motion of
the probe tip movements corresponding to the surface. As the tip
descends toward the sample and the tip-sample distance decreases, the
attractive electrostatic force near the surface transcended the cantilever
spring constant, the tip clings to the surface, leading to deflection of the
cantilever. The tip remains in touch with the surface until the maximum
force of 685 pN was attained. It was then withdrawn from the surface and
rebounded sharply upward to a certain distance (in this example, 160 nm).
The minimum repulsion force, in this example, -940 pN, that needed to
pull the tip away from the sample is known as the force of adhesion or pull
off force. The adhesion force for each x, y point over the scanned area
was determined by Hook’s law (Eq.3.4) [128], and then plotted to
construct the force maps as will be shown in Chapter 5.

F = −𝑘𝑐 × 𝑑

(3.4)

where F is the force applied to the cantilever (nN), 𝑘𝑐 is the cantilever
spring constant (nN/nm), and 𝑑 is the cantilever deflection (nm).
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Figure 3.10: A typical force plot as obtained by AFM. The horizontal
axis represents the vertical motion of the probe tip movements
corresponding to the surface. The tip approach (Red), tip presses
into the surface with a maximum force of 685 pN. The tip retracts
(blue), tip breaks free of surface attraction. Adhesion force, is the
minimum force required to move the tip away from the surface, - 940
pN in this test.

3.5.3 Experimental Procedure
To begin the AFM imaging experiments, polished calcite substrate,
attached to steel AFM stubs was placed on the AFM scanner, and the
height of the sample was adjusted to prevent the risk of a crash when the
probe holder installed. The chemically modified probe was then loaded
into the AFM fluid cell and given one final rinse of ethanol. Figure 3.11
shows the experimental setup and a schematic diagram for the AFM
measurement. Next, 1 mL of super saline solution represented by
formation water was slowly injected through the fluid cell using a micro
syringe and flushed through. The probe and calcite plate were entirely
immersed in the solution for 20 minutes to reach thermal stability before
measurement. Three force maps were acquired on each sample in
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succession (with each map taking 10-15 minutes) at fixed time points of
10, 30, and 50 minutes, to establish that the adhesion measurements
were repeatable, and the sample was at equilibrium, and there was no
further variation with exposure time. From the set of force maps collected,
no variation in the adhesion values was observed over time. The solution
was then replaced by seawater without moving the sample, allowing the
acquisition of force maps on the same imaging area on the same calcite
plate, with the same chemical probe whilst only varying the saline
solutions.

Figure 3.11: (A) Multi-Mode Nanoscope with a J-scanner. (B) A
schematic diagram of the AFM measurement.

To change the solution, 1 mL of the saline solution was slowly flushed
through the fluid cell volume, ensuring complete removal of the previous
solution in the 100 µl sample area, and in the dead volumes in the tubing
and inlet/outlet ports. This procedure was repeated several times, to be
sure that the solution was properly replaced, and the conditions of the
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new injected solution were attained. The above procedure was repeated
for the brines with different salinities, and the solutions were sequentially
exchanged, finishing with the lowest saline solution.
Topographical images of the calcite surface before and after exposure to
saline solutions were collected in tapping imaging mode in the air at 22°C,
but all force maps were acquired in the force-volume mode in the fluid at
26°C.

3.6 High Pressure-High Temperature (HPHT) Core Flooding
Experiments
3.6.1 Materials
For macroscopic core flooding experiments, the same brines, crude oils,
and rocks that have been used in the previous contact angle
measurements were also used in this test. Further core analyses were
carried out, including brine permeability, porosity, pore volume, and initial
water saturation. The physical properties of the carbonate samples are
summarized in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Petrophysical properties of outcrop and reservoir core
samples used in core flooding experiments
Core ID

Rock type

K (md)

Bulk volume
(cm3)

EST-24

Outcrop

101

47.50

Pore
volume
(cm3)
12.5

EST-25

Outcrop

115

47.97

EST-26

Outcrop

108

EST-30

Outcrop

EST-31

Porosity
(%)

Swi
(%)

26.3

25

13

27.1

24

47.66

11.4

24

28

90

47.65

12

25.2

23

Outcrop

112

47.12

13.4

28.5

26

EST-33

Outcrop

120

47.50

14

29.4

30

EST-36

Outcrop

129

47.64

13.2

27.8

22

M-01

Reservoir

75

47.30

10.8

23

27

M-02

Reservoir

90

47.23

11

23.3

33

M-03

Reservoir

290

47.71

14.3

30.5

29
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3.6.2 Experimental Setup
The core flooding experimental work was carried out by the author at the
University of Edinburgh/Institute of Materials and Processes. A high
pressure-high temperature core flooding setup was used for the oil/brine
displacement in carbonate rock samples, as shown in Figure 3.12. The
main parts of the system include a high-pressure core holder with an
internal diameter of 1.5 inches, equipped with the rubber sleeve, two
ISCO-100DM syringe pumps for oil and brine injection with the range of
flowrate varied between 0.0001 to 25 ml/min, and a Milton Roy-CM4000
overburden pressure pump. For temperature control, a water path
connected to the electrical heater was used, while a back-pressure
regulator was connected to the outlet of the core holder to maintain the
pore pressure to the desired test conditions. The differential pressure
across the core sample was measured by pressure transducers (UNIK, 0100 bar), and the data were recorded by the LabVIEW data acquisition.
The produced liquids were collected using a graduated cylinder.

(A)
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(B)
Figure 3.12: (A) Core flooding experimental set-up. (B) Schematic
diagram for the core flooding system.

3.6.3 Experimental Procedure
Horizontal oil-brine macroscopic displacements were carried out to study
the impact of low salinity water flooding on oil recovery under reservoirlike conditions (HPHT). Outcrop and reservoir carbonate core plugs with a
diameter of 1 inch and a length of 3.5 inches were used. A standard core
flooding experimental procedure has been followed for all the tested
samples.
To begin with, 2 to 3 pore volumes (PV) of toluene were injected in the
carbonate rock samples for cleaning, followed by washing thoroughly with
methanol and deionized water. After that, the core plugs were dried in the
oven for 48 hours at 100 °C. Clean samples were then saturated with
formation water under vacuum for three days. To ensure that no air
trapped in the pores and the porous media is completely saturated with
formation water, the core plug was set into the core holder, and 4 PVs of
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connate water were injected under a confining pressure of 115 bar and a
constant injection pressure of 40 bar. The absolute brine permeability was
then determined using Darcy’s law. The pore volume of each sample was
also estimated by determining the weight difference of the dried-saturated
plug and the density of the formation water. Next, 3 PVs of dead crude oil
were flooded at a constant pore pressure of 50-60 bar to displace the
connate water and establish the irreducible water saturation (Swi), see
Table 3.4. To restore the wettability to an oil-wet condition, the core
samples were put in a sealed container and aged in crude oil for 10 days
at 80 °C. Figure 3.13 shows one of the core samples before and after the
aging process.

Figure 3.13: Carbonate rock sample (A) before aging in crude oil and
(B) after aging in crude oil.

After the aging process, the core sample is enclosed in an elastic rubber
sleeve and put into the core holder which was then loaded into the water
bath. The temperature of the water bath was set up at 80 °C and the core
holder left for two to three hours to bring the core sample to the desired
test temperature. The injected pore pressure was maintained at about 82
bar using a regulator back pressure valve, whereas the confining pressure
of 120 bar was applied to avoid the bypass of injection fluid. A high salinity
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solution represented by seawater or formation water was then injected in
a secondary mode recovery. Tertiary mode recovery was performed by
sequentially injecting different diluted versions of seawater, finishing with
the lowest saline solution. For each saline solution, 3 to 4 pore volumes
were injected until the oil production is stopped. During the flooding
process, the injection rate was kept low at 0.1 ml/min. To ensure that the
residual oil saturation was reached, and all the movable oil was
recovered, the injection rate was increased to 0.5 ml/min then to 1 ml/min,
but no more oil was produced. The produced oil and differential pressure
were determined. To verify whether these experimental observations were
changeable, two cycles of core flooding experiments were performed for
each type of core plug examined.

3.7 Microfluidic Measurements
3.7.1 Materials
To achieve this work, two-dimensional silicon glass and polymer-coated
chips (45 × 15 mm2; length × width) from Micronit were used to mimic
natural hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces. The chip has a physical
pore network to resemble a real physical rock pattern with the total
internal volume of 5.7 µl, 50 µm channel width, and 20 µm channel height.
The average porosity and permeability of the physical pore network are
0.57 and 2.5 Darcy, respectively. Figure 3.14 gives a schematic diagram
of the physical pore network considered in this test. Saline solutions and
crude oils that have been used before were also used in the
displacements at the pore-scale.
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Figure

3.14:

Schematic

diagram

of

the

physical

structure

micromodel with a small section magnification of the pores pattern.
Pores are displayed in green and grains in white.

3.7.2 Experimental Procedure
In this work, the microfluidic apparatus was used to visualize oil
displacement in porous media during secondary and tertiary flooding, as
shown in Figure 3.15. The system consisted of a microfluidic solid casing
to hold the chip with inlet and outlet ports, high pressure syringe pump
(Nexus 6000) with a minimum flow rate of 0.0001 µl/min, PEEK tubing
(OD= 1/16″, IDEX) to join the inlet of the chip to the pump, a controlling
valve to control the direction of flow, and pressure transducers. A high
magnification microscope (Olympus SZX16-ILLT) was used to visualize
the chip with the view area up to 50 mm, which was outfitted with a digital
camera (5 M pixel, Colour USP3 Vision, Sony Pregius IMX250, Canada)
to capture digital images when the fluids flow along the pore channels.
The images were recorded every 20 seconds by Point Grey Fly Cap 2
software.
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Figure 3.15: Schematic diagram of microfluidic system used in the
experiments.

To perform the experiments, the microfluidic physical chip was put into the
casing, and an isopropyl alcohol, IPA (Sigma-Aldrich, purity grade of ˃
99%) was first flushed through the chip to remove trapped air bubbles,
followed by rinsing with a sufficient amount of Milli-Q water. Afterward, the
clean pore network was saturated with a super saline solution (200000
ppm), representing formation water in the real reservoirs. Next, 10 pore
volumes of dead crude oil were injected at a steady flow rate of 50 μl/hr to
displace formation water and establish initial water saturation (Swi). The
saturated microchip was then left for about 24 hours to attain the
adsorption equilibrium conditions.
To increase the distinction between high and low salinity solutions during
the pore-scale displacement, a red tracer dye (Rhodamine B base,
Sigma-Aldrich) was mixed with the injected low saline solutions. Seawater
was then pumped in a secondary mode recovery, whereas tertiary mode
recovery was performed by sequentially injecting different diluted versions
of seawater through the microphysical chip. The low injection rate of 5
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μl/hr was used in all cycles of the injection, representing the typical pore
velocity (1 m/day) in real reservoir water flooding. After oil production is
stopped, the flow rate was increased to 10 and 15 μl/hr for each cycle of
brine injection to ensure that the remaining oil saturation was reached,
and no more oil was visibly removed with the higher flow rate. For each
stage of the displacement, the saline solution was continuously flooded for
6-12 hours. Optical images for fluid distribution were recorded at different
stages of secondary and tertiary flooding. The pore-scale displacements
were conducted at ambient temperature (23°C) and atmospheric
pressure. For data reliability, the flooding tests were repeated two times
for both microstructures examined.

3.7.3 Image Analysis
A set of digital images acquired during the displacement process were
quantitatively analysed using image processing software FIJI to evaluate
the quantity of oil recovered after each stage of brine injection. The digital
images were first segmented to distinguish between solid and liquid
phases. The oil-filled pore spaces were then identified by thresholding of
its pixels’ intensity, Figure 3.16B, and the oil area was represented totally
by red, while non-oil zone appeared as black. After that, the images were
binarized, and the pixels of oil were counted (see Figure 3.16C). The
sweeping efficiency during brine flooding was determined by the following
equation [129]:

𝐸𝑚 =

1−𝑆𝑜𝑟 −𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑟
1−𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑟

(3.5)

where 𝐸𝑚 is sweeping efficiency at the pore-scale level, 𝑆𝑜𝑟 is residual oil
saturation upon exposure to the saline solution, and 𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑟 is irreducible
water saturation, i.e., the percentage determined when the chip was
saturated with oil and before starting the displacement process. The insitu contact angle was also assessed by a random selection of different
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locations at the micromodels. The contact angle plugin in FIJI was used
for this purpose, and the uncertainty in measurements was about ± 2°.

Figure 3.16: Typical example of the image analysis procedure by FIJI
for determining the residual oil saturation after brine flooding. (A)
Segmented image with red for grains, light green for oil, and pink for
brine. (B) Image after thresholding to distinguish between oil phase
in red and background in black. (C) Binary image with oil phase in
white.
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Chapter 4
Quantification of Wettability Characteristics for
Carbonates Using Different Salinities

4.1 Introduction
As we alluded to in the literature review, injecting low salinity water could
improve oil recovery in carbonate reservoirs through wettability alteration,
whose mechanism, however, remains unclear. In this Chapter, the key
parameters that govern the complex interactions of rock/brine/crude oil at
the macroscopic scale are systemically investigated with the aim of finding
a unified interpretation of possible wettability alteration mechanisms. The
effect of crude oil composition on surface characterization upon exposure
to different saline solutions is studied by using three types of dead oil with
various acid numbers and two types of carbonate rocks (outcroplimestone and subsurface-dolomite). The surface charges of carbonate
rocks are first characterized by zeta potential measurement. Ionssubstitution-adsorption is then evaluated using the infrared spectrometer
(IFR)

and

energy-dispersive

X-ray spectroscopy (EDX).

Oil/brine

interaction by means of the interfacial tension (IFT) is then measured.
Contact angle as a function of oil composition, rock type, and salinity is
also experimentally investigated under high temperature.
The obtained results are classified into six main sections. In the first
section, we discuss the impact of ionic strength and brine salinity on the
electrostatic charges of carbonate rocks. In the next part, the probable
adsorption of potential determining ions into the carbonate surfaces will be
demonstrated. The effect of salt concentration, oil composition, and types
of cations on interfacial tension (IFT) activity will be then clarified in
sections three and four, respectively. In the following section, the detailed
effects of active polar components and salinity on the wetting state of
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carbonates will be extensively explained. In the final section, the
wettability alteration mechanisms will be discussed.

4.2 Effect of High and Low Salinity on Rock Surface
Charges
It was found that the change in surface charge of the minerals is one of
the proposed mechanisms for wettability alteration in carbonates during
low salinity flooding. Carbonates display complex behaviour in the
aqueous media mainly because of its solubility, which is dominated by
surface electrical charge and chemical equilibrium [80]. As mentioned in
Chapter 2, the surface electrical charge is characterized by zeta potential,
which is strongly affected by the pH and ionic strength. The current
investigation involved measuring the surface potential of limestone and
dolomite particles in different saline solutions at ambient temperature,
aiming to evaluate the effect of ionic strength and brine salinity on surface
electrical change. For the pH effect, the results of the previous work have
been considered to understand the electrostatic behaviour of carbonate
minerals in deionized water at different pH.
The effect of pH on the surface electrical charge of carbonate minerals
has been studied by some researchers [22,80,82,130]. For instance,
Kasha et al. [82] measured the zeta potential of pure calcite particles in
deionized water over a wide range of pH (3.5-11.5). Their results showed
that the isoelectric point (IEP) for calcite surface was observed at pH 5.4.
The sensitivity of zeta potential of dolomite particles to pH was also
evaluated by other researchers [131,132]. It is found that the isoelectric
point (IEP) of pure dolomite is within the range of pH 6.3-8. It has also
been reported that at high pH value the concentration of Mg2+ (OH)+ will
be less than that of HCO3-, and thus the electrokinetics of dolomite
particles become more negative [133].
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The zeta potential values of limestone and dolomite particles in formation
water, seawater, and different dilution versions of seawater were
measured at pH 8. The measured values as a function of elapsed time for
different saline suspensions are given in Appendix A. While the averaged
zeta potential values of these measurements are shown in Figure 4.1. It
can be seen that the zeta potential of limestone and dolomite particles
was positive (+10.37 mV and +6.96 mV) in formation water, which
represents the highest brine concentration (200000 ppm) used in this
study. This result is consistent with the findings from Mahani et al. [81]
that the zeta potential for the different types of carbonate particles in high
salinity water is positive due to the high concentration of Ca2+ and Mg2+
ions, leading to a shrinkage of the EDL and shift of the zeta potential to a
positive value. In comparison, the zeta potential of limestone particles in
seawater was less positive than formation water (+3.6 mV) at the same
pH value, while the value overturned to negative (-3.73 mV) for dolomite
particles. This could be attributed to the reduction in the total dissolved
solids (43650 ppm) and an increase of the concentration of the SO42- ions
in seawater, which is supported by the previous studies [5,47,82].
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Figure 4.1: Averaged zeta potential of calcite and dolomite particles
in high and low salinity solutions at pH 8.
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The results also reveal that the magnitude of the negative charges
generally increases as the salinity and ionic strength of suspensions
decreases up to 10 times dilution. For instance, the zeta potential of
limestone and dolomite particles for twice-diluted seawater was -5.12 mV
and -6.09 mV, respectively, and it reached to -10.62 and -12.3 mV at 10
times dilution. It is logical that as the salinity of suspension decreases, the
adsorption of Mg2+ and Ca2+ ions surrounding the particles decreases with
continuous adsorb of SO42-. This leads to the expansion of the EDL and
an increase in the magnitude of the negative surface charges [81].
However, further brine dilution causes more reduction in the concentration
of SO42- and therefore less negative charges were observed, i.e., a zeta
potential of -2.24 mV and -5.4 mV were obtained for limestone and
dolomite suspensions, respectively at 50 times dilution. Alotaibi et al. [80]
also confirmed that less negative charges were observed by using aquifer
water without sulphate at a certain pH.
It is also evident from the results that, the subsurface dolomite particles
are more negatively charged than outcrop limestone particles. This could
be linked to the presence of dissolvable anhydrite (CaSO4) as a part of
the rock material, as was mentioned in section 3.1. This could provide an
in-situ source of sulphate ions, affecting the net surface charges, and
therefore more negative charges on dolomite sites would be expected as
the salinity was decreased. Another possible explanation could be that the
dolomite particles used in this study have a large specific area (1.25 m2/g)
compared to that of limestone (0.56 m2/g). Therefore, it is expected that
the reaction surface of dolomite molecules would be larger and
consequently, high negative surface charges have been reported. A study
performed by Vdovic [134] showed that a significant difference in the zeta
potential values was observed for the two synthetic calcite samples,
having a different surface area. He concludes that the specific surface
area and grain size could affect the magnitude of electric charges or
energy stored on the calcite surface.
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4.3

Scanning

Electron

Microscopy

and

Infrared

Spectroscopy Results
As reviewed in Chapter 2, many previous studies proposed that wettability
alteration of carbonates during seawater flooding is mostly because of the
potential determining ions adsorption into the positively charged rock
surface, i.e., mutual interactions between Ca2+, SO42-, and Mg2+ occurred
at the rock surface, leading to improving the electrostatic repulsion forces
[12,41,135]. To validate whether such a hypothesis is relevant to the low
salinity flooding or not, IFR absorbance of fresh limestone and dolomite
particles prior to coming in contact with saline solutions was first
measured, as the basis for differentiation with those treated with seawater
and different diluted versions of seawater. From Figure 4.2, it can be
clearly seen that the same general pattern of the IFR spectrum is
observed for the particles before and after treatment. However, there is a
variation in the intensity of absorbance between the fresh and aged
particles.
It is also obvious that there is a substantial decrease in the intensity of CO stretching vibration at 1391-1392 cm-1 as well as in that of the bands
located at the 871 cm-1 and 712 cm-1. This might be due to the chemical
substitution of the CO3- and Ca2+ ions by the anions and cations that
adsorbed from brines on the mineral surface. It has been previously
reported that any change in the strength of the corresponding peaks of the
specific absorption bands could be referred to the gain or loss of the
particular compounds [136]. The additional small peak between 620-680
cm-1 of the wavenumber, represented by red stippled lines, Figure 4.2,
can give an indication that the sulphate adsorption had happened on the
mineral surface after treated with seawater and different diluted versions
of seawater [47,137]. On the other hand, Fig. 4.2C specifies that no sign
of SO42- bending band in the range of 620-680 cm-1 when the limestone
minerals exposed to 20dSW and 50dSW. It seems likely that no sulphate
molecules adsorbed on the mineral surface as the sulphate concentration
decreased with the further dilutions. Previous studies stated that the
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catalytic agent sulphate is created in the matrix because of the dissolution
of

anhydrite.

These

findings

confirm

the

above

zeta

potential

measurements for limestone rock that less negative charges were
observed when 20dSW and 50dSW were used.
For dolomite particles, Figures 4.2D, E, and F show that SO42- bending
band at 620-680 cm-1 is relatively more intense for treated dolomite
surface compared with that of treated limestone surface. A possible
explanation for this observation could be that the treatment of dolomite
surface with various saline solutions can lead to the adsorption of
sulphate ions on the surface, as dolomite mineral contained anhydrite in
their crystalline lattice, which could cause a further increase in the
intensity of the SO42- bending band of dolomite compared to the
limestone. In addition, inspection of Figures 4.2D, E, and F indicate that
there is a symmetric vibration band at the wave number of 842 cm-1 for all
treated dolomite particles, which is referred to the MgCl2 compound [137].
This gives sufficient evidence that magnesium adsorption was taken place
on the dolomite surface after exposure to various saline solutions, which
might substitute calcium ions on the surface, leading to a decrease in the
strength of the carbonate absorption bands.
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Figure 4.2: Infrared spectra of fresh and treated limestone and
dolomite particles.
To further investigate the possible adsorption of potential determining ions
into the carbonate surface, a second set of experiments have been
conducted using EDX elemental analysis apparatus. The elemental
analysis of the fresh carbonate minerals prior to coming in contact with the
saline solutions were taken as the basis sample with which all other
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samples that exposed to brines were compared, Fig 4.3A. Figures 4.3B-D
show a typical example for the EDX spectra and the elemental analysis
for the outcrop limestone grains after exposure to seawater, 2dSW and
5dSW.
Apparently, the same general pattern of the EDX spectrum was observed
for the limestone grains before and after treatment. However, there are
additional small peaks were detected, referring to the elements of
sulphate, sodium, chloride, and magnesium with the various weight
proportions. It is highly probable that these compounds came from the
saline solutions that were come in contact with the carbonate surfaces
[41]. Similarly, the EDX analysis was performed for fresh dolomite
particles (Fig 4.4A) and those aged in different saline solutions, Figures
4.4B-D. From the weight composition proportions, it is obvious that the
concentration of sulphate ions is relatively higher than that of limestone
particles aged in 2dSW. As mentioned earlier, this could be linked to the
presence of dissolvable anhydrite (CaSO4), as a part of the dolomite
particles material, leading to an increase in the weight proportions of this
compound.
Another possible explanation could be that the dolomite particles have a
large specific area (1.25 m2/g) compared to that of limestone (see section
3.1). Therefore, it is expected that the reaction surface of dolomite
molecules will be larger and consequently, more ions could be adsorbed
on the surface [134]. The SEM images also displayed clear morphological
changes over the limestone and dolomite grains upon exposure to saline
solutions, which could be related to the adsorbed salt on the surface of
the grains. Thus, the SEM and EDX elemental analysis provides
compelling evidence that chemical interactions between carbonate
minerals and surrounding brine had likely happened, which could affect
the net surface charges of carbonates.
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D
D

Figure 4.3: SEM and EDX elemental analysis for (A) Fresh limestone,
(B) particles aged in SW, (C) particles aged in 2dSW, and (D)
particles aged in 5dSW.

A

BB
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CC

DD

Figure 4.4: SEM and EDX elemental analysis for (A) Fresh dolomite,
(B) particles aged in SW, (C) particles aged in 2dSW, and (D)
particles aged in 5dSW.

4.4 Interfacial Tension (IFT) as a Function of Brine and Oil
Composition.
IFT measurements were carried out between different dead crude oils and
compound aqueous phases to examine the impact of salinity and the
presence of polar organic components in crude oil on the IFT variation.
The obtained IFT results are illustrated in Figure 4.5, and the averaged
values of equilibrium IFT are summarized in Table 4.1.
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B

C

Figure 4.5: IFT measurements as a function of brine salinity for (A)
Crude oil A. (B) Crude oil B. (C) Crude oil C.
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Table 4.1: Equilibrium IFT values of different brines and crude oils
examined.
IFT

IFT

IFT

(dynes/cm)

(dynes/cm)

(dynes/cm)

Crude Oil A

Crude Oil B

Crude Oil C

Formation Water

37.5

35

34

Seawater

34.6

31.8

29.7

2 diluted seawater

33.7

30.5

28

5 diluted seawater

32.8

29.5

27

10 diluted seawater

31.7

28.8

26

20 diluted seawater

31

27

25

50 diluted seawater

30.6

25.7

24

Brines

It is evident that the IFT values decreased steadily as the salinity of water
declined. Hence replacing formation water with seawater promotes IFT
drop by about 2.9, 3.2, and 4.3 units for crude oils A, B, and C,
respectively. Further reduction of 4-6 units was observed when seawater
was changed to 50dSW for the three kinds of crude oils used. This can be
attributed to the salting-out effect, so at a very high salt concentration, the
solubility of polar organic components of oil in aqueous phase decreases
causing an increase in the IFT value [67,93]. On the other hand, minor IFT
decrease (0.4-1 dynes/cm) was obtained under different dilution
proportions of seawater. This trend is in line with previously discussed
work by Yousef et al. [10].
From Table 4.1, it is clear that the IFT values for crude oil C are relatively
less than those of crude oil A and B. According to the elemental analysis
(Table 3.3), crude oil C has a higher mass ratio of hetero-atoms than
crude oil A and B. This means that an alteration in the fluid/fluid
interactions occurred when the oil solvent character changed. It has
previously been reported that the hetero-atoms play a vital role in
interfacial activity since they can transfer from bulk solution and
accumulate at the oil-water interface acting as a weak to moderate ionic
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surfactant [74,138,139]. It should, however, be noted that the activation of
the acidic species causes more reduction in IFT values compared with
activation of basic species [79]. This means that more acidic components
present in the interface region the positive IFT contribution will be
obtained.
The results acquired in this study are consistent with Skauge et al. [140]
findings that a significant reduction in IFT values was reported for oil with
the highest acid number. In addition, the light crude oils A and B have a
higher resin to asphaltene ratio (15.90 and 13.17) compared to the heavy
crude oil C (resin/asphaltene ratio =1), see Table 3.3. Therefore, the
interface of light oil/brine was more affected by the resin fraction than the
asphaltene fraction. The previous study by Lashkarbolooki and Ayatollahi
[75] showed that the IFT of crude oil as a function of salinity mainly
affected by the wt. % of asphaltene and resin fractions and resin had less
surface excess activity as the salt concentration increased, thereby less
contribution to decreasing the IFT of light oil/brine system. We can thus
expect higher IFT values when crude oil A and B were used compared to
crude oil C with almost the same resin/asphaltene ratio, showing the
determining impact on the IFT, and therefore more IFT contribution.
Given the minor decrease in the IFT values for all crude oils tested, it is
found that the changes in the IFT of the crude oil/brine system would not
contribute to any considerable alterations in the capillary forces when
brine composition is changed [123].

4.5 Interfacial Tension (IFT) as a Function of Monovalent
and Divalent Cations
In this section, the effect of monovalent and divalent ions on IFT was
studied with the aim of examining the probable synergism between the
type of salts and the polar surface components of crude oil. The IFT
between crude oil C, which contains the highest amount of active polar
components and monovalent (NaCl/Na2SO4) or divalent (MgCl2/CaCl2)
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ions was measured. Figure 4.6 shows the measured IFT as a function of
various concentrations of monovalent and divalent ions. The summary of
IFT results for the four types of salts examined is illustrated in Figure 4.7.
It is evident from the results that no clear trend for IFT values was noticed
for NaCl and Na2SO4. It appears that monovalent ions did not have a
considerable contribution to the IFT activity. The obtained results extend
those of previous studies, confirming that monovalent salts have less
affinity to interact with polar organic components (asphaltene and resin)
present in the oleic phase, resulting in no noticeable IFT variation
[74,141].
In the case of divalent ions, similar behaviour was observed for MgCl 2 and
CaCl2 saline solutions, since the IFT gradually decreased as the divalent
concentrations increased. These observations are likely linked to the
tendency of Mg2+ and Ca2+ cations to interact with the natural polar
compounds creating positive complex ions, which are preferably soluble in
the aqueous phase and thus further decrease in the IFT values obtained
[142,143]. It should, however, be noted that MgCl2 solution showed more
reduction in IFT compared with the CaCl2 solution. This observed trend
could be explained by Mg2+ cations have high affinity to interact with the
oxygen-atom in the asphaltene than that of Ca2+ cations [42]. Brandal et
al. [142] also found that the difference in the degree of hydration between
Mg2+ and Ca2+ cations could affect the IFT activity. Since magnesium
attaches six water molecules compared to the two molecules for Ca 2+,
consequently the magnesium-complex ions would be preferable to
dissolve in the water phase, leading to more decrease in IFT values.
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Figure 4.6: IFT measurements as a function of monovalent and
divalent cations for crude oil C.
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Figure 4.7: Averaged IFT values as a function of monovalent and
divalent salts concentration.
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4.6 Contact Angle Alteration as a Function of Rock
Mineralogy, Brine Salinity, and Oil Composition
The impact of brine concentration on the wettability alteration of the
limestone and dolomite plates aged with different types of dead crude oil
is investigated in this section. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show a summary for
measured contact angle values of aged dolomite and limestone
substrates upon exposure to various brines for the crude oil A, B, and C,
respectively. The results revealed that an overall decrease of about 5 to 9
degrees in the water contact angle was detected as the salinity of the
solution decreases up to 21828 ppm for crude oil A, but with insignificant
changes for crude oil B and C.
For crude oil A, it is clear from Figure 4.8A that a weakly oil-wet with the
contact angle of 120° was recorded when the aged dolomite substrate
was subjected to formation water. Subsequently, a reduction in the water
contact angle to 112° was reported after exposure to seawater. A similar
trend was observed by Mahani et al. [81] who noted that a change of 517° in the contact angle was observed when switching from formation
water to seawater. An obvious decrease in the contact angle value to 107°
was for the dolomite plate when switching to twice-diluted seawater
(21828 ppm), which reveals that the rock substrate is changed to
intermediate-wet. As mentioned in Chapter 2, when the contact angle is
between 0 to 75° and 115°-180°, the system is defined as water wet and
oil-wet state, respectively, and when the contact angle falls within the
range of 75º-115º, the system is neutrally wet [6]. An insignificant effect on
the contact angle was recorded with a further reduction in the salt
concentration, as the contact angle showed almost a fluctuation within the
value of 106 ± 2°.
In the second and third set of contact angle tests, we measured the
contact angles of dolomite substrates with other kinds of crude oils under
various salinities. The aim was to verify if changing the type of crude oil
affects the wetting state or not. Unlike crude oil A, the more hydrophobic
surface was observed for crude oil B when using formation water with the
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contact angle value of 135°. As identified by Al-Hashim et al. [22], positive
surface charges on the dolomite surfaces were reported when the saline
solutions with a high concentration of Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions were used.
Therefore, we expect that the dolomite surface is likely to be acting as an
attractive site for the negative ends of polar organic components in crude
oil upon exposure to formation water, i.e., a strong interaction between
ionized acidic and basic sites could happen, resulting in an oil-wet surface
[79,80]. The dolomite surface was then changed to less oil-wet when the
concentration of brines was decreased to 43650 and 21828 ppm. In the
case of oil C, the oil contact angle displayed a gradual small decrease as
the concentration of brines was decreased, but the substrate remains
within a strongly oil-wet condition, Figure 4.8C.
For the limestone/brine/oil system, as can be seen in Figure 4.9A, there
was a change in the contact angle to less oil-wet when the super saline
solution (200000 ppm) replaced by seawater and twice-diluted seawater.
These results are consistent with the previous findings in the literature
[74]. It should, however, be noticed that the limestone/crude oil B regime
showed relatively a fixed trend with the various salt concentration used
(Figure 4.9B), indicating more hydrophobic surface than limestone/crude
oil A. These results may have been linked to the difference in the solvent
character of crude oil A and B with respect to their polar components, as
detailed in Table 3.3, and to the effect of surface properties.
It is also apparent that the contact angle of limestone and crude oil C
showed a strong oil-wet surface upon exposure to different brines with the
water contact angle varies between 151° and 140°.
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Figure 4.8: Contact angle values of dolomite rock as a function of
salt concentration for (A) Crude oil A. (B) crude oil B. (C) crude oil C.
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Figure 4.9: Contact angle values of limestone rock as a function of
saline concentration for (A) Crude oil A. (B) crude oil B. (C) crude oil
C.
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4.7 Wettability Alteration Mechanisms
Based on the above results, we found that the wetting state is likely to be
affected by three factors including minerals composition of the rock, brine
concentration, and chemical composition of the crude oil. To better
understand the role of each factor and to explain the main cause of
wettability alteration and oil release, we evaluate the work of adhesion
(W A) “The work that required to separate a liquid/solid phase from one
another to a certain distance” using Young-Dupre equation [144]:

WA = σow (1+cos 𝜃 )

(4.1)

where σow is the measured oil/brine interfacial tension (dynes/cm), as
given in Table 4.1, 𝜃 is the measured contact angle between oil/brine
interface and the solid surface. The calculated values for both surfaces
examined are plotted as a function of salt concentration, as shown in
Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: Work of Adhesion of (A) Dolomite surfaces. (B)
Limestone surfaces as a function of brine salinity and crude oil
composition.
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From Figure 4.10A, it is apparent that a relatively sharp decrease in the
work of adhesion values was observed when switching from super saline
solution (200000 ppm) to seawater and then to twice-diluted seawater,
and the effect was more pronounced for crude oil A. This means that a
decrease in the electrostatic adhesive force had likely happened as will be
explored in the next chapter, thereby less work was needed to separate
the aqueous phase from the solid. In comparison, the variation in the
adhesive forces for limestone surfaces for the three oils used showed the
same pattern to that displayed in Fig. 4.10A, although the response to the
change in the chemical composition of the oil is even less marked. These
findings are in line with the recent observations by Lashkarbolooki and
Ayatollahi [145], who found that the type of crude oils did not reveal a
substantial impact on the work of adhesion and spreading coefficient and
therefore, on the wettability alteration of the calcite surface. The small
variation in adhesion values may have been linked to the difference in the
rock characteristics of limestone and dolomite minerals with respect to the
content of anhydrite and to the concentration of sulphate ions that
adsorbed on minerals surface as discussed in section 4.3.
It has been previously reported that pure dolomite surfaces react
differently to the change of brine salinity and composition in comparison to
the other carbonate minerals. Dolomite also tends to show more positive
surface changes compared to the pure limestone as the seawater was
diluted up to 25 times [81,86]. In this study, as mentioned earlier, dolomite
particles contained dissolvable anhydrite (CaSO4), as a part of the rock
material, providing an in-situ source of sulphate ions as the salinity was
decreased, affecting the net surface charges, and therefore more negative
charges on dolomite sites would be expected. This theory is qualitatively
confirmed by the previously measured zeta potential and infrared
absorbance data. On the other hand, at low electrolyte concentration and
a relatively high surface charge density, an expansion in the thickness of
the electrical double layer (EDL) to a few Angstroms would occur, leading
to an increase in the EDL repulsion forces [39,146]. Thereby, preventing a
close approach of negatively charged oil components to the surface,
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resulting in a decrease in the adherence tendency of the oil to the
dolomite surface and less hydrophobic surface in comparison with
limestone.
From above, by consideration of the relation between work of adhesion
per unit area W A of the solid/brine/oil system and wetting properties of
surfaces by using Young-Dupre Equation (1+cos 𝜃 =𝑊𝐴 /𝜎𝑂𝑊 ) [5], and with
a small change in the IFT values (𝜎ow) between the high and low salinity
solutions (Table 4.1), it is speculated that any small change in the
adhesion energy will cause an abrupt change in the wettability. This
assumption is qualitatively in good agreement with the above macroscopic
contact angle observations.
It is also clear that the adhesive forces of dolomite and limestone rocks for
crude oil C is relatively higher than of crude oil A with the low acid
number, resulting in a high degree of oil-wetting. As mentioned earlier,
crude oil C contained the highest concentration of polar organic
components, which are strongly surface active so that they will have a
disproportionate effect on the wetting properties of the system. It is
supposed that the ionized polar components at the oil/water interface
could adsorb at the carbonate surfaces and the strongest interactions
between these polar atoms and polar surface site may occur, i.e.,
adhesive force will compensate the repulsive force, leading to
preferentially oil-wet surface and low wettability alteration for the
rock/brine/crude oil C regime [68]. The contact angle results support that
the observed wettability alteration is mostly affected by the variation in the
oil composition. Our current findings expand prior work [5, 20, 79, 80,147149].
To sum up, it is found that three possible explanations are leading to a
general trend of adhesion drop when the salinity was decreased up to
two-times dilution. Firstly, in-situ chemical interactions between divalent
ions and carbonate molecules and ion binding at the solid/water interface
could happen, preventing oil from contacting the surface. Such
mechanism is supported by the evidence of the infrared absorbance and
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EDX elemental analysis, section 4.3, that sulphate ions are adsorbed on
the limestone and dolomite surfaces, turning the net surface charges of
carbonate particles to negative values. As a result, the repulsion force is
likely to be increased, and consequently, the affinity of polar oil
components into the rock surface would decrease, presenting less
adhesion work. Such results are consistent with the previous studies by
the researcher’s group in BP [9,16] that the cause of an increment in oil
recovery by specific brine composition containing a high concentration of
SO42- and Mg2+ could be traced back to the multi-ionic exchange, which
results in a detachment of organic polar components from the surface by
divalent cations.
The second mechanism is the electrical double layer and DLVO theory,
which

illustrates

the

competitive

interactions

between

repulsive

electrostatic forces and van der Waals attractive forces [75]. At a low
electrolyte concentration and a relatively high surface charge density, the
repulsive energy of the EDL plays a vital role in the interactions between
rock/brine/oil interfaces. A thin water film on the rock surface becomes
stable and thicker (i.e., positive disjoining pressure), thereby receding the
three-phase contact line and preventing oil from contacting the surface
[150]. As mentioned in section 4.2 of this chapter, the surface charges of
carbonate rocks become more negative when the salinity of suspensions
decreased up to 10 times dilution, which can indicate the occurrence of
EDL expansion [19]. The expansion of EDL could, therefore, improve the
electrostatic repulsion between oil components and carbonate surfaces,
thereby resulting in a considerable change in the rock wettability,
evidenced by the reduction in adherence tendency of oil components to
the surface as the salinity is diluted twice from its original concentration,
Figure 4.10.
Finally, the salting-out effect could also be considered as another possible
mechanism for the wettability alteration during low salinity injection.
Increasing the salinity can lead to a decrease in the solubility of polar
organic components in the aqueous phase, resulting in the thin oil film
being close to the rock surface. Consequently, the adherence tendency of
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polar components to the rock surface will be increased, leading to a more
hydrophobic surface. In contrast, decreasing the ionic strength and salinity
of solutions can cause an increase in the solubility of polar organic
components in the aqueous phase, resulting in a less hydrophobic
surface. This could explain why the formation water had the highest
adhesion values (strongly oil-wet) for three kinds of crude oil examined.
The proposed low salinity mechanisms in this study are consistent to
some extent with what was previously suggested by Lashkarbolook et al.
[151]. It should, however, be noted that the dissolution of carbonates
(CaCO3) seems not to be justified by the experimental findings of this
study.

Instead,

the results of

this

work confirmed

the mutual

intermolecular interactions between the divalent ions and carbonate
surfaces, which seem likely to act as a wettability modifier during low
salinity flooding.

4.8 Summary
This Chapter provides insights on the oil/brine and carbonates/brine
interactions under various kinds of crude oil with particular emphasis on
its polar content. The objective was to understand precisely the possible
wettability alteration mechanisms during low salinity flooding under
various conditions. In the first section, the impact of ionic strength and
brine salinity on the zeta potential of carbonates is described. The overall
results demonstrate that as the salinity and ionic strength of suspensions
decreases up to 10 times dilution, the magnitude of the negative charges
increases. The dolomite surface, containing some amount of anhydrite, is
more negatively charged than the limestone surface.
The results of IFR and SEM-EDX tests show that sulphate and
magnesium ions are adsorbed on limestone and dolomite surfaces when
using highly concentrated solutions, giving an indication that multiple ions
interaction has happened, which affects the net surface charges and
influences the wetting properties of carbonates.
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It is found that there is a general trend of IFT reduction as the salinity of
water is decreased, however, the reduction is very small, which suggests
that low salinity water flooding has an insignificant effect on the fluid/fluid
interaction compared to the fluid/rock interaction. The results also exhibit
that monovalent ions did not show a considerable contribution to the IFT
activity in comparison with the divalent ions, showing a gradual decrease
in the IFT as the salts concentration of divalent ions increased.
For contact angle measurements, different effects on the contact angle
are obtained for the same rock/brine system but with different kinds of
crude oil. The results reveal that a change in the contact angle to
intermediate-wet is seen for dolomite/oil A system by decreasing the
salinity twice from the seawater water, but with an insignificant effect on
the contact angle thereafter. No dramatic wettability alteration is observed
for crude oil B and C, and the contact angle of dolomite substrates
remains within the oil-wet conditions. This suggests that wettability
alteration of carbonate rock under high temperature is highly influenced by
the chemical composition of crude oil existing in the porous media. The
limestone surfaces also show strong hydrophobic conditions at different
salinities for different crude oils examined.
In general, the work described in this study demonstrated that a
combination of three mechanisms, including multiple ions exchange, EDL
expansion (electrokinetics repulsive), and salting-out are responsible for
the wettability alteration during low salinity injection.
The next Chapter moves on to study the solid/brine/oil interactions at a
micro-scale level using AFM technique, which would provide further
explanation for the main findings emerged from this Chapter.
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Chapter 5
Estimation of Carbonates/ brine/Crude Oil
Interactions Using Microscopic Apparatus

5.1 Introduction
Although the visible macroscopic contact angle measurements outlined in
Chapter 4 provide a fundamental understanding of the carbonates/brine
interaction, the micro level details of the physicochemical interactions
taken place between interfaces, however, are not entirely understood.
Thus, the complexities of various interfacial phenomena governing
surface wetting of crude oil on carbonates in a brine environment require
further elucidation.
Crude oil can contain quantities of polar molecules. The polar molecules
are strongly surface active so that they will have a disproportionate effect
on the wetting properties of the system. Therefore, decreasing adhesion
force would lead to the release of polar organic components from the
surface, rendering it with a favourable wetting state [89,90]. Despite this
practical importance, however, no experimental works are found in the
literature on simulating the micro-interaction of carbonate surfaces and
active polar components, which forms the basis of this study.
In this work, a molecular-level systematic study using Atomic Force
Microscopy

(AFM)

apparatus

was

conducted

with

the

aim

of

characterizing the interaction of polar components in crude oil with
carbonate minerals at different levels of salinity. As mentioned in Chapter
3-section 3.5, the laboratory experiments were designed to measure the
change in adhesion forces between the molecules on the carboxylic acid
(-COOH) functionalized tips, representing the surface-active properties of
crude oil and the flat calcite crystal, the most stable form of calcium
carbonate under a range of saline solutions. The findings drawn would be
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of a crucial significance for assessing the wettability of the surface as well
as its associated mechanisms at the micro-scale.
Throughout this Chapter, the obtained data set were divided into two main
sections. Section one will outline the detailed effects of formation water,
seawater, different diluted versions of seawater, and a simple model of
NaCl/Na2SO4 on adhesion force values. This will be followed by giving a
discussion of the impact of sulphate (SO42-) and magnesium (Mg2+) ions
on the overall adhesion attractive forces, section 2.

5.2 Effect of Seawater and Dilution of Seawater on
Adhesion Force
Before measuring the adhesion forces, the topography of the calcite
substrate was examined using tapping mode in air to confirm a smooth
flat surface. Figure 5.1 illustrates a 10 µm ᵡ 10 µm scan area of calcite
substrate before and after exposure to different saline solutions. The
mean roughness of the fresh calcite surface (i.e., before exposing to
saline solutions) was determined, RA = 1.9 nm. Due to the fact that
imaging the surface was performed in dry mode, i.e., the solution had to
be removed, the imaged area was not the same. However, this would not
significantly affect the obtained results because the examined surface was
uniform, with no heterogeneity.
In comparison to the first image, Figure 5.1B shows a noticeable change
in the topographical features occurring after exposure to saline solutions
with the mean roughness of 8-10 nm, suggestive of a very slight
dissolution of the polished calcite surface, accentuating some of the peaks
of salt crystal deposited. Surface adsorbates arising from the solution are
also present. To ensure repeatability, another position on the treated
calcite substrate was chosen to scan, and the same topographical feature
was observed, Figure 5.1C.
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Figure 5.1: Topographical images of calcite surface (A) before
exposure to saline solutions. (B) and (C) after exposure to saline
solutions.
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For adhesion force measurements, Figure 5.2 shows the adhesion force
maps for the same scanned area with the same probe upon exposure to
formation water, seawater, and different dilutions of seawater, which were
injected in a sequential manner. The corresponding adhesion force
histograms extracted from these maps are shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.2: Adhesion force maps acquired in formation water,
seawater, and different dilutions of seawater, varying in salinity
and ionic strength from high to low. For each map, the ranges of
adhesion vary from very low adhesion, dark brown, through
medium adhesion, light brown, pale brown, and finally the highest
adhesion, yellow.
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Figure 5.3: Adhesion force histograms extracted from force maps for
different saline solutions.

It can be clearly seen that there is a wide statistical spread in the
adhesion measurements which tend to have a maximum at low force. This
type of Poisson distribution is typical of a probabilistic interaction which is
related to the probability of an adhesive bond forming. This will also be a
function of the nanoscale roughness at that particular point of the surface
in the force map. However, it is also apparent that the high adhesive
forces are encountered far more frequently at high salt. This is quantified
most straightforwardly by taking the average adhesion for the whole area
scanned. As shown in Figure 5.4, an overall decrease in the average
adhesion force of about 48.6% was observed when switching from super
saline solution (i.e., formation water, 200000 ppm) to twice-diluted
seawater (21828 ppm). This indicates that the wetting of the calcite by the
polar oil components will be substantially reduced when twice-diluted was
injected, but any further decrease in salinity had little effect. These results
contrast markedly from the observations by Pedersen et al. [95] who
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found little impact of saline solutions on natural grains using a non-polar –
CH3 terminated probe. This contradiction is mainly attributed to the fact
that Pedersen et al. [95] used natural heterogeneous grains, therefore the
tip-surface interaction area would not be the same for each point, which
highly affected the adhesion results.

Figure 5.4: Average adhesion force as a function of salt
concentration.

Based on the relation between work of adhesion per unit area (W A) and
wetting properties of calcite surface by using equation 5.1 [144,146], and
with a minor change in the IFT values (σow) for different saline solutions
(Table 4.1), it is expected that any small alteration in the adhesion force
will produce an abrupt change in the wettability. From Figure 5.4, it is
evident that a significant decrease in the adhesion force value from 1.46
nN to 0.75 nN occurred upon exposure to twice-diluted seawater, which is
in agreement with the macroscopic contact angle observation for the
dolomite/oil A system, Chapter 4. It is thus concluded that the reduction in
the adhesive force results in a substantial decrease in the WA/σow ratio,
and therefore wettability alteration to a less hydrophobic condition. For
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other diluted versions of seawater, the variation in adhesion force was
insignificant, and hence the W A/σow ratio remains relatively unchanged,
leading to a minor effect on the wetting state.

(1+ cos 𝜃) =

𝑊𝐴
𝜎𝑜𝑤

(5.1)

A change in adhesion when the salinity of the solutions is reduced could
be explained by the DLVO theory. This theory explains the forces
between charged surfaces interacting through a liquid medium. “It
combines the competitive interactions of the double layer repulsive forces
and van der Waals attractive forces” [152]. Hence, the Debye length (𝑘 -1),
the thickness of the diffuse EDL, controls the interaction between two
charged surfaces to be either attractive or repulsive. In our system, the
interaction was between the calcite sample and the apex of the carboxylfunctionalized tip. At very high salinity and ionic strength, i.e., super saline
solution, a shrinkage in the thickness of the EDL to a few Angstroms
would occur due to the high concentration of NaCl in the double layer. The
Debye length (𝑘 -1) for FW is approximately 0.2 nm, for SW 0.4 nm, and
for 2dSW 0.6 nm. This leads to a decrease in the EDL repulsion forces,
and hence the tip could approach to a closer distance and experience
higher Van der Waals adhesive forces [39,71,146]. In contrast, decreasing
the salinity of solution would cause an expansion in the electrical double
layer, thereby preventing the close approach of the polar tip to a point
where the very close-range van der Waals forces would dominate,
resulting in a decrease in the adhesion between the polar components
and the calcite surface [146,153].
To verify the impact of salinity on adhesion forces, a simple model system
of NaCl and Na2SO4 was used with the salinity equal to that of original
seawater (i.e., 43650 ppm). The concentration was then diluted with the
same proportions of that when the composite saline solution used, starting
from 2 times dilution (21828 ppm) to 20 times dilution (2183 ppm). Figures
5.5 and 5.6 show the acquired force maps and corresponding force
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histograms for the same scanned area with the same probe upon
exposure to different concentrations of NaCl/Na2SO4 salt solution. The
average values for the above measurements are illustrated in Figure 5.7.
It was interesting to observe that the variation in the adhesion forces
showed the same pattern to that displayed in Figure 5.4, although the
response is even more marked. Hence, the average adhesion decreased
by about 70% as the saline solution was diluted twice from its original
concentration. This stronger response is a consequence of the adhesion
continuing to reduce rapidly below 2 times dilution to a final adhesion of
approximately 100 pN, in contrast to the minimum adhesion of around 700
pN in seawater, plateauing after two times dilution. This could be due to
the presence of complicating additional ionic components in the seawater.

Figure 5.5: Adhesion force maps acquired in various solutions of
NaCl/Na2SO4, varying in salinity and ionic strength from high to low.
For each map, the ranges of adhesion vary from very low adhesion,
light brown, through medium adhesion, pale brown, and finally the
highest adhesion, yellow.
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Figure 5.6: Adhesion force histograms extracted from force maps for
different concentrations of NaCl/Na2SO4 saline solution.

Figure 5.7: Average adhesion force of NaCl/Na2SO4 saline solution as
a function of salt concentration.

It is proposed that while the expansion of the electric double layer (EDL)
at lower salt is responsible for changing oil adhesion on carbonates, it can
be modulated by binding of divalent ions such as SO42- at the solid/water
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interface. The potential chemical interactions between the calcite surface
and AFM probe with polar components under saline solution is illustrated
in Figure 5.8, and detailed discussion on this will be given in Chapter 9.

Figure 5.8: Potential chemical interactions
functionalized AFM tip and saline solution.

between

calcite/

5.3 Effect of SO42- and Mg2+ Ions on Adhesion Force
As mentioned in the previous Chapter, the adsorption of SO42- into
carbonate surfaces has been supposed to work as a wettability modifier
by changing the surface charge during water injection, affecting the
wetting state. Such a hypothesis has also been confirmed by current
molecular-level observations that seawater and twice-diluted seawater,
containing a high concentration of SO42- revealed less adhesion, as
illustrated in section 5.2. Mg2+ is another active ion that could contribute to
the chemical interaction process, helping to promote the wettability of
carbonates. In this section, the experimental findings of the molecular
study on the influence of potential determining ions on oil adhesion are
presented. The adhesion force between the polar-functionalized tip (COOH) and the calcite surface in the presence of saline solution,
containing different concentrations of SO42- and Mg2+ ions was measured.
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NaCl solution was used as the base brine with a salinity equal to that of
twice-diluted seawater (2 wt. %), as the highest change in the adhesion
value was observed upon exposure to this solution. The modified brines of
NaCl/Na2SO4 and

NaCl/MgCl2 were

prepared

by

increasing

the

concentration of sulphate and magnesium ions gradually with the
proportion of 0x, 1x, 2x, 3x, 4x, the concentration of twice-diluted
seawater, while the concentration of NaCl was kept constant. It should,
however, be noted that the concentration of sulphate ions in seawater is
about half that of Mg2+ ions [37]. For this, we initially adjusted the
concentration of Mg2+ to be more than that of SO42-. A set of adhesion
force maps and corresponding histograms are extracted under these
conditions, as shown in Figures 5.9 through 5.12 while the average
adhesion values for each type of saline solution examined are
summarized in Figure 5.13.

Figure

5.9:

Adhesion

force

maps

acquired

in

solution

of

NaCl/Na2SO4, varying in SO42- concentration at a constant salinity 2
wt. % NaCl. For each map, the ranges of adhesion vary from very low
adhesion, light brown, through medium adhesion, pale brown, and
finally the highest adhesion, pale yellow.
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Figure 5.10: Adhesion force histograms for fluids, varying in ionic
concentration of SO42- at a constant salinity 2 wt. % NaCl.

Figure

5.11:

Adhesion

force

maps acquired in

solution

of

NaCl/MgCl2, varying in SO42- concentration at a constant salinity 2
wt. % NaCl. For each map, the ranges of adhesion vary from very low
adhesion, light brown, through medium adhesion, pale brown, and
finally the highest adhesion, pale yellow.
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Figure 5.12: Adhesion force histograms for fluids, varying in ionic

Average Adhesion Force/nN

concentration of Mg2+ at a constant salinity 2 wt. % NaCl.
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Figure 5.13: Average adhesion force as a function of SO42- and Mg2+
concentration increment.
Generally, it is obvious from Figure 5.13 that the effect of SO42- and Mg2+
additional ions on the surface adhesion is not large in comparison to the
salinity; however, it is still apparent and measurable. The change in the
adhesion force values with the concentration is more pronounced for the
SO42- ions than that of Mg2+ ions. Hence, the adhesion was relatively
reduced when the concentration of sulphate was increased 3 times (0.6
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wt. %) the concentration of twice-diluted seawater. This result is in line
with those of Strand et al. [37] who noted that the imbibition oil recovery
increased as the concentration of sulphate increased to 3 times. The
results also demonstrate that the adhesion force reaches its peak value
with the further increase in the sulphate concentration (0.8 wt.%). This
might be commonly linked to the precipitation of CaSO4 (which possibly
represent the small accretions found on the calcite surface after the
experiments). It appears from the evidence that the effect of sulphate ions
will be reversible when the concentration increases beyond a certain level.
It is also interesting to note that sulphate and magnesium ions show
approximately similar adhesion values when both ions have a
concentration equal to that in twice diluted seawater, as illustrated in
Figure 5.13. Nevertheless, increasing the concentration of magnesium
ions beyond that of 2dSW displayed a negligible change in the adhesion
values. The same results were noticed by Generosi et al. [96] who found
that the surface did not become more hydrophilic and the change in the
average adhesion was small when a solution of MgCl2 used. It has
previously reported that the affinity of magnesium toward carbonate
surface increases as the temperature increases [43]. Since magnesium
becomes more reactive and partial dehydrated when the temperature
rises to 130 °C, it is, therefore, speculated that no strong interaction
between magnesium and calcite surface had been occurred under
ambient conditions, leading to an insignificant effect on the average
adhesion values when Mg2+ ions used.

5.4 Summary
This study is conducted to provide insightful information on the
carbonates/brine/oil interactions at the micro-scale level by using the AFM
apparatus. The aim was to gain a better understanding of the possible
microscopic mechanisms related to the wettability alteration, hence the
potential oil recovery enhancement during low salinity flooding.
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Compared to the previous AFM researches, this work is the first to provide
a detailed analysis of microscopic AFM measurement by using a very
smooth calcite crystal, and therefore less prone to topographic effects.
The

magnitude

of

adhesion

between

the

polar

end

(-COOH)

functionalized tips and calcite substrate is determined upon exposure to
various saline solutions.
A decrease in the average adhesion value from 1.46 nN to 0.75 nN is
observed when switching from formation water (200000 ppm) to twicediluted seawater (21828 ppm). However, an insignificant effect on the
average adhesion values is reported with further dilutions, revealing no
measurable difference in the W A/σow ratio when the concentration of ions
decreased, i.e., minor effect on the carbonates’ wettability. The results are
supported to some extent by previously measured macroscopic contact
angle, demonstrating a change from oil-wet to intermediate-wet condition
for dolomite/oil A system when the salinity reduced to 21828 ppm,
showing a decrease in the oil/surface interaction. A model system of NaCl
/Na2SO4 also shows similar results as the salinity reduced, suggesting
that there is an optimal brine concentration, beyond which the salt
concentration has a small impact on the oil/carbonate rock interaction.
The results also reveal that magnesium ions did not show a strong effect
on the adhesion values, while there was a critical sulphate concentration
existing for a given amount of NaCl that should be considered to make
adsorption onto the carbonate surface rather than precipitation.
It is also found that the adhesion changes occur through a combination of
ions binding and EDL expansion (electrokinetics repulsive) mechanisms,
with the latter having by far the larger effect. Further follow-up work is
required to shed more light on how the variation in the adhesion forces
and improving the electrostatic repulsion of the surfaces could affect oil
desorption efficiency, which will represent the basis of the next Chapter.
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CHAPTER 6
Effect of Low Salinity on the Oil Desorption
Efficiency from Calcite and Silica Surfaces

6.1 Introduction
The conclusions drawn from the previous chapters proposed that
decreasing the salinity beyond certain concentration has contributed to
reducing the adhesion forces, which can assist in detaching the active
polar components of oil from the surfaces. Therefore, assessing the
desorption efficiency of crude oil upon exposure to different saline
solutions will help to understand and corroborate the earlier findings,
helping to reveal the potential of enhancing oil recovery from carbonates
and sandstones.
As outlined in Chapter 2, Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) has been
extensively used to detect the adsorption and interaction of polymers,
surfactants, and asphaltene at solid surfaces [97,98]. Recently, QCM has
been used to assess the adsorption/desorption of crude oil onto/from
different surfaces, however, previous work on carbonate surfaces is very
scarce [17,19,99,100]. In this study, we used QCM as a simple and quick
method to assess the adsorption/desorption of crude oils onto/from calcite
and silica crystal surfaces. The work aims to understand the influence of
the ionic strength and brine salinity on the desorption of crude oils with
various chemical composition and polar content from crystal surfaces.
Such a study will help to evaluate the potential of low salinity water
flooding before conducting conventional macroscopic core flooding
experiments. The same synthetic brines that used in our previous work
were used in the QCM study, including seawater and different proportions
of diluted seawater. Crude oils with the physicochemical properties given
in Table 3.3 were also used in this work.
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This Chapter is organized as follows: the first section will outline and
discuss the experimental findings of oil adsorption onto the calcite and
silica surfaces, while the second section moves on to discuss the obtained
results of oil desorption from the same crystal surfaces upon exposure to
different saline solutions.

6.2 Adsorption of Crude Oil on Calcite and Silica Surfaces
In this section, the adsorption of three kinds of crude oil into the calcite
and silica surfaces, having different electrostatic properties is compared.
Q-Sense measures the change in resonant frequency and dissipation
energy of the coated crystals. An indicative example of the frequency and
dissipation changes when calcite and silica surfaces were exposed to
dead crude oil, followed by flushing with toluene and subsequent
exposure to seawater and different slugs of diluted seawater, is illustrated
in Figure 6.1 [19]. It is obvious that a frequency shift on the silica surface
is higher than that on the calcite surface, suggesting that the mass
adsorbed rapidly on the surface [106]. These results are in line with those
of Guo et al. [97], who noted that a higher shift in the frequency was on
the silica surface than that on the gold surface. They stated that silica
(SiO2) has higher electrostatic contact sites compared to the other
surfaces, leading to more molecules adsorbed on the SiO2 surface
through the electrostatic attraction. It can also be seen from Figure 6.1
that the corresponding dissipation shift increases during the adsorption of
crude oil onto the investigated surfaces, but it decreases upon exposure
to toluene, meaning that loosely bound oil molecules were detached from
the surface and the residual components represent a rigid oil layer [107].
It can also be noted that injecting 2dSW and 10dSW show an increase in
the frequency shifts, coinciding with a decrease in the corresponding
dissipation shifts, indicating that desorption happened as will be discussed
in the next section. Moreover, the overall dissipation shifts for the calcite
and silica surfaces are relatively small (less than 10). Similar behaviours
have been observed previously [98,102,106,107].
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Figure 6.1: Frequency and dissipation shifts (third overtone) versus
time for typical adsorption/desorption sequences onto (A) calcite
and (B) silica surfaces.

The adsorbed mass was determined by the Sauerbrey equation (Eq.3.2)
as mentioned before in Chapter 3, and the results are shown in Figure
6.2. For calcite surfaces, the highest adsorption was observed for crude
oil C, which contained a high acid number (2.54 mg KOH/g) and the
highest mass ratio of the oxygen atom, as illustrated in Table 3.3. On the
other hand, the lowest adsorption was for crude oil A with no significant
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acidity and less oxygen content. For silica surfaces, an opposite trend was
observed since the adsorption is decreased as the acidity of crude oil and
oxygen heteroatom increased. This observation is consistent with the
study by Liu et al. [108], who confirmed that the oil components adsorbed
to silica surfaces were different from those on calcite surfaces.
Based on the fact that silica surface is dominated by silanol (Si-OH)
groups, the surface will be negatively charged, which can promote the
adsorption of positively charged nitrogen-based components present in oil
[6, 68,107]. Thus, it might be speculated that more layers are adsorbed to
silica surfaces compared to calcite surfaces when crude oils with
insignificant acidity have been used (Crude Oil A and B). Overall, the
variation in the amount of mass adsorbed can be attributed to the
difference in the chemistry of the adsorbed oil.

Figure 6.2: Amount of adsorbed crude oils on the calcite and silica
surfaces.
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To support the observations mentioned above, Infra-Red Spectroscopy
(FTir-Thermo iS10) was used to determine the organic functional groups
present in the crude oils. The IR spectra obtained for three crude oil
samples are illustrated in Figure 6.3. Considering the functional groups of
crude oils, it can be seen that the absorption bands of aliphatic
hydrocarbon (CH2 and CH3) represent the major functional groups in
crude oils A, B, and C, including C-H stretching of the saturate (28002921 cm-1), C-H deformation of saturate (1455.25 cm-1) and C-H
symmetric deformation of saturate (1376.56 cm -1) [154]. The region
between 1640-1737 cm-1 was consistent with the stretching carboxylic
groups C-O, such as carboxylic acid. This region depicted two small
peaks for crude oil C, which showed the highest adsorption on the calcite
surface, referring to the presence of the C-O functional group in this kind
of oil. The peak at 1141.6 cm-1 in crude oil A and B was assigned to the
presence of amine C-N stretch.

Figure 6.3: Infra-Red spectra of the three crude oils used in this
study.
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The results also revealed that the three crude oil samples contain an
amount of phenolic functional groups in the range of 3107-3938 cm-1.
Finally, the wave number in the range between 1505.6-1538 cm-1
corresponded to aromatics ring stretch C-C, while the band between 800600 cm-1 was assigned to the aromatics C-H deformations and alkyl
groups [107]. Notably, the aromatic bands were more intense for crude oil
C, which gives an indication of high aromaticity for this sample compared
to crude oils A and B. SARA analysis also confirmed that crude oil C has
a high aromatic weight ratio 44.91%, as illustrated in Table 3.3.
In general, IR spectra indicate that the saturated hydrocarbon bands
seem to be the predominant function groups for all types of crude oils.
However, there is variation in the abundance of polar groups such as
carboxylic acid, amine, and phenolic acid. IR spectroscopy observations
have also been supported by SARA and elemental analyses, which
showed equivalent contents of saturate and polar hetero atoms groups
(NO). These results are consistent with the amount of adsorbed oil layers
on the calcite and silica surfaces. It has previously been reported that the
surface energy seems likely to be dominated by the basic, acidic, and
crude oil solvent character with respect to its polar content which showed
a considerable impact on deposition or precipitation at the solid surface
[79,108].

6.3 Desorption of Crude Oil from Calcite and Silica
Surfaces
The desorption efficiency of oils from calcite surfaces upon exposure to
various saline solutions was calculated, more details on this are given in
Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Desorption of dead crude oils from calcite surface upon
exposure to different saline solutions

Dead Oil A-Calcite Surface
Aqueous
Solution
Desorbed
Frequency
Change Δf
(Hz)
Desorbed
Mass Δm
(mg/m2)
Desorption
Efficiency
(%)

SW

2dSW

5dSW

10dSW

20dSW

50dSW

-5.60

-14.89

-3.30

8.30

-2.19

-0.80

0.33

0.87

0.19

0.49

0.13

0.04

14.35

37.82

8.26

21.30

5.62

2.05

Dead Oil B-Calcite Surface
Aqueous
Solution
Desorbed
Frequency
Change Δf
(Hz)
Desorbed
Mass Δm
(mg/m2)
Desorption
Efficiency
(%)

SW

2dSW

5dSW

10dSW

20dSW

50dSW

-5.50

-13.93

-2.60

-6.50

-2.00

-1.00

0.32

0.82

0.15

0.38

0.11

0.059

10.20

25.62

4.68

11.87

3.43

1.84

Dead Oil C-Calcite Surface
Aqueous
Solution
Desorbed
Frequency
Change Δf
(Hz)
Desorbed
Mass Δm
(mg/m2)
Desorption
Efficiency
(%)

SW

2dSW

5dSW

-5.00

-10.00

-2.10

-5.00

-1.50

-1.00

0.29

0.59

0.12

0.29

0.09

0.059

6.74

13.72

2.76

6.74

2.09

1.37
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10dSW 20dSW

50dSW

The calculated values are summarized in Figure 6.4. It is obvious that the
desorption efficiency is generally decreased as the acidity of crude oil is
increased. The lowest desorption efficiency was for crude oil C, which
contained the highest acidic components (O= 10.33%). Whereas the
highest desorption efficiency was for crude oil A, having the lowest
amount of acidic components (O= 2.2%). These observations could be
attributed to the high bonding strength of negatively charged acidic
components onto the positively charged calcite surface, i.e., the attractive
adhesion forces are higher than the electrostatic repulsion forces. Such
results are strongly supported by our previous work [123], exhibiting a
minimal change in the wetting condition of carbonates when crude oil C
with a high polar content was used. Fathi et al. [39] also found that the oil
depleted in water-soluble acids can be displaced easily from the chalk
cores compared to the original oil with a high acid number (1.8 mg
KOH/mg).

Figure 6.4: Oil desorption efficiency (ODE) from the calcite surface
upon exposure to seawater and different diluted versions of
seawater.
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Injecting seawater showed some desorption of the adsorbed layer from
the calcite surface, and not much difference in desorption efficiency was
observed for various types of oils used. As mentioned in the previous
chapters, this result may originate from the mutual interactions between
sulphate ions (SO42-) and calcium ions (Ca2+), i.e., multiple ions exchange
on the surface, could be happening. The mutual interactions, therefore,
could improve the electrostatic repulsion and reduce the adhesion
between the adsorbed polar oil components and calcite surface, thereby
resulting in desorption from the surface [19]. The reactivity of Mg2+ ions
could also increase in water, and it can even substitute Ca2+ from the
calcite surface and thereby displace Ca2+ ions that are bridged to
carboxylic polar components, leading to further desorption from the
carbonate

surface.

Figure

6.5

illustrates

the

potential

chemical

interactions between calcite/crude oil and saline solution. It is worth
commenting that the previous adhesion analysis in Chapter 5 revealed a
reduction in the adhesion of about 35% when a super saline solution was
replaced by seawater. Some imbibition and core flooding experiments
also emphasized that seawater could remove some of the light and heavy
crude oils from carbonate rocks during secondary flooding [10,12,33,42,
50].

Figure

6.5:

Potential

interactions

between

components upon exposure to saline solution.
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calcite

and

oil

Furthermore, the significant desorption occurred when the calcite surface
with adsorbed oil layer is subjected to solutions of 2dSW and 10dSW,
sequentially. Such results differ to some extent from the adhesion force
data in the previous chapter, showing a reduction by about 48.6% in the
adhesion force as the salinity is diluted twice from seawater concentration,
but plateauing after this level. The results nevertheless show a
satisfactory agreement with the observations of zeta potential in Chapter
4, confirming that the surface potential of the carbonate surfaces become
more negatively charged when the salinity decreased up to 10 times
dilution. As the adsorbed oil layer is also negatively charged due to the
presence of negative polar active components, it can lead to an increase
in the electrostatic repulsion and an improvement in the desorption
efficiency. Conversely, very small desorption was noticed with further
dilution. This could be explained by 20dSW and 50dSW displayed less
negative zeta potential with negligible change in the adhesion force
values, as shown previously in Figure 4.1-Chapter 4 and Figure 5.3Chapter 5, thus limited oil desorption is likely to be expected.
In the case of silica, Table 6.2 illustrates the measured frequency changes
and calculated desorption efficiencies, which are summarised in Figure
6.6. It is obvious there is less amount of the adsorbed oil was desorbed
than from the calcite surface at the high salinity solution (seawater).
Previous studies have suggested that both oil and solid interfaces become
charged in the presence of water film [68]. Hence, injecting high salinity
solution with the presence of positive divalent ions such as Ca 2+ and Mg2+
can act as a bridge between dissociated negative polar oil components
and negative silica surface sites, leading to adverse desorption, as
illustrated in Figure 6.7. These results are consistent with the basis of the
experimental work of Lager and his co-workers [9] that a conventional
high salinity water flood containing the high concentration of Ca2+ and
Mg2+ resulted in low recovery factor compared with the modified brine
(depleted in Ca2+ and Mg2+).
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Table 6.2: Desorption of dead crude oils from silica surface upon
exposure to different saline solutions
Dead Oil A-Silica Surface
Aqueous
Solution
Desorbed
Frequency
Change Δf
(Hz)
Desorbed
Mass Δm
(mg/m2)
Desorption
Efficiency
(%)

SW

2dSW

5dSW

10dSW

20dSW

50dSW

-6.94

-17.55

-3.46

-17.93

-9.37

-5.00

0.40

1.03

0.20

1.05

0.55

0.26

9.38

23.71

4.68

24.22

12.66

6.75

Dead Oil B- Silica Surface
Aqueous
Solution
Desorbed
Frequency
Change Δf
(Hz)
Desorbed
Mass Δm
(mg/m2)
Desorption
Efficiency
(%)

SW

2dSW

5dSW

10dSW

20dSW

50dSW

-6.10

-16.00

-3.00

-15.00

-8.00

-4.21

0.35

0.94

0.17

0.88

0.47

0.23

8.12

22.76

4.28

21.42

11.38

5.56

Dead Oil C- Silica Surface
Aqueous
Solution
Desorbed
Frequency
Change Δf
(Hz)
Desorbed
Mass Δm
(mg/m2)
Desorption
Efficiency
(%)

SW

2dSW

5dSW

10dSW

20dSW

50dSW

-2.00

-7.51

-1.80

-8.22

-2.31

-1.41

0.12

0.44

0.10

0.47

0.11

0.08

4.84

17.75

4.00

18.96

4.43

3.22
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Figure 6.6: Oil desorption efficiency (ODE) from the silica surface
upon exposure to seawater and different diluted versions of
seawater.

Figure 6.7: Potential interactions between silica and oil components
upon exposure to saline solution.
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Considering the bridging effect of potential determining ions, it can thus be
expected limited desorption (4.8%) of crude oil C, which has the highest
polar components, from silica surface upon exposure to seawater [19].
On the other hand, it is obvious from Figure 6.6 that injecting low salinity
solution increases the extent of desorption from silica surface in
comparison with the high salinity solution. The highest desorption
efficiency is observed for 10 times-diluted seawater. It is apparent that a
sharp decrease in the attraction force had happened when switching from
seawater to 10dSW. This could be explained by promoting the
electrostatic repulsion forces. In our system, the interactions occurred
between the silica-coated sensor and crude oil in the presence of the
aqueous phase. It has previously been suggested that the isoelectric point
for silica is about pH 2 and the surface is negatively charged at neutral pH
(pH >6) [6,108]. As given before in Table 3.2-Chapter 3, the low salinity
solutions have a pH range from 7.01-7.58, which can enhance the
negative charges on surface sites. Thus, at low electrolyte concentration
and a relatively high surface charges density, the repulsive energy is
going to play a vital role in the interactions between silica/brine/oil
interfaces, and therefore promoting the desorption efficiency when a
solution of 10 times dilution used. In contrast, injected seawater is likely to
screen off the surface charges, resulting in a decrease in the repulsion
and less desorption efficiency.
Further limited desorption has been observed at 50dSW. In this case,
despite the ionic strength of salt solution being reduced at neutral pH
value, the repulsive electrostatic force is likely to be insufficient to promote
the desorption. Farooq et al. [155] found that a critical expansion of the
EDL is required for further desorption from silica by low salinity solution.
Another possible explanation in which the saline solutions impact the
desorption of crude oil from silica surface is by considering the effect of
mutual ions interaction, as the divalent cations (Ca2+ and Mg2+) could be
replaced by the monovalent cations, such as Na+ (see Figure 6.7). As a
result, the divalent ions leave the silica surface along with the crude oil
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components [79]. This could provide further proof to explain the limited
desorption when utilizing 20 and 50 times-diluted seawater, i.e., when the
ionic strength was decreased. The only opposite trend was for 5dSW, and
the reason for this behaviour could be related to the reduction in the effect
of the ions binding and EDL expansion. As with the 5 times dilution, the
concentration of the divalent and monovalent ions is relatively decreased,
and correspondingly their binding to the solid/water interface is reduced.
Simultaneously, in comparison with the 10dSW, it is expected that the
electrical double layer expansion is not large enough to promote the
desorption of oil. This means that the two proposed mechanisms are not
much dominant for the oil desorption when 5dSW used.
For different diluted versions of seawater, the overall desorption from
silica surface was the highest for crude oil A with the low polar contents,
acid number= 0.25 mg KOH/g. As illustrated in Figure 6.7, the presence of
electrolyte solutions results in the formation of a positively charged water
film between silica and oil. Therefore, if the crude oil with a higher acid
number (crude oil C) used, then the acidic components are tightly held
through the water phase, thereby resulting in less desorption [156].
Generally, the effect of active polar components present in crude oil on
the oil desorption efficiency (ODE) is more pronounced for calcite surface
than silica surface upon exposure to various salinities. This discrepancy
may be because of the difference in electrostatic interactions between
charged functional groups in oil and charged mineral surfaces.
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6.4 Summary
In this study, Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) has been used to
assess the impact of ionic strength and brine salinity on the desorption
efficiency of various types of crude oils from calcite and silica surfaces. It
is believed that the novel observations of this work are helpful to glean
more information on how the variation in the chemical composition of
crude oils and the electrostatic properties of surfaces, which significantly
affect oil’s adhesion, can influence the adsorption/desorption process.
The results clearly show that the potential of low salinity flooding is closely
related to the chemical composition of crude oil and the characteristic of
surface minerals. The most notable observation to emerge from the data
comparison is that the effect of active polar components represented by
the acid number on the oil desorption efficiency (ODE) is more
pronounced for calcite surface than silica surface upon exposure to
different saline solutions. Furthermore, less desorption happened from the
silica surface compared to the calcite surface upon exposure to seawater
for all three oils examined. The findings also confirm the potential of twicediluted seawater, showing high desorption efficiency for the calcite
surface, which supports the previously discussed results in Chapter 5.
However, 10 times diluted seawater gives the highest oil desorption in the
case of the silica surface.
The results obtained from this work provide further evidence that either
EDL expansion (electrokinetics repulsive) or multiple ions exchange
mechanism alone could affect the desorption efficiency, i.e., a
combination of these two mechanisms are dominant for the oil desorption.
In summary, the current QCM work helps to give an indication of the oil
desorption efficiency during different salinity injection at a micro-scale;
however, it was not precisely designed to mimic in-situ real reservoir
conditions. Thus, for more practical implications, a set of core flooding
experiments under high pressure-high temperature conditions have been
extensively conducted to get more reliable and conclusive evidence about
the correlation between the potential of low salinity flooding and oil
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composition. The obtained observations will be discussed in detail in the
next Chapter.
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CHAPTER 7
Effect of Crude Oil Composition on the Potential of
Low Salinity Flooding for Enhanced Oil Recovery in
Carbonates

7.1 Introduction
Some of the lab tests on the potential of chemically modified water for
EOR have been carried out, yet there are still critical issues. From a
comprehensive review of many technical works covering various salinity
aspects, it is found that researchers have tended to focus primarily on
investigating the impact of salinity and ionic strength on oil recovery
without taking into consideration the effect of oil composition and rock
mineralogy on the real low salinity impact, especially in carbonate rocks.
In the previous chapter, desorption efficiency of different kinds of crude
oils from surfaces has been assessed by Quartz Crystal Microbalance
(QCM) approach. It should, however, be noted that despite its efficiency
and simplicity, such an approach is limited in its capability to resemble insitu reservoir conditions, which are associated with the use of natural
carbonate rocks and providing high pressure-high temperature conditions.
In this work, a series of systematic core flooding experiments were carried
out under reservoir-like conditions to evaluate the effect of the diversity of
crude oil composition on the potential of low salinity flooding for enhanced
oil recovery in carbonate rocks.
The same three crude oils that were used in our previous QCM work [19]
were used in this study to saturate the core samples prior to brine
flooding. Outcrop limestone and subsurface dolomite samples with the
properties outlined in Chapter 3 were used to mimic carbonate reservoirs
with different mineralogy. Tertiary oil recovery by different diluted versions
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of seawater was evaluated relative to the secondary recovery by seawater
or formation water.
In this Chapter, the effect of seawater and different diluted versions of
seawater on the macroscopic displacement efficiency of the outcrop
limestone and subsurface dolomite rocks saturated with different kinds of
oil will be first described. Then, the effect of formation water on the
performance of low salinity water flooding will be discussed. Finally, the
role of potential determining ions such as SO42-, Ca2+, and Mg2+ on the
overall

macroscopic

displacement

efficiency

will

be

qualitatively

summarized.

7.2 Effect of Crude Oil Composition and Rock Mineralogy
on the Potential of Low Salinity Flooding for EOR
The impact of different salinity solutions on oil recovery of carbonate
samples aged with different kinds of dead crude oil is studied. The aim
was to verify whether changing the type of crude oil (i.e., the
concentration of polar organic components) could affect the potential of
low salinity flooding or not. A set of six core flooding experiments were
carried out on outcrop limestone and subsurface dolomite cores by
injecting seawater in secondary mode. Then, different diluted versions of
seawater were flooded sequentially in tertiary mode. An indicative
example of the volumes of produced oil and brine collected during one of
the flooding experiments is illustrated in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.2 shows the results of salinity flooding on outcrop core EST-24,
saturated with crude oil A with the lowest acidic components (AN=0.25 mg
KOH/g). It can be observed that the oil recovery was about 52.6% of the
original oil in place (OOIP) at the end of the secondary mode by injecting
3 PVs of seawater. The substantial amount of oil of about 34% of the
OOIP was obtained after injecting 0.4 pore volume of seawater, i.e.,
before breakthrough time, coinciding with a maximum increase in the
corresponding pressure drop (4.5 bar). The pressure drop was then
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decreased due to oil production to stabilize at the end of the seawater
injection at 1.45 ± 0.05 bar. After all moveable oil was displaced by
seawater, the core sample was subjected to low salinity solutions,
sequentially. Injection twice-diluted seawater in tertiary mode reflected an
increase in oil recovery of 4.2% of the OOIP, while flooding 5dSW and
10dSW did not yield significant improvement in oil recovery (1.6% of the
OOIP). No enhancement in recovery factor was observed with the further
dilutions. Such results are supported by the adhesion work measurements
reported in Chapter 4-section 4.7, showing a relatively sharp decrease in
the adhesion work values when switching from high saline solution to
twice-diluted seawater, and the effect was more pronounced for crude oil
A. The differential pressure was decreased steadily as the salinity of water
declined to level off at about 0.55 bar.

Figure 7.1: Volume of produced oil and brine during one of the
sequential flooding experiments on carbonate sample.
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Figure 7.2: Oil recovery and corresponding pressure drop for
outcrop core (EST-24) saturated with crude oil A.

In the second flooding test, the macroscopic displacement efficiency of
low salinity flooding on reservoir carbonate rock (M-01) was examined.
The core was saturated with the same kind of crude oil used in the first
experiment. The objective was to test if the potential of low salinity
injection is linked to rock mineralogy. The core was subjected to the same
flooding sequence as core EST-24. As shown in Figure 7.3, the oil
recovery was comparable to the previous experiment (53.2 % of the
OOIP) during secondary recovery. Injecting twice-diluted seawater
resulted in a significant improvement in oil recovery of 6.8 % of the OOIP.
Even though the permeability of M-01 core sample is less than that of
EST-24, an overall enhancement of 10 % of the OOIP was obtained due
to the tertiary low salinity flooding in M-01 compared to 7.4 % of the OOIP
for EST-24 sample. This could be strongly attributed to the difference in
the mineralogy of outcrop and reservoir core samples, as will be
discussed later in Chapter 9. Like the previous case, a peak pressure
drop was observed before breakthrough time, and then it stabilized with
the stepwise low salinity injection to end up with the value of about 0.48 ±
0.05 bar, which might refer to the stable resistance to the fluid flow [157].
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Figure 7.3: Oil recovery and corresponding pressure drop for
reservoir dolomite core (M-01) saturated with crude oil A.
Another two core flooding experiments were carried out on the outcrop
rock sample (EST-26) and reservoir rock (M-02), saturated with crude oil
B, having a higher acid number (AN=0.46 mg KOH/g) compared to crude
oil A. Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show the results of oil recoveries and pressure
drop profiles for the two samples examined. It is apparent that seawater
injection recovered 43% and 47% of the OOIP for both outcrop and
reservoir rocks at the end of secondary mode. It can also be seen that
injecting twice-diluted seawater in tertiary mode resulted in a relatively
less incremental in oil recovery of 2.8% and 5 % of the OOIP for both
samples examined in comparison with those yielded from the core
samples saturated with crude oil A. This discrepancy could be related to
the variation in the chemistry of oil adsorbed onto the rock surfaces,
thereby resulting in a more hydrophobic surface and less desorption
efficiency. More discussion on the effect of oil composition will be given in
Chapter 9. As reviewed previously in Chapter 2, no sufficient data are
available in the literature, showing the effect of chemical oil composition
on the potential of low salinity flooding to compare with the current results.
Nevertheless, the above observations are supported by our previous
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QCM analysis at the microscopic scale [19], that the highest desorption
efficiency was for crude oil A, having the lowest amount of acidic
components (O= 2.2%).
A further slight increase in recovery of about 1-1.4% of the OOIP was
obtained with 5dSW and 10dSW for the two samples examined. No more
oil was collected after injection of a total of about 6 pore volumes of
20dSW and 50dSW into the carbonate cores, and the oil recovery plateau
was reached. Like the previous experiments, the differential pressure was
increased sharply at the beginning of injection and was then dropped
gradually at each stage of low salinity injection to stabilize at 0.4 ± 0.4 and
0.78 ± 0.5 bar for EST-26 and M-02 core samples, respectively.

Figure 7.4: Oil recovery and corresponding pressure drop for
outcrop core (EST-26) saturated with crude oil B.
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Figure 7.5: Oil recovery and corresponding pressure drop for
reservoir dolomite core (M-02) saturated with crude oil B.
To confirm the effect of oil composition on the potential of low salinity
flooding for EOR in carbonates, further core flooding tests were performed
using outcrop core (EST-31) and reservoir core (M-03). Both samples
were saturated with crude oil C, containing the highest amount of polar
components (AN=2.54 mg KOH/g). The flooding sequence was similar to
the previous tests. From the comparative results, Figures 7.6 and 7.7, it
can be seen that 40.5 to 43% of the OOIP was recovered by seawater at
the end of secondary flooding. Even though both cores examined in this
case have a higher absolute permeability (112 and 290 md for EST-31
and M-03, respectively) in comparison with other core samples examined
before, no more oil was collected during the tertiary low salinity flooding
into outcrop sample. While a negligible increment in oil recovery was
observed upon injecting 2dSW into reservoir dolomite core. To confirm
these observations, the injection rate was increased to 1.5 ml/min, but no
more oil was recovered. Such results could be strongly traced back to the
presence of higher amount of polar organic components in oil C and
viscosity effect. These findings are in line with those reported in Chapter 4
that crude oil C showed higher adhesion work compared to other kinds of
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crude oil examined, thereby more work is needed to separate the oil
phase from the solid, leading to less displacement efficiency. It is evident
that the potential of tertiary salinity flooding for improved oil recovery in
carbonate formations with high acidity and heavy crude oils is negligible
compared to that saturated with the light crude oils.

Figure 7.6: Oil recovery and corresponding pressure drop for
outcrop core (EST-31) saturated with crude oil C.

Figure 7.7: Oil recovery and corresponding pressure drop for
reservoir dolomite core (M-03) saturated with crude oil C.
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7.3 Effect of Formation Water on the Potential of Low
Salinity for EOR
Due to the fact that in practical oil field operations formation water may
represent a source of injecting water, two flooding tests were performed
by injecting formation water with the salinity of 200000 ppm in secondary
mode followed by subsequent exposure to different slugs of diluted
seawater (2dSW and 5dSW) in tertiary mode.
After a gentle core cleaning, the same outcrop and reservoir core samples
(EST-24 and M-01) that used in the first set of experiments were reutilized in this test. Crude oil A was also used to saturate the rock
samples. The aim was to verify that any potential improvement in oil
recovery is due to the invading brine, i.e., not because of the
petrophysical variation of rock samples or oil composition. Four pore
volumes of synthetic formation water were injected in secondary mode
until the oil production was stopped and a stable differential pressure
profile was attained. This was followed by sequential injection of 2dSW
and 5dSW in tertiary mode. The oil recoveries and pressure drop profiles
for the two cores tested are illustrated in Figures 7.8 and 7.9, respectively.
A noticeable distinction in the amount of recovered oil than that of
seawater injection was observed when formation water used. The
cumulative oil recovery was 30 % and 37% of the OOIP for outcrop and
reservoir core samples, respectively. Such observation is in line with what
was previously obtained by Strand et al. [43] who conducted a study on
enhancing oil recovery from naturally fractured chalk reservoir. In addition,
the flooding of twice-diluted seawater yielded a minor improvement in oil
recovery of about 1.5-2.5% of the OOIP, and no recovery improvement
was observed with the 5dSW. In general, it is apparent that the potential
of dilution slugs of seawater for enhancing oil recovery was less
pronounced when formation water was injected in secondary mode. This
might be commonly linked to the scale precipitation formed by formation
water, as identified by Nasralla et al. [158].
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Figure 7.8: Oil recovery and corresponding pressure drop for
outcrop core (EST-24) saturated with crude oil A upon injecting
formation water in secondary mode and diluted seawater in tertiary
mode.

Figure 7.9: Oil recovery and corresponding pressure drop for
reservoir dolomite core (M-03) saturated with crude oil A upon
injecting formation water in secondary mode and diluted seawater in
tertiary mode.
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The general differential pressure trends are similar to the previous
experiments since the pressure drop over the core sample was increased
before breakthrough time and decreased then with the stepwise low
salinity injection. It is, however, worth noting that the differential pressure
was more stable than the previous cases, which might be attributed to the
potential of scale precipitation [158].

7.4 Effect of Potential Determining Ions on Oil Recovery
In this section, the impact of low salinity flooding with respect to the
concentration of SO42-, Mg2+, and Ca2+ ions are qualitatively evaluated.
The goal was to find the effective concentration of divalent ions that affect
the performance of low salinity solution for enhanced oil recovery. NaCl
solution was used as the base brine with a salinity equal to that of twicediluted seawater (2 wt. %), as a significant low salinity effect was
observed upon exposure to this solution, i.e., it represents the optimum
saline solution as outlined earlier. The concentration of sulphate,
magnesium, and calcium ions was then increased gradually with the
proportion of 0.5x, 1x, 2x, 3x, 4x, the concentration of twice-diluted
seawater. As mentioned before in Chapter 5, the concentration of
sulphate ions in seawater is less than that of Mg2+ ions [37]. For this, the
concentration of Mg2+ ions has been adjusted to be more than the
concentration of SO42- ions.
A series of core flooding tests were carried out by injection seawater in
secondary mode followed by flooding NaCl solution with different
concentrations of potential determining ions in tertiary mode. The results
of oil recovery and corresponding differential pressure as a function of
injected pore volumes are illustrated in Figures 7.10 through 7.12. From
Figure 7.10, it is clear that the highest increase in oil recovery (5.5% of the
OOIP) was achieved by saline solution 1×SO4, i.e., when the
concentration of sulphate ions equal to that in twice-diluted seawater.
Increasing the concentration of SO42- ions to 3 times showed a further
small increase in oil recovery of about 2.8% of the OOIP, and no
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improvement was observed beyond this level. Such observations are
supported by the adhesion measurements in Chapter 5, showing a
reduction in the adhesion forces when the concentration of sulphate ions
was increased 3 times (0.6 wt. %) the concentration of twice-diluted
seawater. This finding is also in line with some of the spontaneous
imbibition results reported in the literature [37]. Similar to previous core
flooding tests, the overall pressure drop across the core was reduced with
a sequence injection, which could be linked to the same previously
discussed reasons in section 7.2.

Figure 7.10: Oil recovery and corresponding pressure drop for
outcrop core (EST-30) saturated with crude oil A upon exposure to
seawater in secondary mode and saline solutions varying in
sulphate concentration in tertiary mode.

Likewise, the impact of magnesium concentration on the efficiency of low
salinity flooding has been studied, and the results are shown in Figure
7.11. A significant improvement in oil recovery (6.6 % of the OOIP) was
obtained when the EST-33 core was subjected to brine solution of 1×
Mg2+, after seawater injection in a secondary mode which recovered 42%
of the OOIP. A small incremental in oil recovery of about 1.9% of the
OOIP was observed when the concentration of magnesium ions
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increased to two times that of twice-diluted seawater. No improvement
was recorded with the other proportions of magnesium examined. Such
results are relatively different from what was previously observed in
Chapter 5 by measuring the adhesion forces, indicating that Mg2+ ions had
a much smaller effect on the adhesion forces compared to SO42- ions.
This confliction is likely to be attributed to the variation in the test
conditions. Since, the core flooding experiments were conducted under
high temperature (80 °C) which may, therefore, increase the affinity of
magnesium ions toward carbonate surface when the temperature
increased, leading to a measurable effect on oil recovery.

Figure 7.11: Oil recovery and corresponding pressure drop for
outcrop core (EST-33) saturated with crude oil A upon exposure to
seawater in secondary mode and fluids varying in magnesium
concentration in tertiary mode.

The last core flooding test was conducted to evaluate the link between the
concentration of Ca2+ ions and the performance of low salinity. Seawater
was first injected into the core EST-25 in secondary mode, which
recovered only 44.44 % of the OOIP, as shown in Figure 7.12. Apparently,
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injecting saline solution with the different concentration of Ca 2+ ions in
tertiary mode did not show a substantial effect on oil recovery in
comparison with the SO42- and Mg2+ ions. Hence, only an increment in oil
recovery of about 2.5 % of the OOIP was recorded with the brine of
2×Ca2+, and no improvement in oil recovery was observed with the other
proportions of Ca2+ ions. Contrary to expectations and within the accuracy
of the test, it is found that the role of Ca2+ ions in enhancing oil recovery is
almost insignificant compared to other potential determining ions. The
present observation differs from the previously reported results [37,41].
This discrepancy could be mostly attributed to the difference in the
samples and test conditions.

Figure 7.12: Oil recovery and corresponding pressure drop for
outcrop core (EST-25) saturated with crude oil A upon exposure to
seawater in secondary mode and fluids varying in calcium
concentration in tertiary mode.
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7.5 Summary
In this Chapter, the macroscopic displacement efficiency by injecting
different diluted versions of seawater into outcrop limestone and reservoir
dolomite carbonate rocks saturated with different kinds of oils has been
evaluated. The effect of divalent ions on the low salinity potential has also
been identified.
One of the main conclusions that emerge from this study is that the
chemical composition of crude oil existing in the porous media
significantly affects the potential of low salinity for EOR. A negligible
improvement in the ultimate oil recovery is observed for the two types of
carbonate samples examined when crude oil with a high acid number and
polar organic content is used, suggesting that low salinity flooding is an
unsuitable technique for enhanced oil recovery from such carbonate
reservoirs with heavy-polar crude oil.
The overall tertiary low salinity injection demonstrates that twice-diluted
seawater provides a substantial increase in oil recovery and its effect is
more pronounced for reservoir dolomite rock saturated with crude oil A
than outcrop rock; 6.8% of the OOIP for reservoir rock compared to 4.2%
of the OOIP for outcrop rock. Such results seem to indicate that the
potential of salinity flooding for EOR is not just affected by the composition
of oil, but also by the rock mineralogy with respect to the anhydrite
concentration. The results also indicate that 5dSW and 10dSW show a
minor effect on EOR for both types of carbonate rocks used and no
improvement in oil recovery is reported thereafter. It is found that injection
formation water in secondary mode affects adversely the performance of
salinity flooding for EOR, suggesting that injection seawater in secondary
mode could be more favorable than formation water under such
conditions.
From the systematic study of the effect of potential determining ions
(SO42-, Mg2+, and Ca2+), it can be reasoned that the role of SO42- and Mg2+
ions during salinity flooding are almost stronger than that of Ca2+ ions.
Also, there is a critical concentration of SO42- and Mg2+ for a given amount
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of NaCl, beyond which no enhancement in the macroscopic displacement
efficiency was observed.
In summary, from the combination of the above findings, it is concluded
that the main possible reason for the observed EOR effect during low
salinity injection is likely to be due to the multiple ions exchange on the
rock surface. Nevertheless, electrical double layer expansion (EDL) could
also have a role to play.
The results of the current study extend the findings from the previous
chapters. However, the core flooding experiments are subject to certain
limitations in providing a full visualization of fluid movement and flow
patterns inside the core samples. For this, further experimental work using
a microfluidic system has been conducted to provide in-situ visualization
of oil/brine flow. Such work can assist in our understanding of the
complexities of the various interfacial phenomena governing surface
wetting of crude oil on carbonates in a brine environment. The observed
findings of the imbibition displacements at a mesoscale will be presented
in the next Chapter.
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Chapter 8
Pore-Scale Displacement Efficiency during
Different Salinity Water Flooding in Hydrophilic and
Hydrophobic Microstructures

8.1 Introduction
From the literature review in Chapter 2, it is found that many studies have
been conducted to evaluate the performance of different displacing fluids
for improved oil recovery at the pore-scale level. However, it is important
to emphasize here that most of these studies up to now have been
conducted on strongly water-wet microstructures, but with inconclusive
findings in terms of understanding the mechanisms of low salinity flooding.
Furthermore, to the best of the author’s knowledge, no pore-scale
displacement has been carried out in a completely oil-wet porous medium
to resemble low salinity flooding in carbonates.
As pointed out in the previous chapter, macroscopic core flooding
experiments have shown that injecting twice-diluted seawater can improve
oil recovery in carbonate rocks with light crude oil. However, a clarification
of low salinity flood performance at the pore-scale level and its related
mechanisms need more investigation.
In this study, a microfluidic approach with surrogate rock pore structure is
used to provide full in-situ visualization of oil/brine flow, which would help
in predicting the mechanisms affecting oil sweep efficiency and revealing
the potential of enhancing oil recovery by low salinity flooding at the
mesoscale. To achieve this work, silicon-glass and polymer-coated
physical pore networks were used to mimic the hydrophilic (sandstone)
and hydrophobic (carbonate) surfaces, respectively. Two kinds of crude
oils were used for the drainage process, while synthetic seawater and
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different diluted versions of seawater were used for the imbibition
displacements. The dynamics of displacement and the flow pattern of
various saline solutions in the water-wet and oil-wet systems are critically
compared. The potential of low salinity water flooding to improve the
microscopic sweeping efficiency and the associated wettability effects are
visually evaluated.
Throughout this Chapter, the observed results of the imbibition
displacements are categorized into three main sections. In the first and
second sections, the effect of different saline solutions on the pore-scale
displacement efficiency and wettability alteration in the hydrophilic and
hydrophobic networks will be discussed, respectively. Section three will
include a discussion about the effect of low salinity flooding on the
secondary recovery for both water-wet and oil-wet surfaces.

8.2 Effect of Salinity on the Pore-Scale Displacement
Efficiency in a Hydrophilic Network
As mentioned before in Chapter 2, there is a general agreement that
reducing the salinity of water below a certain level (4000-5000 ppm)
revealed positive results for sandstone reservoirs by shifting rock
wettability

from

water-wet

conditions

to

mixed-wet

[15,16,52,54].

Therefore, it is found that evaluating the effectiveness of low salinity water
flooding for enhanced oil recovery in sandstones at the pore-scale level
would be of great help to recognize the physicochemical mechanisms for
the hydrophilic surfaces. Table 8.1 summarizes the observed results from
a series of pore-scale displacement in the hydrophilic and hydrophobic
microstructures. The initial oil saturation was almost the same (0.89-0.88)
after drainage displacement into the water-wet micromodel saturated with
crude oils A and B, respectively.
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Table 8.1: Summary of micromodel experiments
Micromodel
type

Oil

Wettability

Soi

Sor at
secondary
mode

Sor at
tertiary mode

Increased
recovery
%

Silicon-glass

A

Water-wet

0.89

0.23

0.14 - 2dSW

10

Silicon-glass

B

Water-wet

0.88

0.37

0.30 - 2dSW
0.29 - 5dSW

8

A

Oil-wet

0.84

0.47

0.46 - 2dSW

1

B

Oil-wet

0.87

0.50

0.50

0

Polymercoated
Polymercoated

The saturation of residual oil at the end of secondary flooding by seawater
(imbibition) was determined to be 0.23 and 0.37, i.e. 57.9% of the
movable oil was removed from the pore network saturated with crude oil
B, but with a significant displacement (74%) for that saturated with crude
oil A, having less polar organic components (acid number= 0.25 mg
KOH/g). The discrepancy in the sweeping efficiency could be attributed to
the difference in the oil composition, represented by the concentration of
active polar components [19]. Hence, the presence of concentrated
electrolyte solution results in the formation of a positively charged water
film between silica and oil [16]. Therefore, if we consider the crude oil with
higher polar components (crude oil B), then these components are tightly
held through the water phase, thereby resulting in less desorption [19].
The segmented images of the water-wet micromodel, showing oil
distribution after high and low salinity water flooding is illustrated in Figure
8.1. Due to the difficulty of measuring in-situ single-pore pressure, the
overall pressure drop across the micromodel was measured instead, as
shown in Figure 8.2.
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(A)

(B)
Figure 8.1: Micromodel images after secondary and tertiary flooding
in a hydrophilic surface saturated with (A) crude oil A and (B) crude
oil B. Red: grains, green: oil, purple: brine.
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(A)

(B)
Figure 8.2: Pressure drop across the hydrophilic micromodel
saturated with (A) crude oil A and (B) crude oil B during secondary
and tertiary brine flooding.
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It is clear that a considerable increase in the pressure difference was
observed, particularly at the beginning of seawater flooding, suggesting a
high capillary pressure and a strong resistance to the brine flow.
Therefore, a higher viscous pressure drop is required to overcome the
critical capillary entry pressure and enable brine to invade into the
network. Afterward, the pressure drop was decreased and was relatively
stable as a result of oil production and an increase in the relative
permeability of brine.
It is important to emphasize that during secondary imbibition oil was
transported along the pore-throat pairs due to the multiple snap-off and
coalescence process, i.e., the flow was under a dynamic ganglion regime.
As mentioned before in Chapter 2, the stability of displacement and fluid
𝜈𝜇

distributions are controlled by the capillary number (𝑁𝑐 = 𝜎𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 ), where v
is the velocity of the injecting fluid, 𝜇 is the viscosity of the injecting fluid, 𝜎
is the oil/brine interfacial tension (31.8 dynes/cm for seawater), 𝜃 is the
contact angle between oil/brine and grain surface, and viscosity ratio (M =
μw/μo, μw and μo represent the viscosities of the displacing and displaced
fluids, respectively). In the case of seawater injection, the capillary number
is low (6×10-8) and M ˂1, indicating that the flow pattern falls within the
unstable capillary fingering regime according to Lenormand’s stability
diagram [30]. The ganglion dynamics happen when oil trapped inside the
pore-throat pairs is dominated by capillary forces rather than viscous
forces [159].
Figure 8.3 shows two series of magnified images taken at two different
locations of the hydrophilic micromodel during secondary seawater
imbibition, clarifying snap-off and coalescence events. It is obvious that
the snap-off occurred because of water film swelling in a throat between
two contiguous pores (marked by a black stippled circle in Fig. 8.3C). This
affects the stability of the oil/brine interface at the throat, leading to a
discontinuity in the oil phase and forming an isolated cluster (ganglion),
which was finally stabilized in a single pore (Fig. 8.3D). These
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observations are in agreement with earlier visual studies by Amirian et al.
[118] and Rücker et al. [159] for water-wet systems.

Figure 8.3: Two series of the same magnified sections at two
different locations in the hydrophilic pore network during oilseawater displacement. (A-D) Shows the sequence of snap-off. (E-H)
Shows the sequence of coalescence and ganglia movement. Red:
grains, green: oil, purple: brine.

At the beginning of brine flooding, the snap-off process frequently
occurred due to the capillary disequilibrium and therefore the number of
disconnected oil clusters was increased. After snap-off, the local capillary
pressure was relatively increased as the individual clusters tend to find a
new place with the minimum local energy [160]. For this, it is observed
that the disconnected clusters prefer to internally reconnect (coalesce)
with other movable clusters in the adjacent pore with lower capillary
pressure, moving then along rigorously from pore-to-pore, leading to an
improvement in the displacement efficiency and a decrease in the oil
saturation. Due to the fact that the viscosity of the injected brine is very
low; therefore, it is expected that the viscous forces showed a very small
effect on the pore-scale displacement when the high salinity solution was
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injected, and the net oil transport was almost due to the ganglion dynamic
regime (oil cluster mobilization) even though the associated capillary
number is very low (<< 10-5). Figure 8.3E-G illustrates a sequence of
coalescence during seawater injection. As the oil saturation was reduced,
the coalesced clusters were trapped into pore throats, and the seawater
had continuously proceeded in tandem along the walls of the pore without
sweeping the receding oil in the pores’ center; hence no more oil was
produced after 9 hours of continual seawater flooding.
From Figure 8.1, it is obvious that a reduction in the trapped oil clusters
was observed in some parts of the network after continuous injection of
twice-diluted seawater in tertiary mode (Fig. 8.1C), resulting in an
enhancement in oil recovery of about 10% compared to 7% for the case of
the micromodel saturated with crude oil B, Table 8.1.
It has been reported that the capillary trapping is mostly dominated by the
change in the flooding velocity, pore geometry, and rock-fluid interaction
(wettability alteration) [30,117,161,162]. In this case, twice-diluted
seawater was injected at the same low rate as seawater (5 µl/hr);
therefore, it is expected that the mobilization of oil clusters would not be
by viscous forces. Also, a close examination of the pore network images
after exposure to twice-diluted seawater showed a minor change in the insitu contact angle over the time scale of injection, and the wetting state
remains within the same strongly water-wet condition, Figure 8.4B. Such
results are incongruent with what was previously observed from some
core floods within a Darcy-scale that a reduction in the residual oil
saturation with a decrease in brine salinity was attributed to the wettability
alteration from strongly water-wet toward an intermediate-wetness [163].
However, the findings of the present work agree with the results by other
researchers [12,164], showing higher oil recovery with water-wet
wettability. On the other hand, it was found that the interfacial tension was
approximately constant (33.7 and 30.5 dynes/cm for oils A and B,
respectively) as the seawater was diluted twice from its original
concentration. Consequently, the capillary number remains within the low
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range (5.5-6×10-8), which is far smaller than that required for residual oil
mobilization (Nc =10-5 for hydrophilic surface) [111,162].

Figure 8.4: Magnified images at different locations in the hydrophilic
micromodel show a typical example for in-situ contact angle
between the oil/brine and brine/solid when the system was flushed
with (A) seawater, (B) 2dSW, (C) 5dSW and (D) 10dSW. The stippled
circles refer to a thin film of brine coated the walls of the pore,
preventing oil from reaching the surfaces. Red: grains, green: oil,
purple: brine.

As twice-diluted seawater showed less impact on the interfacial properties
and therefore on the capillary forces, it is found that the most likely reason
behind oil mobilization is the reduction in the attractive electrostatic forces
(adhesive forces) between the trapped oil and silicate surface. It has been
reported that in the presence of a water film the oil/solid interface
becomes charged [68]. Furthermore, the low salinity solution has a neutral
pH (pH =7.58), as illustrated previously in Table 3.2-Chapter 3, meaning
that the silica/brine interface is almost negatively charged [6,79,165]. In
comparison with other diluted brines, twice-diluted seawater contained a
high concentration of monovalent cations such as Na+, which could
substitute the divalent cations (Ca2+ and Mg2+) bonded to the negatively
charged polar organic components of oil (-COOH) during secondary
seawater injection [19,79]. Thereby, the divalent ions leave the silica
surface along with the crude oil, helping to improve the pore-scale sweep
efficiency. Figure 8.5 shows the potential chemical interactions between
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silica/brine/oil at the pore-scale level. The results are qualitatively
supported by our previous work to evaluate the desorption efficiency of oil
with different compositions from silica surfaces upon exposure to low
saline solutions [19].

Figure 8.5: Proposed chemical interactions between hydrophilic
surface/ brine/ oil at the pore-scale level.

Another probable explanation in which twice-diluted seawater influences
the trapped oil mobilization is by considering the effect of the viscoelastic
interface. It has been recently suggested that when the low saline
solutions come in contact with the polar organic components of oil, a
highly viscoelastic film will be formed [166,167]. It is, therefore, speculated
that when twice-diluted seawater was flooded continuously for more than
6 hours, an expansion in the electrical double layer (EDL) would happen.
This led to screening off all the interactions with the bulk solution, and
hence increasing the affinity of polar organic components into the oil/brine
interface, which favorably promoted the viscoelasticity at the interface. As
a result, the trapped oil clusters were dispersed in the saline solution, i.e.,
the sweeping process can be much easier.
Injecting 5dSW into the hydrophilic porous media displayed a minor
increase (1% of the OOIP) in oil recovery for the micromodel saturated
with oil B (see Figure 8.1) but with no improvement in recovery factor for
the case of oil A. Any further decrease in the salinity also did not show an
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increase in the displacement efficiency for the two kinds of crude oils
examined. Such results could be traced back to the reduction in the
concentration of monovalent ions (Na+) and therefore, their binding at the
solid-water interface could be reduced. The EDL expansion could also be
not large enough to stimulate the attraction of negative polar components
toward the interface to form the viscoelastic interface. The previous study
suggested that a critical expansion of the EDL is required for oil
displacement [106]. These results also substantiate previous macroscopic
core flooding experiments discussed in the literature that the low salinity
effect on EOR from sandstone (silica) is mostly dominated by the
presence of significant clay minerals [12]. The pressure drop was
relatively constant with the stepwise low salinity injection, consistent with
a constant resistance to the brine flow.

8.3 Effect of Salinity on the Pore-Scale Displacement
Efficiency in a Hydrophobic Network
From the second set of microfluidic experiments, examining the impact of
different saline solutions on the pore-scale sweeping efficiency in a
hydrophobic microstructure, it is found that the initial oil saturation at the
end of drainage displacement were 0.84 and 0.87 for oils A and B,
respectively. More than half of the oil was trapped in the hydrophobic pore
network at the end of secondary flooding by seawater, as the sweeping
efficiency were calculated to be 44% and 42.5% for oils A and B,
respectively. Figure 8.6 shows the binary analysis of the micromodel
images for the hydrophobic pore networks saturated with crude oil A and
B, respectively, while Figure 8.7 displays the corresponding pressure
drops.
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(A)

(B)
Figure 8.6: Segmented micromodel images after secondary and
tertiary flooding in a hydrophobic surface saturated with (A) crude
oil A and (B) crude oil B. Red: grains, green: oil, purple: brine.
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(A)

(B)
Figure 8.7: Pressure drop across the hydrophobic micromodel
during secondary and tertiary flooding saturated with (A) crude oil A
and (B) crude oil B during secondary and tertiary brine flooding.
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Like the hydrophilic microstructure, the corresponding pressure drop at
the beginning of seawater flooding was increased, and then it decreased
once the brine displacement front began to cross-flow through the
micromodel. This was followed by pressure stabilization at a certain level
with the successive low salinity injection. Such observations could be
explained by the fact that the viscosity of the injected brines showed
relatively the same values as given in Table 3.2-Chapter 3, and all these
brines were injected at the same low injection rate. Thus, it is expected
that the viscous forces would be nearly the same during the sequential
brine flooding, resulting in constant pressure drops.
It is worth noting that the snap-off-coalescence phenomenon was not
observed when brine was flooded through the hydrophobic pore network
and brine smoothly displaced oil in a piston-like way with a stable or
sometimes irregular displacement front, as the oil was moved ahead of
the brine, and only the irreducible oil was left behind the displacement
front. Figure 8.8 illustrates a typical example of the brine front, advancing
with time from the right-hand side of the micromodel.

Figure 8.8: Segmented images, showing brine front advancing
during secondary injection in the hydrophobic micromodel. Red:
grains, green: oil, purple: brine.
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Contrary to expectations, the analysis of recorded images did not show
any substantial change in the residual oil saturation during the sequential
flooding of different diluted versions of seawater, Figure 8.6C-F, and
thereby no positive effect on the pore-scale sweeping efficiency. The
results also revealed that injecting twice-diluted seawater in the
hydrophobic micromodel saturated with crude oil A showed a minor
improvement (1%) in oil recovery, as shown in Table 8.1. Although the
results contradict previous macroscopic core flooding experiments in
Chapter 7, which show a positive effect of twice-diluted seawater on EOR
in carbonate surfaces, the findings are in agreement with those of Lager
et al. [16] and Fathi et al. [39].
The foremost reason for results inconsistency is due to the fact that in this
mesoscale study there is definitive evidence that the wetting state at the
pore level did not change during low salinity displacements and all the
pore walls remain within an oil-wet condition. This could be related to the
coated-polymer pore surface. Consequently, the affinity of active ions
toward the coated surface, ion exchange, and desorption should be weak.
It has been reported that the constituents and conditions for solid
influence the wetting preference [68]. Therefore, no change in the
wettability of coated-pore surface was observed under such test
conditions. Figure 8.9 presents the contact angle and oil/brine interfaces
at typical locations at the end of the imbibition displacements.
Another possible explanation for the lack of oil recovery enhancement
during low salinity injection into the hydrophobic micromodel might be that
the pore diameter and geometry of micromodel are different to some
extent from those of real natural carbonate rocks, which were used in the
macroscopic flooding displacements. The previous study showed that
besides the effect of interfacial tension and contact angle, the pore
diameter and geometry could also have a role to play in the magnitude of
capillary forces during imbibition displacement [30,161].
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Figure 8.9: Segmented images of in-situ contact angle measured at
different locations in the hydrophobic micromodel when the system
was flushed with (A) seawater, (B) 2dSW, (C) 5dSW and (D) 10dSW.
Red: grains, green: oil, purple: brine.

It has also been reported that it is difficult to detach carbon chains that
adsorbed to the hydrophobic surface by low salinity solution and the only
way to remove them is by increasing the salinity of the injected water,
which can promote the reactivity of the surface and modify the wettability
to water-wetness [16]. Such a hypothesis is consistent with what is
observed in this mesoscale study. A close inspection of the recorded
images in Figure 8.10 illustrates that a thin oil film coated the walls of the
pore that were already invaded by brines, meaning that the surface had a
higher affinity to oil than water and therefore promoting the interaction
between oil components and grain surfaces. For this, streaming brine
toward the grains was not able to replace the attached oil film, and the
grain surfaces remain within oil-wet conditions. This could provide
compelling evidence that the multiphase flow of the oil/brine system and
in-situ contact angle over a pore-scale with a length of micrometres are
different from those reported in the literature within the macroscopic scale
level [5,50].
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Figure 8.10: Magnified images at different locations in the
hydrophobic micromodel during low salinity flooding, illustrating
strongly oil-wet surfaces as the oil occupies the smallest pores and
brine advances over it. Thin oil films are left on the walls of some
invaded pores, showing strong adhesive forces between oil and
grain surfaces.

8.4 Effect of Low Salinity Flooding on the Secondary
Recovery

of

the

Hydrophilic

and

Hydrophobic

Networks
The other two series of pore-scale displacement were conducted on
hydrophilic and hydrophobic microstructures saturated with crude oil A to
examine the efficiency of secondary low salinity injection on oil production
compared to high salinity solution (seawater). For this, 5 times dilution of
seawater was flooded in secondary mode, while 10 times dilution of
seawater (4366 ppm) was selected to inject in tertiary mode since
previous core flood studies indicated that reducing the salinity of water
below 5000 ppm revealed positive results for sandstone and carbonate
reservoirs [10,15,16,52,54]. Figure 8.11 shows oil distribution after
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secondary and tertiary low salinity flooding through the hydrophilic and
hydrophobic pore networks.

Figure 8.11: Segmented micromodel images after secondary and
tertiary low salinity flooding for (A) hydrophilic micromodel and (B)
hydrophobic micromodel. Red: grains, green: oil, purple: brine.

Obviously, a clear distinction in the magnitude of oil recovery from that of
secondary seawater injection was observed (Figure 8.11A), 49%
compared to 74% recovered from the seawater secondary flooding under
the same test conditions. This might be commonly traced back to the
reduction in the ionic strength of the solution, particularly in terms of
monovalent ion concentration, which is supposed to play the greatest role
in the oil desorption efficiency from the water-wet surfaces [9]. However,
the discrepancy between high and low salinity secondary flooding was
less pronounced for a hydrophobic surface. Hence, 38.8% of the oil was
produced by injecting 5 times dilution of seawater in secondary mode
compared to 44% when seawater was flooded through the hydrophobic
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surface. Injecting 10 times dilution of seawater in tertiary mode did not
reveal any positive effect on the incremental oil recovery for both surfaces
examined. This could provide compelling evidence that the sequence of
displacement did not heavily affect the potential of low salinity water to
enhance oil recovery, as the same impact of 10 times dilution was
observed when high salinity seawater was injected in secondary mode.
The overall corresponding pressure drop across the hydrophilic and
hydrophobic microstructures recorded during the secondary and tertiary
low salinity water flooding is shown in Figure 8.12. Peak pressure drops of
93 kPa and 48 kPa were observed before the breakthrough time for the
hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces, respectively. The pressure was
then stabilized at 80 ±3 kPa and 37±2 kPa with the continuous 5 diluted
seawater flooding. Injecting 10 times dilution revealed a little further
increase in the pressure drop for both surfaces examined with a small
fluctuation in the pressure values for the oil-wet microstructure. This could
be attributed to the disequilibrium in the local capillary pore pressure and
occasional resistance to flow through the hydrophobic pore network. Such
results are in line with what was previously observed by Cissokho et al.
[168], who stated that there was an increase in pressure drop when the
low saline solution was injected into the sandstone cores even if no extra
oil was recovered.

(A)
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(B)
Figure 8.12: Pressure drop for (A) hydrophilic micromodel and (B)
hydrophobic micromodel during secondary and tertiary low salinity
flooding.

8.5 Summary
In this Chapter, the impact of ionic strength and brine salinity on the porescale displacement efficiency is experimentally investigated using two
types of micromodel with the same pore geometries but different wetting
properties. The dynamic flow behaviour and flow pattern of oil/brine during
imbibition displacements are also explored.
The results reveal that the dynamics of displacement during secondary
flooding by seawater (high salinity) is different in the hydrophilic and
hydrophobic surfaces. For the hydrophilic system, oil moves through the
multiple

snap-off

and

coalescence

process,

while

a

piston-like

displacement of oil by brine was dominant the flow in the oil-wet
microstructure.
For the hydrophobic microstructure, it is found that no change in the initial
wettability is observed during a sequential low salinity injection as the pore
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surfaces remain within a strongly oil-wet condition due to the highly
bonding effect between carbon chains and pore surfaces. Such
observation is consistent to some extent with our previous macroscopic
contact angle measurements for limestone rock, showing an oil-wet
condition for different crude oils examined [19]. Thereby, tertiary low
salinity flooding does not show any positive effect on the pore-scale
displacement efficiency for the oil-wet system. However, an improvement
in oil recovery of 7-10% is observed by injecting twice-diluted seawater
through a hydrophilic micromodel due to a reduction in the attractive
electrostatic forces (i.e., adhesive forces) and electrical double layer
expansion, which could promote the viscoelasticity at the interface. The
results also confirm that the potential of low salinity for enhanced oil
recovery is not affected by the sequence of flooding.
The present findings provide direct evidence that the multiphase flow of
an oil/brine system and in-situ contact angle trend at the pore-scale are
different to some extent from some of those reported previously at the
macroscopic-scale level for both oil-wet and water-wet porous media,
suggesting extra cautions are needed to predict and/or interpret the effect
of low salinity injection on reservoir performance.
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Chapter 9
Discussion and Conclusions

As mentioned in Chapter 1, this project aims to provide a multi-scale
understanding of the complex interactions of solid/brine/oil system. This
contributes to developing new knowledge about the feasibility of low
salinity injection specifically in carbonate reservoirs and offers a unified
interpretation of its associated mechanisms. Integrated macroscopic and
microscopic experimental works have been conducted to meet the
objectives of this research, and coherent interpretation of these works is
given in the respective chapters. In this Chapter, a summary of the main
findings obtained from each test method with the subsequent analytical
discussion and general conclusions will be described. This will be followed
by the recommendations and suggestions for future work.

9.1 Discussion
In this thesis, the key parameters that dominate the composite
interactions of rock/brine/oil in carbonate reservoirs at the macroscopic
scale are first investigated through systematic contact angle, IFT, IFR,
and SEM-EDX measurements, as discussed in Chapter 4. It is found that
the salinity effect is more salient at the liquid/rock interface than the
liquid/liquid interface, and the response to the brine composition is highly
governed by the oil composition with respect to its content of polar organic
components. The results also reveal that there is a reduction of contact
angle as the seawater is diluted twice while its influence on the IFT is
small, and the effect is more pronounced for dolomite rock, showing
different results for different crude oils used. This suggests that wettability
alteration of carbonate rock is an intricate phenomenon that is influenced
not only by the salinity but also by the chemical composition of crude oil
existing in the porous media and rock mineralogy.
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The observed change in the contact angle when switching from super
saline solution (200000 ppm) to seawater and then to twice-diluted
seawater could be explained by a relatively sharp decline in the work of
adhesion (W A), and the effect is more pronounced for dolomite/crude oil A
system. This means a decrease in the electrostatic adhesive force, i.e., an
increase in the repulsion energy has happened due to the synergic effects
of sulphate ions binding, salting-out, and EDL expansion. Thus, less work
is needed to separate the aqueous phase from the solid surface, resulting
in a change in the wetting-state of the rock. The current macroscopic
contact angle study adds more knowledge about the effect of crude oil
composition on the wettability trend, evidenced by the higher adhesive
forces and preferentially oil-wet condition for surfaces saturated with
crude oil having the high polar atoms, as a result of strong interaction
between these polar components and the positively charged carbonate
surfaces.
Taken these together, the above macroscopic contact angle observations
suggest a reduction in the work of adhesion at a certain level of salinity,
which is significantly affected by the chemical composition of crude oil in
the porous media. Such conclusions are supported by the molecular AFM
study presented in Chapter 5. In the AFM study, the molecular interaction
of polar organic components with the carbonates has been highlighted by
measuring the adhesion forces between the functionalized tips and
carbonate minerals at different levels of salinity. The results reveal a
reduction by about 49% in the interaction force as the salinity is diluted
twice from seawater concentration, but with minimal gains (3-5%)
thereafter, meaning no measurable difference in the W A/σow ratio when
the concentration of ions is decreased, i.e., a minor effect on the
carbonates wettability.
The results also show that a model system of NaCl/Na2SO4 has a larger
effect on adhesion. While the greater reduction in adhesion in this more
basic model system proves that it is the ionic strength of the solution that
plays a significant role, it also indicates that there are other components in
the seawater sample that are modifying and reducing this response.
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Binding of divalent ions at the solid/water interface could also affect the
adhesion. It could be supposed that seawater and twice-diluted seawater
have almost a high concentration of SO42- compared to the super saline
solution (formation water). A possibility arises that this ion could penetrate
the solid/water interface and increase the negative charges (Figure 5.8),
causing a reverse interaction between the negatively charged tip (-COOH
carboxyl group) and calcite surface, and thus a noticeable decrease in the
adhesion with the seawater and twice-diluted seawater. This hypothesis
fits with the basis of the experimental work of Zhang and his co-workers
[41,42]. It should be noted that the observed adhesion trend further
supports the idea of in-situ chemical interactions between SO42- and
carbonate surfaces during low salinity injection, which has been discussed
in Chapter 4. Either way, with the further dilution of seawater, the
concentration of the SO42- is relatively decreased or correspondingly, its
binding to the solid/water interface is reduced, leading to almost a small
variation in the adhesion values.
From the micro-scale AFM study, it is proposed that while the expansion
of the electric double layer (EDL) at lower salt concentration is responsible
for changing oil adhesion on carbonates, it is modulated by surface ions
binding. Overall, based on the results of macroscopic contact angle and
microscopic adhesion forces, which are used to consider the solid/brine/oil
interactions, it is suggested that either ions binding or EDL expansion
(electrokinetics repulsive) alone could affect the adhesion of oil onto the
surfaces. A combination of these two mechanisms, as well as, salting-out
phenomenon shall be responsible for the adhesion changes, hence the
wettability alteration of carbonate surfaces.
The effect of oil composition on the low salinity effect has been
corroborated by QCM work, as mentioned in

Chapter 6. The

adsorption/desorption efficiency of various types of crude oils onto/from
calcite and silica surfaces at different salinity is evaluated. The results
indicate that the amount of adsorption is strongly correlated to the
concentration of polar organic components present in the oil and the type
of surface minerals. Subsequent desorption shows that low amounts of
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desorption are reported upon exposure to seawater for both surfaces
examined. It is also found that two and ten times dilution of seawater
achieve high desorption efficiency due to an improvement in the
electrostatic repulsion forces, which lead to reduce the adhesion between
the adsorbed oil components and crystal surfaces.
On one side, the desorption observations are qualitatively in line with the
measured adhesion force values, showing a considerable decrease in
adhesions as the salinity is diluted twice from seawater; on the other side,
the QCM findings seem not to support the molecular AFM results that
insignificant change in adhesions was observed as the salinity decreased
to 10 times dilution. Such discrepancy in the results could be due to the
difference in the experimental test protocol. The results also indicate that
limited desorption is observed when utilizing 20 and 50 times-diluted
seawater, i.e., when the ionic strength is decreased, and thereby
negligible change in the adhesion is obtained, resulting in less desorption
efficiency. Generally, it is inferred that increasing the content of polar
components in crude oil leads to reduced desorption from calcite surfaces
compared to the silica surfaces. This could be explained by the difference
in the electrostatic properties between calcite and silica surfaces which,
therefore, leads to high bonding strength between the negatively charged
polar components of oil and the positively charged calcite surface.
The observed results in Chapters 4 through 6 indicate that the potential of
low salinity flooding is closely correlated to the chemical composition of
crude oil and the characteristics of surface minerals. For more practical
implications, a series of core flooding experiments were precisely
designed under reservoir-like conditions to get more reliable and
conclusive evidence about the synergetic effect of rock mineralogy and oil
composition on the potential of low salinity flooding for EOR.
From Chapter 7, the results of relative EOR contributions by different
diluted versions of seawater show that a substantial increase in oil
recovery (6.8% of the OOIP) is observed for reservoir dolomite rock
saturated with crude oil A, containing the lowest amount of polar organic
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components compared to 4% for outcrop limestone sample saturated with
the same type of oil when the salinity of seawater is decreased to 21828
ppm. No tertiary low salinity effect has been observed for the rock
samples saturated with the heavy crude oil, having a high acid number
and polar content. Insignificant improvement in oil recovery has also been
seen with the 5 and 10 times dilution of seawater for the two types of
carbonate rocks examined.
As mentioned before, several researchers argued that wettability
alteration from oil-wet to intermediate-wet is the plausible mechanism
which affects the EOR significantly during low salinity water flooding in
carbonates [10,20,80]. From the above macroscopic contact angle
analysis, it is found that a change in the contact angle with the significant
alteration in adhesion work was when twice-diluted seawater used, which
has almost a high concentration of potential determining ions compared to
the other dilution versions. This can, therefore, lead to a measurable
increase in oil recovery and almost higher salinity effect. As mentioned
before, further dilutions of seawater cause a reduction in the concentration
of the SO42-, Ca2+, and Mg2+ ions, and correspondingly their binding to the
solid/water interfaces is reduced, suggesting a minor effect on the oil
adhesion and insignificant salinity effect. This could provide a further
explanation of why no extra oil was recovered with the 20 and 50 times
dilution. The macroscopic core flooding results confirm that the EOR by
low salinity injection is likely to be due to the ions binding at the rock/water
interface. However, EDL could also have a role in oil recovery
enhancement.
On the other hand, the core flooding results show that the potential of
twice-diluted seawater and other dilutions of seawater for EOR are
strongly affected by the chemical composition of crude oils used. Hence,
low salinity flooding reveals a negligible impact on EOR for core samples
saturated with crude oil C. In comparison with other investigated oils
(crude oil A and B), crude oil C has the highest mass ratio of polar organic
components, therefore it is supposed that the oil/water interface has a
high magnitude of negative charges. Consequently, the ionized acidic
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components could adsorb at the carbonate surface and the strongest
interactions between these polar atoms and the polar surface site may
occur, i.e., the electrostatic force is attractive, leading to preferentially oilwet surface and no incremental oil recovery. Previous studies argue that
the polar organic components in the crude oil play a major role in the
wettability alteration of mineral surfaces, hence oil recovery enhancement
[68]. Such data match in some ways those reported in Chapter 4,
confirming that no significant wettability alteration is seen for crude oil C,
and the contact angle of carbonate rocks remains within the oil-wet
conditions. Jackson et al. [169] also argues that the incremental oil
recovery is only observed if the controlled low salinity water flooding
(CSW) can induce a repulsive electrostatic force at interfaces with respect
to the type of oils used.
Another possible explanation is by considering the effect of viscous
fingering, as the viscosity of the saline solution is much smaller than that
of displaced fluid, i.e., crude oil C. Consequently, the saline solution would
preferentially flow through the flow channel, i.e., viscous fingering, and
therefore most crude oil situated out of this channel would not be
recovered [161,170].
In addition, the observed tertiary low salinity effect is rather high when
reservoir dolomite rock is used. This is most likely attributed to the
presence of dissolvable anhydrite (CaSO4) as a part of the core material,
which could enrich the injected brine with sulphate, coinciding with the
adsorption of sulphate ions onto the rock surface, helping to promote the
electrostatic repulsion forces and detach hydrophobic layer from the
carbonate surfaces. It is found in the previous studies by Austad et al.
[55,59] that sulphate is a catalyst for the wettability alteration process and
oil recovery enhancement, and this effect is similar to sandstones with
clay minerals.
On the other hand, a closer inspection of differential pressure profiles for
all core flooding tests exhibits a considerable increase in the maximum
pressure drop when seawater or formation water was flooded in
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secondary mode, coincided with pressure drop fluctuations, which are
manifested as either increase or decrease in differential pressure values.
It is expected that the magnitude of capillary forces is likely to be large at
the beginning of injection. Consequently, to overcome the strong
capillarity and enable brine to invade into the porous media, a higher
viscous pressure drop is required [14,30,161]. Such competition between
two forces at the flood front might lead to a noticeable fluctuation in the
differential pressure profiles, particularly at the earlier time of brine
injection. Afterward, the pressure drop was relatively stable as a result of
oil production and an increase in the relative permeability of brine. It
decreased then steadily during tertiary low salinity injection, and it is less
than the stabilized pressure by seawater, suggesting that the interaction
between the charged surface and fluid reaches equilibrium, hence stable
resistance to the flow of injected fluid [157].
Furthermore, comparing the quantity of oil recovered from fluids with
different concentrations of SO42-, Mg2+, and Ca2+ exhibits that the oil
recovery increases as the concentration of SO42- and Mg2+ ions in the
solution is increased to a certain level, beyond which the concentration of
these ions has a negligible impact on oil recovery. This implies that SO 42and Mg2+ ions have strong potential to interact with the carbonate
surfaces than the Ca2+ ions, and multiple ions exchange seems likely to
be happening at a high temperature. As mentioned before, such
interaction could improve the electrostatic repulsion between oil
components and carbonate surfaces, leading to an improvement in the oil
desorption efficiency. The macroscopic displacements also show that the
performance of low salinity water for EOR was affected adversely when
formation water was injected in secondary mode due to the probability of
scale deposition, indicating that pumping seawater in secondary mode
would be more favourable compared to the formation water.
Generally, the core flooding data confirm that the potential of low salinity
for EOR in carbonate reservoirs is enormously influenced by the rock
mineralogy with respect to the anhydrite concentration, as well as the
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amount of polar organic components in crude oil, supporting the previous
conclusions of macroscopic contact angle measurements.
Further full visualization of oil/brine flow inside the porous media has been
investigated by using microfluidic chips with different wettabilities, to
represent different reservoir characteristics. In contrast to the macroscopic
core flooding, the overall findings summarised in Chapter 8 show that
tertiary low salinity flooding does not produce any improvement in the oil
recovery for the hydrophobic microstructure. The wettability of the
surfaces also remains within a strongly oil-wet condition, evidenced by the
thin oil films left on the walls of some invaded pores, showing strong
adhesive forces between oil and grain surfaces upon exposure to different
levels of salinity. It is found that while the pore-scale flow does not
substantiate the macroscopic core flooding experiments, which is likely
due to the lack of temperature effect and variation in the pore geometry, it
provides additional evidence about the highly bonding effect between oil
components and pore surfaces. On the other hand, such observations
corroborate the previous macroscopic contact angle measurements for
outcrop limestone rock in Chapter 4, showing strong hydrophobic
conditions upon exposure to low saline solutions for different crude oils
examined.
The mesoscale study also reveals that imbibing low salinity fluids into the
hydrophilic (strongly water-wet) microstructure caused a reduction by 810% in the residual oil. This improvement could be explained by the
electrical double layer expansion, which could promote the viscoelasticity
at the oil/brine interface. As mentioned before, previous macroscopic
studies for sandstones confirm that injecting brines with salinities below
5000 ppm could improve oil recovery from water-wet reservoirs. However,
the evidence from the current mesoscale study for the hydrophilic
microstructure does not support the occurrence of such observations. A
possible explanation for this contradiction is that the displacements were
conducted into non-coated (clay free) chips which could, therefore, affect
adversely the pore-scale sweeping efficiency of low salinity solutions. The
presence of clay minerals in the sandstone formations has been
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considered by some researchers as a pre-condition for the observed low
salinity effect in the water-wet surfaces [117].
The mesoscale study extends the existing knowledge of the pore-flow in
the water-wet and oil-wet systems. It is observed that the flow dynamics of
the hydrophilic and hydrophobic microstructures are different, as the
snap-off-coalesce phenomenon governs the flow in the water-wet system,
while oil moved by a piston-like displacement with a stable or irregular
front in the hydrophobic system. Furthermore, the potential of low salinity
for enhanced oil recovery is not affected by the sequence of flooding.
In general, the present multi-scale study suggests that the solid/brine/oil
interactions, flow pattern, and corresponding low salinity effect in the oilwet pore surfaces are different from those in the water-wet system.

9.2 Summary of Conclusions
The main conclusions drawn on the basis of a series of experiments
conducted in this study are summarised as follows:
1. A combination of three mechanisms including ions binding, EDL
expansion (electrokinetics repulsive), and salting-out are responsible
for the oil adhesion changes, and hence the potential of low salinity
injection.
2. Low salinity flooding shows more effect on the fluid/solid interaction
than the fluid/fluid interaction for the different crude oils examined.
3. Twice-diluted seawater provides a high potential to enhance oil
recovery from carbonate rocks at the macroscopic-scale as a result
of the decrease in the adhesions between polar oil and carbonate
surfaces.
4. The observed potential of low salinity flooding is strongly affected by
the chemical composition (polar components) of crude oil existing in
the porous media, as well as the type of carbonate formations.
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5. Low salinity water flooding seems to be an unsuitable technique to
improve oil recovery from carbonate reservoirs with heavy and polar
crude oils.
6. The pore-flow of oil/brine inside the hydrophilic and hydrophobic
porous media is entirely different, thereby the feasibility and
associated mechanisms of low salinity injection are rather different.
7. Low salinity flooding

reveals

a

measurable

effect

on

the

macroscopic oil displacement efficiency for the oil-wet system, but
with no influence on the microscopic sweeping efficiency.

9.3 Recommendations
Throughout this research, the potential of low salinity flooding to enhance
oil recovery in carbonate reservoirs and its associated mechanisms have
been extensively investigated at the macroscopic, meso, and microscopic
scales. However, like many other studies, additional avenues of
investigation can be considered to fully acknowledge the feasibility of low
salinity flooding in carbonates. For future experimental work, the following
recommendations are proposed:
•

Atomic

force

microscopy,

quartz

crystal

microbalance,

and

microfluidic apparatus have been accurately used to assess the
polar oil adhesion and desorption into/from the carbonate surfaces.
The aim was to understand the solid/brine/oil interactions and
evaluate low salinity potential at the pore-scale level. It would be
more beneficial if these methodological approaches can be
improved by conducting the same multi-scale experiments at in-situ
(HPHT) reservoir conditions.
•

The current study reveals that low salinity flooding has an
insignificant effect on the fluid/fluid interface. It would be interesting
to develop a hybrid of low salinity-surfactant or low salinitynanoparticles to assess its impact on the interfacial tension (IFT)
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and thereby, on the capillary forces and pore-scale sweeping
efficiency.
•

Taking into consideration the diversity of carbonate formations and
pore fluids, more focus on carbonate reservoirs with a wide range of
heterogeneities could lead to supportive findings for further
confirmation on the feasibility of low salinity flooding at the field
scale.

•

It would be useful to explore the rheological behaviour and
viscoelastic properties of the oil/brine interface.

•

The observed findings from this multi-scale study could be extended
to use in a field wide scale. One such example is the carbonate
formations with light crude oils in the Middle East.
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Appendix A
Measured Zeta Potential
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Figure 1: Measured zeta potential vs. elapsed time for outcrop
limestone suspensions.
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Figure 2: Measured zeta potential vs. elapsed time for reservoir
dolomite-brine suspensions.
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